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Abstract
Personal and Body Area Networks (PAN/BAN) are spontaneously formed through the 
participation of a number o f devices, using wireless teclinologies. They are considered to he 
components o f larger Personal Networks (PN), which include clusters formed at a user’s points o f  
interest. In such a dynamic environment, a Service Discovety (SD) process is required for the 
detection o f participating devices and their offered services and capabilities. In the course of this 
research, SD requirements in wireless personal networks were identified and the suitability o f  
some o f the existing protocols was investigated. Contributions o f the research are listed below,
1) New PN Service Discovery and Management Platform (PNSDP & PNSMP): This is a 
generic platform that considers the characteristics o f PNs, and is inter-operable with Bluetooth 
Service Discoveiy Protocol (SDP), Simple Service Discovery Protocol (SSDP) o f Universal Plug 
and Play (UPnP) and Seiyice Location Protocol (SLP). Furtheimore, a new solution for enabling 
IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) and Service Session Management in PNs was proposed.
2) Optimised structure for PNSDP: An analytical evaluation was performed to aid in the 
proposal o f the optimised structure for PNSDP. The results suggest that the most appropriate 
solutions are registry-based discovery within the clusters, peer-to-peer discovery in the 
infrastructure network, and the use o f the binary format for SD messaging.
3) Interoperability between SD legacy protocols within PNSDP: Tire results o f an 
experimental evaluation o f the performance of the Bluetooth SDP suggest that it is better to use 
the search operation instead o f the browse. In ad hoc networks, the SD time and the success rate 
(SR) o f the SSDP were evaluated (thr ough computing simulations) employing different levels and 
types o f background traffics, showing the non-sensitivity o f the SD time to congestion. A new 
(single- and multi-PAN) mobility model was proposed and the SLP was evaluated in terms o f the 
SR, SD time and cost. One o f the important results in using registry-based SLP was the increasing 
of the SR by -60%  at an energy cost increase o f -25%  in the multi-PAN case.
4) Enhanced SLP (ESLP): Tluee new techniques were proposed and evaluated: sleep mode 
for the service nodes (ESLPJ, midti-tier discoveiy  for the convergence algoritlim (ESLP2), and 
scope-based clustering (ESLP3). The achieved results indicate a reduction in energy expenditure 
of up to 3-5%, as well as a lower SD time in ESLPi and ESLP3 and a higher SR in ESLP3.
Keywords: Service Discovery and Use, MANET, WPAN, BAN, WLAN, Bluetooth SDP, UPnP 
SSDP, SLP, mSLP
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 1 
Introduction
Imagine a collection o f digital devices, such as home and office peripherals, or digital assistants, 
have gathered in a small area e.g. an office room. All devices are equipped with wireless 
interfaces. When a mobile terminal moves into this environment, it can form a mobile ad hoc 
network (MANET) with these devices. This mobile terminal is also connected to a backbone 
network, so that each o f the services offered by the devices can be shared in the global network, 
and other users connected to the network are able to use them.
This scenario introduces a few concepts: The first one is the MANET established between the 
devices and the person’s mobile teiminal acting as a coordinator; this MANET can be regarded as 
a Personal Area Network (PAN).
The other concept is the detection o f the capabilities o f the devices par ticipating in the formation 
o f the PAN, in which terminals and devices are commonly refeiTed to as nodes; this procedure is 
termed Seivice Discoveiy (SD).
The other task is to provide these services to the network. In other words, the mobile terminal will 
act as a service gateway between the backbone and ad hoc networks and broker the service 
resources to the backbone network.
As an example, assume that Jack, a local user, carries a digital camera and a mobile terminal 
(Local) connected to the backbone network. He wants to send a picture from a building to another 
subscriber, Jill, who is travelling in a train and carries a notebook and her own mobile terminal 
(Remote).
Since (in the local space) the camera and the mobile terminal are in close vicinity, they can form a 
wireless ad hoc network. Additionally, the (local) terminal has established a connection with the 
remote one, via the backbone network. On the remote side, the mobile terminal can form an ad 
hoc PAN with the neighboming laptop. The two devices are connected to each other via the 
wireless route (Device - Mobile Terminal - Backbone Network - Mobile Terminal - Device) 
depicted in Figure 1-1, which illustrates the intercomiection between the two PANs in this 
scenario.
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Figure 1-1 Personal Area Networks connected via the backbone network
In this scenario, the local terminal sends the picture taken by the digital camera (image grabbing 
service) to the remote terminal, which routes the picture to the neighbouring laptop offering its 
display service.
The scenario requires the following functionality: Service Discovery, Location and Provision in 
PANs form ed by participating global mobile network terminals and local devices. The elements 
providing this functionality will be specified in the following sections.
1.1 Personal Area Networks
Wireless technology is omnipresent in daily life, especially because o f the technological 
advances, decreasing usage cost, simplicity o f use, flexibility and the efficient communication 
methods it offers. New technologies are emerging to facilitate wireless intercommunication 
between different personal devices. Zigbee, Bluetooth, Infrared Data Association (IrDA) and 
Ultra-Wideband (UWB) are good examples o f such short-range-connectivity technologies [1]; 
they are already implemented for several digital devices. A scenario for the application o f such 
short-range wireless technologies involves a device connected to a network (Internet or mobile 
network) and able to communicate with neighbouring, unconnected devices. As an example: a 
laptop computer, a mobile terminal, or a personal Pocket Personal Computer {Personal PC, PPC) 
connected to the mobile network or the Internet, can provide (via these short-range technologies) 
connectivity to personal devices such as printers, FAX machines, digital cameras and so on. This 
type o f communication is subject to the run-time formation o f ad hoc networks; these are 
dynamically established around mobile terminals by spontaneously added and removed 
communication devices.
In the literature, this type o f network is usually referred to as a Personal Area Network (PAN) [1]. 
The coverage areas for such networks must be small enough to avoid interference with other
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wireless networks, i.e. a typical PAN has a radius not exceeding 10 meters. However, even 
smaller-sized networks are discussed; these are restricted to the human body and are called Body 
Area Networks (BAN) [2]; they have a coverage radius o f about 2 meters. Devices participating in 
such a network may be any body-attached electronic device, such as digital glasses, wireless 
headsets and hands-free kits, watches, health monitoring tools, etc. Body Area Networks can also 
be considered as a kind of sensor network [3],
1.2 Service Provisioning in PANs
As explained earlier, clients must perfonn an essential task, which is the detection o f the devices 
and their offered services. This is regardless o f whether the client will be using the service itself, 
or it provides it to other clients in the network. For mobile/wireless ad hoc networks, this must be 
performed on-the-fly, i.e. without the user being required to configure the client, the devices or 
the network. The process o f detecting and providing services is called Service Discoveiy and 
Provisioning. In the remainder o f this thesis, the investigations are limited to personal networks 
(to be defined in the following sections) and especially PANs, assuming that the Service 
discovery and provisioning mechanisms apply to both PAN and BAN architectuies.
Ad hoc formation o f PANs for the purpose o f service provision relies on a few concepts, 
including:
Connectivity: a low-complex and cheap technology to support wireless communication linlcs 
between the mobile teiminal and digital devices is required.
Device Discovery: once the connection is provided, participating nodes must detect the presence 
o f other nodes, to form an ad hoc network. Finding out what devices are around the user is an 
important step in the creation o f the PAN environment. This is, however, not the focus point o f  
this thesis, because service discovery protocols run on top o f the network layer but device 
discovery is mostly addressed at the MAC (Media Access Control) and network layers.
Service Discovery: in this stage, each device presents information about its capabilities to other 
nodes in the network. The PAN formation proceduie includes the process to detect participating 
devices and the services they offer. There are already some existing standards and protocols 
specified by major telecommunications and IT (Information Technology) companies [4] [5].
Service Use: devices offer their services. Although they could be offered locally on the 
discovering device or terminal, here, mechanisms to offer services distiibuted in the network are 
investigated. After the services are detected and registered, they are provided via the network and 
users can access their features. Provision o f services requires a series o f primitives, including 
control and event handling, session management, authentication, authorisation and accounting.
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1.3 Service Discovery
A few years ago, Plug and Play teclmology was intioduced to the market. The main objective was 
to enable users to use new devices attached to their personal computer or laptop, with a minimum 
of effort spent on chiver installation, device configuration and without professional training. 
Consider the following scenario when: two devices are connected to each other by means o f an 
interface, then, one device (generally the client) detects the validity o f the other one (the server), 
and automatically follows a procedure to contact it and benefit from its capabilities and services. 
This concept may now be extended to any pair o f nodes that can connect to each other and 
communicate. Nowadays, new generations o f networks enable connectivity between several kinds 
o f devices in an infrastructure-based or an ad hoc manner. Due to the enliancements made in data 
(Internet) and telephone networks {Public Switched Telephone Network -PSTN-, Mobile 
networks) and the introduction o f ad hoc networking, the awareness o f devices o f the existence 
and capabilities o f other devices became an important requirement. Tliis depends on automatic, 
reliable, efficient and seamless processes for the detection o f devices and their preparation for 
communication. This means that the detection, identification, recognition, and discovery o f  
resources are essential functions that ought to be provided in support o f  such spontaneously 
formed networks.
In this regard, since a few years ago, some companies and organisations have been developing 
standai'd protocols for the automated discovery o f devices and their offered services. Here, these 
protocols are compared from various perspectives. The approach is to identify some important 
criteria for proper comparisons from the wireless communications viewpoint, and then to 
investigate the extent to which the existing protocols meet these criteria. The popular existing 
protocols include Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) [6] Simple Service Discovery) Protocol 
(SSDP), Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Service Location Protocol (SLP) [7], Bluetooth 
Service Discoveiy Protocol (BT-SDP) [8], SUN Jini [9] and Salutation [10][11]. Some other 
related protocols and technologies are also looked at in the course o f this thesis.
UPnP provides the specification o f a service discovery and provisioning suit. This protocol relies 
on web-hased teclinologies such as Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and HTTP over User 
Datagram Protocol {HTTP over UDP, HTTPU) and HTTP over Multicast UDP (HTTPMU). The 
protocol supports 1) discoveiy and 2) obtaining descriptive information o f services, 3) control o f  
services by the clients, 4) notification o f clients (by servers) o f changes in the status o f the offered 
services and 5) giaphical presentation o f services and their access methods. IETF SLP uses the 
lower transport layer (UDP and TCP -Transmission Conti'ol Protocol-) to offer sem ce  
advertisement, discoveiy, search and (optionally) registration fimctions. The BT-SDP is 
incorporated within the Bluetooth communication platform and is used for service discovery and
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searching. The Jini protocol uses the Java software platfoiTn. It provides a mechanism for service 
registration and use, both through the employment o f Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) and Remote 
Method Invocation (RMI) to access objects (proxies) provided by Java, Salutation specifies an 
open software platform and supports service registration, discovery, availability as well as session 
management operations.
Important
Setyice Provisioning in computer science can include several functionalities, including the 
very earliest stages o f service creation, and then service installation, setup or download, then 
service publishing, discoveiy, session establishment, use and termination, and some other 
advanced functionalities, such as service composition and orchestration.
However, in this thesis, the tenn Service Provision or Provisioning is used for the concept o f  
benefitting fi om a service during a service session.
Service Use is the term applied for the set o f Service Provision, Service Session Establishment 
and Termination. Since in some cases, establisliment and termination are considered to be part 
of service use, the terms seiyice provision, provisioning and use are interchangeably used in 
this thesis, unless they are explicitly defined and used separately.
1.4 Resource limitations in PANs
Resource (e,g. Central Processing Unit -CPU-, Memory and Power) limitations on mobile 
terminals and wireless devices are very important constiaints for selecting and running a proper 
code and application that actually uses the resom’ces. This implies need for simplicity o f the code 
and applications that can be executed on the terminals and devices.
Despite the need for simplicity, functionality is important: the functions a service discovery and 
provision protocol offers and the its resource-cost. As an example, some o f the service discovery 
protocols are lightweight but do not support seiwice use and deal only with discovery, whilst 
others deliver both (discovery and use) but at a higher expense.
In teims of resource usage and functionality, the following resomces are considered:
CPU time: CPU usage is dependent on the layer at which the protocol works. Upper layer 
protocols rely on higher amounts o f code running in the underlying layers, than a lower layer 
protocol. Lightweight protocols are expected to use less CPU time than the more heavyweight.
Memory: service discovery and provision protocols use memory for storing code and data. The 
code size corresponding to any o f  the discovery protocols represents the amount o f memory
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needed to store the code. In addition, the protocols use memory (static or dynamic, permanent or 
temporary, etc.) to store the temporary variables as well as the values o f service attiibutes. One of  
the factors involved in evaluating a service discovery protocol is memory, especially when it is 
operating on lightweight devices, sensors and actuators.
Battery: battery lifetime is another resomce to be considered. The usage o f the battery is 
proportional to the CPU and the memory usage as well as the conununications-related parts o f the 
system.
Channel and Network Capacity: these are some o f the resources utilised by service discovery 
protocols. The amount o f data transferred during a service discovery cycle is dependent on the 
simplicity o f the Service Discovery Protocol (SDP), e.g. operating platfoim, content foimat, 
structure and architecture o f the SDP. The capacity utilisation is dependent on the size and foimat 
of the data blocks, and on the messaging mechanisms o f the service discovery protocols.
1.5 From PAN to PN
A user may possess a large number o f personal devices; each may be allocated to a network 
residing at home, in the office, car, etc. The smaller networks belonging to the user and formed in 
different places are called clusters. The PAN (in which the user is present) can communicate with 
other clusters. Tlie PAN and the aforementioned personal clusters o f networks can foim a larger 
logical network, called a Personal Network (PN). Inter-connection between a PAN and other 
clusters is usually provided by infrastructure networks (the backbone).
Now two major parts o f the network are considered: these are the backbone and the ad hoc parts. 
The backbone network is based on the interconnectivity o f several components such as servers, 
routers and switches, wireless access points, clients and teiminals. These components and their 
interconnection functionality form the backbone that provides the connectivity between the 
wireless clients (teiminals). The ad hoc part however, is constincted dynamically through the 
foimation o f peer-to-peer links between the clients (devices and terminals).
The backbone network follows a liierarchical stiuctiue and contains both wireless and wire-line 
access- and core- level components. The ad hoc part is based on short-range peer-to-peer 
connections between client terminals and devices. In this network, the terminal has the capability 
to connect the PAN to the backbone.
Since PNs are based on different network types, a specific dynamicity must be taken into account; 
this is especially tine for MANETs, since the mobility o f the user influences the connectivity of 
e.g. a PAN to infrastructui'e networks. If service discovery has been initiated and a user moves 
away from e.g. an access point, to another network, this will surely influence the discovery
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process. Hence, dynamics observed in the link layer and below play an important role in the 
service discovery process.
From the architecture point o f view, Internet Protocol (IP) in conjunction with TCP and UDP are 
assumed to be the commonly-employed network and transport layer protocols in the backbone 
and the PAN. There are a few concerns regarding the concurrent connectivity between the ad hoc 
and backbone parts for the mobile teiminal, and the effects o f using IP as the network-layer 
protocol. This is discussed in a later section o f this thesis.
1.6 Motivation
There are currently several service discovery solutions targeting either purely fixed or ad hoc 
networks, but as investigated dining the course o f this work, they are not usually suitable for 
personal networks. Heterogeneity (in temis o f the capabilities o f the nodes in a PAN), centricity 
o f the nodes around a virtual centie (implying a specific mobility pattern for the nodes) and 
hierarchical and hybrid structures o f the PNs are the main characteristics o f a personal network 
which are in contrast to generic fixed or ad hoc networks.
Devices in a PAN are not equally equipped with the network resources. There are usually 
different types o f nodes in a PAN or cluster; a powerful deslctop or laptop computer, a handheld 
batteiy-powered palm computer or mobile temiinal, and a lightweight futuie TV integiated into a 
pair o f glasses are examples o f nodes that may participate in a PAN. Heterogeneity in terms o f the 
capabilities o f the devices requires the use o f a variety o f discovery protocols. In addition, the 
smaller nodes should be able to enter sleep mode more frequently than the powerful ones. 
Therefore, the existence o f some powerful nodes acting as proxies or registries on behalf o f those 
that are not significantly capable is helpful. Tliese proxies or registrars can reply to the service 
discovery queries made by the other parties whenever the less-capable nodes are in sleep mode. 
This is done in order to reduce the costs incuned during the process o f directly replying to the 
queries.
Personal area networks follow a centric structure; they are foimed around a logical entity (the 
user), and a single node in a PAN usually coordinates the entire PAN. Even at the MAC layer, 
most protocols standardised for PANs, are based on centralised coordination. This characteristic 
places a PAN in contiast to a generic ad hoc network, in which nodes usually participate in the 
networks that belong to different users and are more independent fiom each other. Most o f the 
service discovery proposals for MANETs consider the ad hoc decentralised behaviour o f those 
networks, and do not appear to be promising candidates for deployment in PANs. Use o f a 
centralised service discovery stiuctuie in a PAN (in which all the coordination functionalities in 
different layers o f the protocol stack are assigned to the same node) can reduce the costs o f the
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discovery, especially in terms of the number o f sent and received multi- / broad- and unicast 
messages.
Furthermore, some o f the SD protocols for PANs are based on integration o f the discovery 
process at the application layer and the routing procedure at the network layer, thus making the 
solution dependent on the routing protocol and eliminating the boundaries between different 
layers o f the protocol stack.
From another perspective, a personal network is a hybrid network. Different network clusters 
intercomiect with and interact with each other, both in ad hoc and infrastructure-based modes. In 
the infrasfructuie-based mode, the clusters usually interact with each other in a peer-to-peer, 
decentralised and mesh-based structur e. Most o f the service discovery protocols are only based on 
one o f the centralised or decentralised structures, and therefore a hybrid hierarchical service 
discovery solution is required to support the structure o f personal networks.
1.7 Novelty and contributions of the research
The aim of this research was to propose and evaluate a solution for service discovery and 
provisioning in a PAN foimed around a mobile terminal. This thesis investigated how a mobile 
terminal, connected to a backbone network, can detect wireless devices within its proximity and 
forms a PAN with them. Once the neighbouring devices are discovered, the terminal can detect 
the capabilities o f these devices and access their offered services by invoking a service discovery 
procedure. Furthermore, the terminal may advertise available services to the backbone network. In 
such a scenario, the terminal plays a service-routing role, acting as an interface between the 
backbone and ad hoc networks.
The novelty and contr ibutions o f the research are presented below:
• New PN Service Discovery and Management Platform (PNSDP & PNSMP): In order 
to address the problems mentioned in the previous section, a novel solution for service discovery 
and use in personal networks was proposed: the P N  Seiyice Management Platform (PNSMP).
The PNSMP consists o f a major counterpart: the PN  Seiyice Discovery Platform (PNSDP), which 
is the platform addressing only service discovery issues. The PNSDP addresses the heterogeneity 
o f the personal networks by supporting a few legacy protocols (BT-SDP, UPnP SSDP and SLP).
The PNSDP is based on a multi-tier discovery process starting from tier 1 (radio domains as the 
smallest building blocks in a personal network), then cluster/PAN, federation o f clusters in ad hoc 
mode, federation o f clusters in overlay mode, and finally global level. In addition, in this 
architecture, a centralised structure at the PAN and cluster level was proposed for reducing the 
costs and latency o f the discovery process, as well as for supporting sleep mode to enable the
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services to reduce their energy consumption. The discovery process is structured on a hierarchical 
basis; at the PAN/cluster level (tier 1) centralised nodes (acting as registiais and proxies) maintain 
a list o f discovered services, and share the service information. Tire structure o f such a protocol 
relies on a cluster-based mobility model o f a personal network and on a multi-tier technique for 
service discovery.
From the architectural point o f view, PNSMP addresses some of the functional requirements 
identified in the cour se o f this research, including transparency, mobility, secmity, heterogeneity, 
context awareness and so on. The proposal also included support for serwice mobility, routing and 
session management.
As a valid example o f service routing, PNSMP addresses interactions with external service 
frameworks such as IMS. Architecture for a Service Gateway Node (SGN) was proposed to enable 
interactions with external service frameworks, such as Web services, SIP (Session Initiation 
Protocol) sessions and IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem) services. The SGN, in coalition with a PN 
naming and service discovery system, acts as a proxy between the end node in the personal 
network and the external node outside o f the PN.
Aside from proposing the PNSMP and PNSDP, the contributions o f this research are centred on 
the perfoimance evaluation o f the aforementioned platform. They are summarised below.
•  Optimised structure of PNSDP: a centralised service discovery process at the cluster 
level and a peer-to-peer structure at the PN level were proposed and evaluated via an analytical 
approach. For this evaluation, the number o f transactions for performing a discovery query was 
calculated as a cost metric. The structure o f the messages was also investigated at this level; SSDP 
messages, as a sample o f text-based as opposed to SLP messages represented in binary foimat, 
were selected, and the volume of generated traffic as a cost metiic was calculated. The analysis 
proved suitability o f the hybrid stmcture o f PNSDP, and binary format o f the SDP messages.
• Interoperability between SD Legacy protocols within PNSDP: The Bluetooth Service 
Discovery Protocol is one o f the legacy protocols PNSDP builds upon. This protocol has been 
evaluated in a testbed environment, by applying the search and the browse functions, while 
employing different traffic patterns and network sizes. It has been shown how the end-to-end 
distance and background traffic can influence the performance o f the BT-SDP, and how the 
search and the browse operations in BT-SDP perform. Estimation o f the perfoimance o f other 
legacy protocols (SLP and UPnP SSDP) in a Bluetooth PAN was also made by applying the 
message sizes used in the analytical approach.
The Service Location Protocol (SLP) and the mesh SLP were proposed as standard protocols for 
implementing PNSDP, because o f benefitting fiom employing short messages, having a stmcture 
similar to the hierarchical stmcture o f PNSDP, as well as the support for the scope concept. A
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modelling-based evaluation of the protocols was undertaken by using computing simulations, 
while employing a new mobility model for personal networks.
The mobility pattern o f personal networks was modelled. In this model, devices within the PAN 
are exponentially distiibuted around the user. The performance o f SSDP and the SLP in this 
model were evaluated and the applicability o f the PNSDP to this model was observed. The 
metrics defined for the evaluation, were the success rate, discovety time, the number o f  sent and 
received messages for a certain discovery task, and the consumed energy,
• Enhanced Service Location Protocol for Personal Networks: The evaluations 
performed regarding the use o f SLP show that the utilisation o f directory agents leads to a higher 
level o f energy consumption to yield the benefit o f  higher performance. In order to optimise the 
energy consumption without considerably reducing the benefits, the cost efficiency o f the SLP 
was improved by applying a sleep mode to the seiwers, defining a midti-tier discovery procedure 
and through the use o f scope-based clustering techniques in a multi-cluster environment. The 
evaluation o f the proposal proved its time- and energy- efficiency as well as its lower latency and 
higher success rate in multi-cluster scenarios.
1.8 Structure of the thesis
This thesis is organised into two parts, 6  chapters and 3 appendices, whereby chapter 1 introduces 
the problem areas that have been worked on in the course o f this research.
Part I, addressing the state-of-the-art, network framework and solutions, consists o f two chapters. 
Chapter 2 introduces the Personal Network concept, and the specifications and characteristics o f 
such networks in terms o f their topology, size, heterogeneity, multicast support, network 
architecture, mobility and traffic models. In Chapter 3, various standard service discovery 
protocols are introduced. Many other protocols suited for MANETs are also addressed and 
introduced.
Part II, which details the contiibutions and evaluations, consists o f  thiee chapters. Chapter 4 deals 
with the service discovery and use proposal: PNSMP. The specifications o f the PNSMP are 
detailed and some improvements that can be made over current discovery protocols are explained. 
Chapter 5 concerns the evaluation o f selected areas functions within the PNSMP, Analytical, 
experimental and computer simulation methods are employed for evaluating the proposed 
concepts.
Chapter 6  concludes the thesis and provides suggestions for continuation o f the research.
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Chapter 2 
Personal Networks
Personal Area Network (PAN) is defined as a set o f devices, resources and services, having a 
personal relationship with the user, and formed around the user. It is not a long time that the term 
PAN has been added to the list o f computer network categories. PAN is a kind o f network fonned 
by participation o f a number o f devices usually in an ad hoc manner, by means o f wireless 
interfaces.
Furthermore, the PAN around a user can conmiunicate with other PANs or other resources and 
devices in remote sites, and benefits from other resources, or services anywhere in the world 
connected through the Internet. All the resources, devices, services and clients belonging to or 
serving the user establish a bigger logical network named Personal Network (PN). PN includes all 
the individual networks foimed in all a user’s points o f interests, such as home, car, office, 
shopping mall, etc., where s/he can own a network, a single device, a number o f services or some 
resources to use.
Several issues are addressed regarding the foimation o f personal networks, such as PAN 
formation, interconnectivity with the infrastructure, PN formation, naming, addressing, routing, 
security, service discovery and provisioning, context awareness and federation among PNs. 
Figure 2-1 illustrates the concept o f personal networks. Tire figure depicts a PAN formed by 
participation o f two radio domains, each based on a wireless teclmology (here Bluetooth and 
Wireless Local Area Network -WLAN-). The user (Jack) can interact with his car and home 
clusters, through the Personal Network, e.g. for remote checking the internal temperature o f the 
fridge or the car. He can also access the coiporate computing facilities, such as the scanner and 
the printer. These devices are regarded as foreign, since they do not belong to the Jack’s PAN.
His colleague (Jill) in the nearby office also maintains her PAN, which is also foreign to Jack’s 
PAN. They may establish an A d hoc PN  federation. This also may happen with another user (Jo) 
working in another place (e.g. another branch o f the corporation, in which the Jo’s PAN is also 
foreign to Jack’s PAN); in this case, an Overlay PN  Federation is formed. All users can benefit 
from public services via the Interconnecting Infrastructure.
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Figure 2-1 Personal Network concept
One of the important concepts in the definition o f PNs is the trust relationship., which defines the 
concept o f ownership in personal networks. Ownership o f a device is established by means o f a 
long-term trust relationship, between all personal devices. A personal entity maintains this 
relation with other devices/nodes in a personal network. Other entities are categorised as foreign., 
which may establish a short-term trust relationship with personal entities. A PAN is a group of  
personal devices in the form o f an ad hoc network. A PAN itself might use different radio 
technologies, such as Bluetooth, WLAN, ZigBee, UWB, etc.; each o f them is used to form 
smaller PAN-constructing networks called radio domains. The set o f PAN and foreign nodes, 
which are connected to each other on an ad hoc basis, can be considered as ad hoc federation o f  
personal and foreign networks.
Each set o f personal devices at home, car, office, etc. participating in a local network, is called a 
cluster. The clusters and the PAN can communicate with each other by means o f some foreign 
networks and interconnecting infrastructure.
Services include those provided by the devices, e.g. print, display, etc. or the public services such 
as web services. The main purpose o f formation o f personal networks is to provide a proper and 
secure way o f service provision to the users from a personal and private perspective. The 
availability o f resources and services strongly depends on the formation o f the underlying 
network, i.e. PN. Since a personal network is dynamic (in terms o f mobility and ad hoc nature o f  
the clusters and PAN), services and resources are not offered permanently and stationary. 
Additionally, potential high-level and ambiguous demands o f users, security and privacy 
requirements, context awareness and limitations on resources imply the need for a service 
management system. The service management system is to support the requirements and consider 
the characteristics o f such networks, as well as overcome the following problems:
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1) Because o f the heterogeneity o f nodes in a Personal Network, they do not present equal 
capabilities. Some of the nodes benefit from network resources (such as memory, CPU, 
power, liigh data rate interfaces, etc) better than other ones. Therefore, the nodes are not 
capable to participate equally in the process o f seiwice discovery and provisioning.
2) Because o f the hierarchy in formation o f PNs, service discovery operations, (such as 
advertisement, query/reply, etc.) do not function at the cluster similar to the PN level.
3) Because o f the involvement o f different wireless teclinologies and network protocols, not a 
single service discovery protocol may function in a PN.
4) Because o f the dynamic nature o f PNs in tenns o f topology o f the network, lifetime and 
availability o f the services, there may be inconsistencies between the status o f discovered and 
available services.
5) Because o f the dynamicity o f user preferences and mood, environmental conditions and 
network status, not a service discovery protocol can function without considering the context, 
in which user discovers the services.
6 ) Because o f the user centiicity o f PNs, not an ordinary service discovery and provisioning 
system can guarantee user privacy and service security.
Here some o f the characteristics o f PANs are identified, which can eventually affect suitability o f 
a service discovery protocol for such an environment. As a reference, the 1ST (Information 
Society Technologies) Projects, My Adaptive Global NET (MAGNET) [12] Bxià. MAGNET Beyond 
[13], addressed several issues in the foimation o f  such networks, fiom bottom to top, including 
those o f Physical, Linlc, Network and Application layers.
This chapter is mainly focused on the concept o f PNs and particularly PANs, and identification o f 
the similarities and differences between a PAN and a generic ad hoc network. This is because of 
existence o f several SD protocols, fiom generic (applicable to any kind o f IP network) to specific 
(for particular kinds o f networks) ones; the particularity o f the networks includes dependency on a 
defined wireless technology (e.g. Bluetooth), or structure (e.g. ad hoc, wired, etc.). Additionally 
different aspects o f defining the network framework for modelling PNs are also explained in this 
chapter.
2,1 Personal area and ad hoc networks
Size is the first factor in categorising the networks; names such as LAN (Local Area Network), 
MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) and WAN (Wide Area Network) firstly came into use, and 
later, some others such as Storage, Controller, Campus, Wireless Local, Village, Body, Memory,
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Corporate, Virtual Local, Broadband Global, Vehicle and Personal Area Networks were brought 
into the IT dictionary. Personal and Body Area Networks, which are mainly focused upon in this 
thesis, are networks, being foimed around a person, and in their vicinity in a range o f 1 - 1 0  m. 
Since the user is usually moving, it is expected that the PAN to move with him/her; this implies 
importance o f portability o f  the network nodes, wireless linlcs between the nodes and bindings to 
the user. Zahariadis [14] explained how Wireless PAN and LAN standards have evolved.
PAN, is established on an ad hoc basis, however, it differs from the generic kind o f MANET. In a 
generic MANET, each node is (usually) bound to an individual user, and the nodes move 
randomly and independently from each other, but in a PAN, all nodes maintain a tendency to be in 
vicinity o f a single user, so they form a moving network. This chaiacteristic o f PANs 
differentiates them from generic MANETs, and for this reason, service discovery protocols that 
are operationally suited to MANETs are not necessarily so to PANs.
2.1.1 Topology
The structure o f the linlcs established between different nodes determines the topology o f a PAN. 
Topology o f a network influences the perfoimance o f the applied discovery protocol (with 
consideration o f its casting techniques and structure). In order to investigate the impacts (in the 
next chapter), some o f the possibilities and examples o f different topologies assumed for a PAN 
are briefly addressed in this section.
Point-to-Point (P2P) networks
In Point-to-Point networks, two nodes may communicate with each other through a dedicated 
linlc. This linlc, either wired or wireless cannot be shared with other nodes in the network. The 
Universal Serial Bus (USB) and the Infr ared are examples o f Point-to-Point linlcs.
There are different possibilities in formation o f point-to-point networks.
• Star: This is the case where a central node establishes P2P linlcs with all other nodes. 
Examples o f such a network are Bluetooth piconet and USB-enabled devices connected to a 
cential node. All packets destining a non-cenfral node should be routed tluough the central node 
[15]. Central nodes of a star topology are usually called master, whilst the other nodes are called 
slave.
• Ring: In this case, the nodes form a ring, and each node establishes two -and only two- 
linlcs with its neighbours. Every packet should traverse all the nodes in its path towards the 
destination. There is no particular teclmology based on P2P ring topology; linking a few devices 
in a ring and enabling routing on all can foim a ring topology. A PAN is unlikely to follow this 
model. However, at the PN level, clusters may be interconnected as ring.
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•  Tree; If the master node o f a star paificipates as a slave in another star topology, a 
hierarchical network is formed: a tree. Only one o f the masters (root) is free o f being a slave. This 
topology is rather popular in the Internet and enterprise networks.
•  Mesh: This is the case where in a network P2P links are established between some (or 
all) pairs o f nodes. For establishment o f such a network, each node requires several interfaces to 
other nodes. Mesh topology is mainly used in MANs and WANs.
Figure 2-2 summarises different Point-to-Point network topologies.
o
star Ring T re e M esh
Figure 2-2 Point-to-Point network topologies
Broadcasting networks:
Broadcasting networks are those in which the packets are sent to all nodes, and the nodes collect 
those messages that are addi'essed to them. In such networks, there is usually a shared media, 
which is accessible by all nodes (multiple access), and proper techniques for accessing that media 
are applied. The shared media, can be a wired bus, ring or in the wireless case, air.
• Bus: In this case, a wired bus is shared between all nodes in the network. An example o f  
such a network is the old-fashioned coaxial cable Ethernet LAN or Token-Bus. Different access 
methods such as Aloha, slotted Aloha, Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA), and Carrier Sense 
Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA-CD) can be employed (as the MAC layer 
technique) in such an environment [16]. Ethernet LAN an example o f bus topology applied to 
computer networks.
•  Ring: This is a ring topology but different from the one described for P2P networks. The 
shared ring is connected to all nodes by only one interface, and data is not only sensed by a node, 
but is simply forwarded to the next node in the ring. This can happen at the same time, or by a 
short hardware-generated delay (a few bits). An example o f such a network is Tolæn-Ring [16].
•  Air: Air is the most common media for data communication in wireless network 
(including WLAN) and obviously shared by all communicating nodes in the network.
Figure 2-3 summarises broadcasting network topologies.
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Figure 2-3 Broadcasting network topologies
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Hybrid Networks:
In the general form, hybrid networks do not follow any particular topology and rely on 
combinations o f the above topologies. The characteristic o f being based on a combination o f  
smaller known topologies can motivate dividing the network into smaller clusters, each addressed 
individually. Some o f the nodes linlc the clusters to each other, resulting in formation o f the whole 
hybrid network. Several algorithms for clustering a MANET are proposed, some are surveyed by 
Chen et a l  [17].
2.1.2 Size
The boundaries o f a network, is clear in wired networks; as long as the nodes are wired to a 
network, they are connected to and a member o f it. In a MANET, accessibility o f nodes can 
extend as long as their connectivity is held. Since ad hoc routing is enabled on all nodes, the 
network may become rather large, in contrast to the PANs (which are defined as small). In a PAN, 
some constraints can be defined to limit the size o f the network.
The extent o f a personal network can be deteimined by different criteria, such as the maximum 
number o f hops (in routing the packets), geogiaphical size, security constraints, or simply 
connectivity. In networks based on a point-to-point topology, as long as the nodes are connected 
to the network, they are a member o f it. The user usually maintains the size o f the network, by 
manually comiecting / disconnecting different devices to his/her network. In contrast, in networks 
based on broadcasting topology, some criteria can be applied for accepting/ denying a node in a 
PAN, in order to limit the its size. The most important parameters limiting the size o f a PAN are 
the hop distance (by limiting to a certain number), distance (by assistance o f locating systems), or 
secur ity constraints (by logically accepting only authorised nodes).
2.1.3 Heterogeneity
A Personal Area Network can include a variety o f devices with different capabilities: from a low  
capable headset to a rather powerful desktop computer. Without considering the capabilities o f  
different nodes in a PAN, a service discovery may perform inefficiently because o f this
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heterogeneity o f the nodes in a PAN. Some o f the aspects o f the heterogeneity in PANs are listed 
below.
Battery life: Some o f the nodes in a PAN have lower battery capacity, so they can change to 
sleep mode after some time o f inactivity.
CPU and memory: Some of the nodes in a PAN are more powerful. Tins is important when 
some o f the nodes are less capable o f caching service information than the other nodes.
Interface characteristics: Some of the nodes in a PAN have interfaces that are on a lower speed, 
and/or the cost for sending/receiving messages (Unicast/Multicast) is different.
The heterogeneity in PANs suggests exploiting a higher capable node to register the services and 
reply on behalf o f the sleep and/or lower capable nodes.
2.1.4 Multicast and broadcast support
Discovery o f an entity in a network (and particularly here a PAN) is mainly based on multicast 
queries to all entities. In a MANET, multicast is usually performed by different techniques; 
however, there are some difficulties with multi- and broad- casting in MANETs.
MANETs implicate difficulties for multicasting and flooding [18]: Multicast routing generally 
relies on the routers’ state. In MANETs all hosts act as a router, thus every node holds its state. In 
MANETs: 1) behaviour o f a host is completely independent ftom other hosts, 2) there is no limit 
on the speed o f the nodes, 3) there are no constraints on direction o f the movement o f the nodes, 
and 4) the network is highly potential to frequent and temporary network partitions. Because o f 
the aforementioned characteristics o f MANETs, maintaining the states for multicast routing is 
cost-inefficient. The problem exposes severity while both storage and power capacity o f the nodes 
in a MANET are very limited.
Broadcasting in particular cases, is also shown [19] as being more energy consiuning than 
multiple unicasts, because o f the energy consumed for processing the broadcast messages on the 
receiver side, because the nodes do not require to process unicast messages that are not destined to 
them.
2.1.5 Network architecture
PANs are heterogeneous in employing different technologies at the layers o f the protocol stack.
Physical Layer: at this layer, there are several technologies implementing different types o f  
wired or wireless) Interfaces. In the wired mode, Ethernet and USB are the most popular 
technologies, and in the wireless case, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Multi-Carrier Spread Specti^um [20]
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(MC-SS) and Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [21]. The affairs between 
physical and application layers (in which SDPs operate) were not addressed in this research.
MAC and Link Layer; a variety o f MAC protocols is proposed for wireless ad hoc networks, 
such as Bluetooth [8 ], 802.11a-b [22], but particularly, 802.15.3 [23] and 802.15.4 [24] are 
standardised for Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs) in high and low data rate modes 
respectively. Generally, the Link layer is based on 802.2 Logical Link Control (LLC) standard. 
Investigating the stiuctm e o f the MAC layer protocol suggests that in a PAN, the str ucture o f both 
the routing and the service discovery protocols can be mapped to that o f the MAC protocol.
The Bluetooth platform had been defined to provide wireless connectivity within a small coverage 
area [25] [26]. Tire platform was recommended to the working group for PANs at Institute o f  
Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), as IEEE 802.15 and considered as an enabler for 
PANs [27]. Bluetooth performance is analysed in [28]. Research is carried out for enabling 
coexistence between Bluetooth and Wi-Fi [29]. Formation o f a Bluetooth network is hased on 
setting up small MANETs named piconets. In a typical piconet, there is one master and up to 
seven slave devices. If the node has membership o f two neighbouring piconets, another form o f  
MANET is formed: the scatternet. Bluetooth is based on a completely centralised structure, all the 
messages (signalling and traffic) are sent through the master, and slaves cannot directly 
cornmrmicate with each other.
In contrast, WLAN main technology (802.11a and b) in ad hoc mode relies on decentralised 
broadcasting structure. All nodes in the network use the shared air media and use CSMA for 
accessing it. Every node senses the carrier on the media; i f  it detects silence, the data is sent; 
otherwise, the node backs off for some time, and senses the media again. This cycle continues 
until the data transmission is complete.
Wireless PAN high rate technology (802.15.3) is based on centralised signalling and P2P traffic 
structure; the nodes are classified as PicoNet Coordinators (PNC) and Devices (DEV). A  PNC 
assigns guaranteed time slots to all nodes for communication. More precisely, there is a period for 
contention, followed by a contention free period, which contains guaranteed time slots being 
allocated by the PNC as shown in Figure 2-4.
Superframe #m-1 Superframe #m Superframe #m+1
-- -----------^  _______
Beacon
#m
Contention
A ccess
Period
Contention Free Period
MTS
1
MTS
2 GTS 1 GTS 2 GTS n-1 G T Sn
MTS: M anagem ent Time Slot 
GTS: Guaranteed Time Slot
Figure 2-4 MAC frame structure in 802.15.3
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Nodes in Reduced Function Device (RFD) mode are not capable o f directly communicating with 
each other; they only communicate with Full Function Devices (FFD). FFDs are more capable 
than RFDs, and able to communicate with other FFDs, as well as RFDs.
To summarise, the structure o f the MAC o f all above protocols have been shown in Figure 2-5.
Bluetooth Piconet
Bluetooth Scatternet
O (ffO
Ad hoc WLAN
802.15.4 star
802.15.3 802.15 4 cluster tree
Bluetooth
Master
( 2 )  Slave
Master/Slave
Ad hoc WLAN
( 2 )  WLAN node I^CSMA/CS
802.15.3
PAN Coordinator 
( 2 )  Device
Beacon
Data
802.15.4
Full Function Device (PNC)
( )  Reduced Function Device
Cluster Head
Figure 2-5 MACs applied to ad hoc PANs
Network Layer: IPv4 is the main protocol employed at the Network layer; however, IPv6 is also 
growingly used for enterprise networks. Non-IP network layer are also applicable in small 
piconets and body area networks, which eventually require a gateway to IP network for 
connectivity to the enterprise networks. Different routing protocols for MANETs are presented; a 
few of many are Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) [30] , Dynamic Source Routing 
protocol (DSR) [31] and Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing (AODV) [32]. These 
protocols are not detailed here anymore; another section (3.3.2) deals with the integrated service 
discovery and ad hoc routing protocols, where some o f the routing protocols are briefly detailed 
for explaining the proposed integrated SDPs.
2.2 Network mobility
Mobility in a Personal Area Network differs from that of a general ad hoc network. There are 
several publications and researches carried out on mobility issues and models for ad hoc 
networks, but not too many specifically for Personal Area Networks. A PAN is an ad hoc 
network; however, the nodes in such a network are grouped around the user. This means, in 
investigating a PAN, group mobility models should be considered rather than single entity ones. 
Exposure o f a group based mobility model in a network influences on performance o f the routing
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protocol employed, and the replication o f data that may exist, for example in a distributed service 
discovery scheme.
Mobility models are categorised into two main groups: traces and synthetic models [33]. Traces 
are the samples o f mobility pattern o f a real scenario, whilst synthetic models produce mobility 
patterns by mathematical computations. Due to the scalability issue o f the networks, it is difficult 
in MANETs to model mobility based on only traces.
Camp et al. carried out a survey on a number o f synthetic mobility models in MANETs [33]. They 
used computing simulations to evaluate the performance o f the models. Tlie conclusions o f their 
research are interesting (especially for the research on the performance o f service discovery 
protocols in personal networks, which is based on a specific mobility model): The performance 
o f a network protocol can significantly vary when applying different mobility models, different 
parameters to the same mobility model and different data traffic patterns. Additionally, they 
concluded that the choice o f mobility model should properly represent the real-world scenario, 
and if  not possible, multiple mobility models should be used to represent the behaviour' o f nodes 
in an ad hoc network. Table 2-1 depicts some o f the models, and their characteristics and issues 
and summarises some of their findings.
Table 2-1 Mobility models and their characteristics and issues
MOBILITY MODEL CHARACTERISTICS ISSUES
Random Walk Based on random directions and sp eed s Unrealistic m ovem ents such as  
sudden stop s and sharp turns
Random Waypoint Includes pause tim es betw een changes in 
destination and sp eed
-Initial transient mobility pattern 
-Straight m ovem ent pattern
1
%
Random Direction Forces nodes to travel to the ed ge of the 
simulation area before changing direction 
and sp eed
-High average hop count 
-Network partitions 
-Unrealistic
1<u Boundless Simulation Area converts a 2-D rectangular into a torus­shaped simulation area -A moving node m eets e .g . a place periodically
O)
s
-Unrealistic propagation model
G auss-M arkov U ses one tuning parameter to vary the 
degree of random ness in the mobility pattern
Complexity
Probabilistic Version 
of the Random Walk
Utilizes a  se t  of probabilities to determine the 
next position of a node
Difficulties in choosing appropriate 
probabilities
City Section R epresents streets within a city Restricted to a urban area
Exponential 
Correlated Random
U ses a  motion function to create m ovem ents Difficulty in creating a given motion 
pattern
1 Column A se t  of nodes form a line and are uniformly moving forward in a particular direction Limited to a group of nodes in a line
%
Q.5
P
Nomadic Community A se t  of NODES move together from one  
location to another
Suitable for PANs (virtual 
reference)
o Pursue A se t  of nodes follow a given target Suitable for PANs (real reference)
R eference Point 
Group
B ased upon the path travelled by a logical 
centre
Mostly used  group model
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One o f the models proposed for gi*oup node mobility is the Reference Point Group Mobility 
RPGM [34], one o f a few models that are implemented for Network Simulator - 2 (NS-2) [35]. In 
this model, a reference point (RP) is set as a logical centre for a group of nodes, and the nodes 
within each gioup move independently in addition to the movement imposed by the RP (group 
mobility). The RPGM is evaluated through simulations, and the results show that the 
interconnecting linlcs o f the grouped nodes change less frequently (making smaller simulation 
framework files) than others in this model. Further, different routing protocols have different 
reactions to the RPGM mobility model. The protocols investigated were A d hoc On-Demand 
Distance Vector Routing (AODV) [32], Hierarchical State Routing (HSR) [36] and DSDV [30]. 
The results show that in the AODV and the HSR, the throughput improves, when communications 
are restricted within the scope o f a group. Further, the DSDV shows little sensitivity to group 
mobility and to localized communications within the MANET.
In addition, research on the effect o f group mobility to data replication in MANETs is presented 
in [37]. Based on analyzing the employed group mobility model, a replica allocation scheme 
called Decentralized Replica Allocation with group Mobility (DRAM) is proposed. The 
experimental results for evaluating the performance o f the proposed scheme showed that the 
DRAM is able not only to obtain higher data accessibility, but also to produce less traffic than 
prior schemes.
With the provided introduction and state o f the art in entity and group mobility models for 
MANETs, it is the time to describe the mobility characteristics o f PANs. A PAN is a gi'oup ad hoc 
network o f nodes, following the mobility o f the user. A PAN, as a group o f nodes, can interact 
with the other personal clusters o f the personal network, as well as the PAN or the clusters o f the 
other users’ PNs.
Figure 2-6 depicts a personal network, containing tluee PANs (PAN 1.3) belonging to different 
users, o f which one is a PAN fomiing from joining a body area network (BANi) and a cluster 
(Cluster 1) building up another bigger cluster (PANi). In the figure, the user is driving in a car, and 
his/her body area network (BANi) containing mobile phones, personal assistants, digital body 
sensors, headset, glasses, etc. is merged into the car cluster (Clusteri) holding car sensors and 
actuators. At the same time, his/her PAN interacts with the clusters at the office (Cluster2) and 
home (Clusters). Different mobility scenarios are shown in Figure 2-6 and explained as follows.
Intra-BAN Mobility Model; The smallest network in a personal network is a Body Area 
Network (BANi in Figure 2-6); a rather small network formed around the user, usually moving 
with him/her. The nodes inside the BAN have a very low level o f mobility relative to each other. 
Since the radius o f a BAN is in the order o f 1 m, the relative speed o f a BAN node to the user is in 
the order o f a few cm/s.
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Figure 2-6 Personal Network mobility model
Intra- / Inter-PAN Mobility Model: a PAN or cluster can be formed by merging/splitting o f 
smaller BANs, clusters or other PANs. A BAN joining the office cluster when the user enters 
his/her office is an example o f intra-PAN model, whilst splitting a joint PAN federation into two 
smaller individual PANs o f the users represents inter-PAN mobility model. In both cases, relative 
speed o f the smaller networks is in the order o f a few m/s. Figure 2-6 shows different Intra-PAN 
mobility scenarios, in which the body area network (BANi) is merged into/ split from the car 
cluster (Clusteri), or the node (1) from the car cluster is taken by the user to his/her BAN. There 
are also different Inter-PAN scenarios shown in the figure: the Merge/Split between two different 
users’ PANs (PANi and PAN2) in the form o f PN federation, and the mobility o f the nodes (2 and 
3 in the figure), when a device, belonging either to the same (2) or another (3) user, moves from 
one cluster to another.
PAN Mobility Model: An entire PAN moves either with the user, whilst a cluster is stationary in 
a place like home, office, etc. When the network moves with the user, its speed is in the order o f a 
few m/s (when the user is walking), a few tens m/s (when the user is on the move in a vehicle) or 
a few hundreds m/s (in the rare event o f the user flying, carrying his/her PAN and still 
connected!). The PANs o f different users in these cases may communicate with each other or with 
stationary clusters in two different modes: ad hoc and infrastructure. In ad hoc mode, there are 
two methods o f connecting two clusters or PANs. The first is interconnecting by forming a bigger 
merged network (previously mentioned). The second method is when a gateway, being able to 
communicate with an external network, interconnects two PANs or clusters.
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2.3 Traffic models and characteristics
Tlie traffic generated in a personal area or ad hoc network can affect the performance o f service 
discovery protocols. It is worth to introduce some possible solutions for generating backgiound 
traffic and using models o f application layer briefly.
2.3.1 Traffic models
Traffic models in a computing simulation environment are usually synthetic; however, tiace- 
based models are more realistic, at a cost o f higher resource consumption. The traffic models 
addi'essed are as follows:
Constant Bit Rate (CBR); this is the simplest and probably most unrealistic tiaffic model. The 
size o f packets and the interval between sent packets are constant, and the rate is deterministic.
Exponential: in this model, traffic is generated according to an Exponential On/Off distiibution. 
Packets are sent at a fixed rate during On period, whilst no packet is sent during O ff period. Both 
On and Off periods are sampled from an exponential distribution. Packets are constant size.
Pareto: Traffic is generated according to a Pareto On/Off distribution. This is identical to the 
Exponential On/Off distribution, except the On and Off periods are taken from a Pareto 
distiibution. These sources can be used to generate aggiegate tiaffic that exhibits long-range 
dependency.
The impact o f using different tiaffic models on the perfoimance o f the routing protocols in a 
MANET is investigated in [38], in which a few ad hoc routing protocols, including DSDV, DSR 
and EAR (Location Aided Routing) protocols are examined under applying CBR, Exponential and 
Pareto tiaffic soiuces. The observed results show that data packet delivery rate is constant for 
DSDV and EAR, regardless o f the source traffic model. Nevertheless, for DSR, exponential and 
Pareto sources perform better at only higher node speeds. AODV was also examined under CBR 
and exponential traffic models as detailed in [39].
2.3.2 Applications
Different application models can be applied to the computing simulation environment, o f which 
some were modelled and used in different scenarios. Tliese models are listed below.
File Transfer Protocol (FTP): This application models bulk data transfer, modelling heavy data 
tiansfer in a short time, e.g. for transfeiring a file.
MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group)'. This model is used for modelling multimedia traffic, 
for example MPEG4. Tliis kind o f tiaffic is quite complicated and modelling is usually based on
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using trace files, however, there is a synthetic model, which generates tiaffic that has the same 
first and second order statistics as an original MPEG4 trace [40].
Telnet: This application models interactions between the user and a server, and the data transfer 
presents users’ behaviour interacting with the server.
HTTP: This corresponds to the traffic generated between HTTP servers and clients, usually 
modelled by e.g. two delay boxes on the server and client side [41] or modelling persistent and 
pipelined traffic [42].
Table 2-2 summarises the aforementioned topics, which is explained in the next section.
Table 2-2 Top level comparison between different networlis
CRITERION PURE AD HOC INFRASTRUCTURE PAN PN
Example Ad hoc WLAN Internet, enterprise 
networks
-Bluetooth
-Zigbee
-UWB
-VPN
Topology Broadcasting air Tree, M esh Hybrid -P2P Star 
-P2P Mesh
-Hybrid
-P2P Mesh overlay
-P2P Star and Mesh underlay
Size 100-1000 nodes 2 and up 2-20 nodes 1-100 nodes
1 km 10 m -1 0 0 0 0  km 1-50 m 10m - 1 0 0 0 0  km
Heterogeneity
Level
Usually
hom ogeneous
Very wide Tiny sen sors -  
Powerful PC
Usually powerful nodes for 
interconnectivity
Multicast and
Broadcast
support
Flooding Different approaches Flooding P2P repeat / forward
Network
Architecture
Medium weight Heavyweight Lightweight Medium-Heavy weight
Network Mobility Random Waypoint
Medium sp eed  and 
distances
Handover from 
infrastructure
Group
Low sp eed  and 
short d istances
Any pattern
Medium-high sp eed  and 
medium-long distances
Applications FTP. Chat, IM Any FTP. HTTP, 
Teinet, MPEG
FTP, HTTP, Teinet, MPEG
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, the concept o f Personal Networks was explained by introducing PANs and 
described how personal nodes in a user’s proximity form a PAN. The manner in which personal 
devices gather in different places (associated with the user), setup personal clusters and how the 
interconnections between personal clusters lead to the formation o f personal networks, was 
described.
Since the considered type o f network in this thesis is personal networks, the characteristics o f 
such networks were investigated in this chapter. This was done in order to define the fiamework
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of the network for future modelling and evaluations. Most research was carried out on general 
structured and on ad hoc networks, and thus the similarities and differences between those classic 
networks and personal networks were identified. This was done by introducing the topology, size, 
heterogeneity, support for multi- and broadcast facilities, as well as the network architecture, 
mobility characteristics, traffic models and applications. As mentioned earlier, Table 2-2 
summarises the findings, provides a top-level comparison between different networks and 
explains how each are specified in models. In this table, the following networks are compared; 
Pure ad hoc, infrastructure, personal area and personal networks. They are compared in terms o f 
the criteria discussed in this chapter, namely topology, size, heterogeneity level, multi- and broad­
cast support, network architecture, network mobility and application.
At this stage, it is not yet clear how the characteristics o f personal networks influence the usability 
and applicability o f a particular service discovery and provision protocol. However, the 
investigation of the specifications o f those networks aids in selecting a proper structure and 
architectme for a proper service discovery and provision solution. Tlie proposal should rely on 
investigating state-of-the-art and existing discovery and provision solutions, and then on seeing 
how well they are suited to personal networks. This is undertaken in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3 
Service Discovery and Provisioning 
Protocols
Service and resource discovery is the process o f finding all the resour ces and services available to 
and within the network. In a PN, service discovery is not a one-off process. It is performed right 
after the formation stage o f the components o f the PN. Once the clusters formed, local services 
are discovered within the formed cluster. Later by formation or reshaping o f the PN 
(interconnection between the clusters), each cluster advertises its own services to the other 
clusters and therefore the whole PN. This may be done in different ways and this chapter 
introduces the various approaches possible for performing such a task.
By the enhancements made on wireless teclmology, we are now facing wireless networks 
heterogeneity, which is observed in the following forms:
•  Network infrastructure: Global System fo r  Mobile communications (GSM), Universal 
Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), Satellite, WLAN, Bluetooth, etc.
•  Network clusters: Inffastructmu-based, ad hoc, BAN, PAN, VAN {Body, Personal and 
Vehicular Area Networks), corporate and home networks, etc.
•  Network access protocols: IP, UDP/TCP, General Paclcet Radio Service (GPRS), etc.
•  Application level protocols: HTTP, MMS, FTP, etc.
• Operating systems: Windows, UNIX, Linux, OS/2, etc.
•  Software technologies: RMI, Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA),
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), etc.
The variety in the platforms used in wireless networks affects interoperability o f the protocols at 
higher layers o f  the protocol stack, namely service and application layers. The scarcity o f radio 
resources and battery life, size, security issires, portability/mobility and dynamic formation o f  
such networks impose additional constraints that must be considered in the design o f a suitable 
wireless service discovery protocol. There are a number o f proposals and standards for service
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discovery and provision protocols. These proposals are mainly offered by some major IT 
companies, office equipment manufactures or communications and networking vendors. The 
major standards investigated include [43]:
•  Service Discoveiy Protocol (SDP) developed for Bluetooth
• Simple Service Discoveiy Protocol (SSDP) used in Universal Plug and Play (UPnP)
•  Salutation protocol run on generic transport protocols
• Jini based on Java progr amming language and Java RMI
• Service Location Protocol (SLP) based on UDP-TCP/IP for Internet
• Home Audio/Video interoperability) (HAVi) running on home networks based on the 
wired IEEE 1394
The last one listed, is specified for wired networks only and outside o f the scope o f this research. 
Furthermore, several second-generation service discovery protocols were investigated, those 
designed for specific environments, such as MANETs, or discovering particular services such as 
web services [44]. Web service technology is also used in (world) wide area networks with a huge 
number o f services and clients, the networks differing from personal networks in size.
Performance o f some o f these proposals, in particular' that regarding mobility, delay, reliability, 
security, and resomce consumption have been investigated in this work, helping to apply to, also 
enhance and improve their performance in accordance to the requirements o f PNs. Aim o f this 
was to offer the most appropriate solution for the network environment described. Tliis was 
rmdertaken by analytical approach, experimental tests (using a real network platform to evaluate 
their performance) and computer simulations. Since using a real network environment on some 
parts cannot always guarantee the repeatability o f the experiments, in such cases, the functions 
affected were modelled using the NS-2 [35] simulation environment.
3.1 Service Discovery and Provision
There are a few standards offered by organisations or working groups to cover the SD concept. 
Some o f them are only dedicated to service discovery such as Salutation and SLP, whilst others, 
like Bluetooth, cover the service discovery job as a part of their recommendation for a complete 
system.
The main features differentiating the protocols and standards are:
• Supported Hardware/Software platfoim
•  Registered or non-registered services
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• Supporting both service provision and discovery
• Transaction data format (Binary, Text)
• Support o f a service availability check
The candidates for metrics to be assessed are the delay and the computing resour ces that influence 
the selection o f one o f the service discovery protocols.
A brief introduction to each o f the proposals follows in the subsequent sections. Some o f the 
issues are also investigated in [45].
3,1.1 Service discovery structure
Service discovery protocols differ in defining protocol entities and interactions between them. For 
example, clients, servers and any 3^*^ party entities may form a network o f service entities, based 
on a defined topology. The set o f service level network topology and links between the entities o f 
such a network are defined by Service Discovery) Structure specifications.
Service discovery protocols are slightly different in the structui e. Some o f the protocols are based 
on a two party configuration, e.g. Client-Server, Master-Slave (i.e. BT-SDP and UPnP), whilst the 
others (i.e. Salutation and Jini) introduce a 3"^  ^party component, such as a broker or registiar.
Directoiy-based/ Directory-less: As mentioned earlier, the protocol structuie may include a 3^  ^
party involved in the process o f seivice discovery, and one o f the possibilities is to use this 
component as a registrar. Once a service is announced, it can be registered in a database to enable 
clients to easily access to the list o f services and their properties.
In a directory-based service discovery structure, there are dedicated entities for maintaining 
service infoimation, and processing queries or announcements.
In a directory-less model, there is no dedicated directory for maintaining service information. 
Clients directly make the queries and send them to the network. Every matched service directly 
replies to the client having sent the query. In addition, clients should directly process the 
announcements made by the services and optionally cache it for the future use.
Centralised/ distributed (flat)/ distributed (hierarchical): the directory-based service discovery 
structure is categorised into centralised and distributed directory. In centralised directory mode, 
only one directory exists in the network, whilst in distributed directory, several nodes maintain the 
service infoimation.
In the distributed mode, the nodes foim an overlay network. If the overlay network is formed on a 
peer-to-peer basis, the structure is called fia t, otherwise if  it is structured as a tree, is called 
hierarchical directory.
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Level of scalability: Service discovery protocols mostly work in a single network domain and 
extensions to bigger networks is usually based on an overlay network, formed on top o f the single 
domains. Scalability o f a discovery protocol is usually dependent on its defined scope; suitability 
o f a protocol for personal network is a proper subject to scalability o f the protocol to not only a 
PAN, but also to other comiected personal clusters.
Consistency is another issue in tight relation to scalability. While the networks become larger, the 
number o f service entities also increases and becomes spread over a larger network. In such 
networks, link disconnection, packet loss, tiansmission delay are more likely, therefore, the 
probability o f inconsistency between the actual and discovered services increases. The matter o f  
how a discovery protocol reduces inconsistencies, or recovers fr om that situation is a determining 
factor for a discovery protocol. The clients can recover inconsistencies by regular polling the 
status and subscribing to the service change status, whilst the server can do so it by sending 
notifications.
Level of stability (of the structure): stmcture o f a service discovery system is defined by the 
protocol. A protocol entity such as a server, client or registrar, establishes logical links to other 
entities and keeps truck o f their logical positions, accessing interfaces and ports. The structure o f  
the network can change with movement or availability o f the service entities. The service 
discovery structure must be self-maintained and able to recover from changes in the network 
structure.
Support for service mobility: apart from the stability o f the structure mentioned earlier, service 
discovery should adapt with the mobility o f discovery entities. This can be in the fonn o f update 
in name-address pair mapping, cache and registry. In a more advanced case, service discovery can 
even support continuity o f service sessions broken with mobility, by re-discovering service 
session end-points.
Registration, Registry and Registrar are frequently used in this thesis. The process o f  
registering a service relies on two concopis: functionality and repository, which are addressed 
by the terms: Registi'ation for the functionality, Regishy for the repository, and Registrar for 
the device or node offering the functionality and maintaining the repository. A Registry can be 
distributed over one or more registrars.
3.1.2 Service discovery architecture
Service discovery protocols usually rely on (and benefit from using the services provided by) a 
number o f lower layers, such as network or link (layers). The specification o f the methods for- 
making use o f the lower layers and the functionalities to be provided is called Service Discoveiy
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Architecture. The methods are in the fonn o f interfaces and protocols, and the functionalities are 
provided by the components or modules that support specific operations.
The underlying layer o f a service discovery protocol is an important issue; most lightweight 
devices cannot support complicated operating systems and software platfomis, such as HTTP 
seiwers or Java Virtual Machines (JVM). However, heterogeneity in a network implies that the 
SDP functionality needs to be provided in a service platform/ middleware. The protocols working 
in the higher layers can be incorporated in the service platforms, the case that is not possible for 
the protocols working in lower layers, which still need to be employed for support o f lightweight 
devices.
Proactive/ reactive, (push/pull - annouiicement-based/query-based): in proactive  solutions, 
the parties annoimce their presence or absence to the network initially. This is usually done 
periodically or event-based when there is a change in the existence or the properties o f an entity. 
In the reactive approach, the interested party makes a query to the network for the interesting 
entities. Proactive approaches are also called push or announcement'-based methods, whilst the 
reactive solutions are called pull or quety-based  ones.
Utilisation of communication means: Unicast is the most common fonn o f communication in 
seiwice discovery protocols. The sender explicitly addr esses the receivers, to which sends the data 
(query, reply, announcement, etc.) through the network. This is tire most efficient way of  
communication, however, in a pervasive network, where the services and even the nodes are 
imknown, the addressees are rrot known in advance.
UDP midticasting is another form o f communication. In this approach, a number of nodes form a 
multicast group by sending a few initiative unicast messages. Sending packets to a multicast 
address, causes individual unicast messages to be sent to the multicast group members.
The last form uses Link Layer broadcast. In this approach, a packet is sent to every node in the 
vicinity, e.g. within one hop or container network domain.
The number o f multicast messages sent during a service discovery protocol, can affect the 
perfoimance of the protocol. Multicast is used when the targeted node is unlmown, e.g. a server 
searches for a directory agent to register its offered services, or a client searches for interesting 
properties o f  a Idnd of service.
Service information state: Service states are usually divided into soft and hard states. A soft 
state service expires after a defined lifetime. After the lifetime, the service either expires (in which 
the directories delete it fiom their list), or re-annoimces its presence, then the directories and 
clients refiesh their cache/directory. In contrast, a hard state service should be periodically polled 
by the clients and the directories for checking its availability.
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Discovery scope: discovery messages should be limited from unnecessary distribution over the 
network. By defining proper scopes, unnecessary processing on clients, services and directories 
are minimised. Scope definition can be based on user rule, context information and network 
topologies. In a network-topology scoping, as examples, a network administrative domain or a 
group-in-vicinity within certain number o f hops can be defined as a single scope. This definition 
can be hardly maintained in pervasive networks. User mle scoping is defined by the users, who 
can group a number o f related or interested clients, services and directories to limit the size o f  
discovery network. Finally, context information can be used for defining the scopes. This can 
include location, temporal, spatial and user activity that can help in defining SD scopes.
Advertisement/ replying policy: service discovery protocols are different in replying method to 
the queries or making announcements to the network. In replying the queries, the servers or their 
agents may reply to any query they receive, regardless o f being necessar y or not. In making the 
announcements, they may also send periodic advertisements to the network, not caring how 
clients are interested in receiving the adverts. This is called blind advertisement; UPnP SSDP is 
an example of blind advertisement. The benefit o f blind discovery is simplicity at the cost o f 
redimdancy.
In contrast, smart advertisement benefits from a kind o f intelligence in replying the queries and 
sending the advertisements. As an example, in SLP [7], a node sends a request several times, 
based on an algorithm called convergence algorithm. In reply, some o f the available services send 
their replies. In each attempt o f sending the queries, the addresses o f the repliers are listed, and 
therefore, the previously repliers to a query find their addresses in the query, learn the query has 
been previously replied and deny to reply to the query. Another example could be servers or their 
agents listening to the advertisements sent by other nodes and deny sending the same information 
to the clients. An example o f such a listen-and-reply-if-not-previously-done has been elaborated in 
Differential Seiyice Gossip Protocol [46]. This protocol advertises the service incrementally and 
is an example o f smart advertisement protocol. The results taken from the evaluation o f this 
protocol show that queiy response is faster without incurring excessive service discovery traffic.
Retransmission policy: service discovery protocols use retransmission o f advertisements or 
queries in different situations. Retransmission o f an advertisement can be retried for emphasising 
the advert and assur ance on receipt o f adverts by the clients, or for refreshing and updating service 
information. Refreshing advertisements are usually less frequent than retrying ones. 
Retransmission o f advertisement can stop after a certain time, and interval between the 
advertisements can vary (for example doubles in every attempt in convergence algorithm of SLP).
Retransmission of queries can be made if  there are no or few replies from the servers and agents. 
If there are adequate replies for meeting the service reqirest, retransmission may stop. For
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improving performance and smartness o f advertisements (mentioned above), each retransmission 
may carry the status o f already discovered services. Tlris prohibits those servers to re-advertise 
their services unnecessarily.
Retr ansmission can be always made if  there is an error in receiving data, although safe delivery o f 
data is the responsibility o f the transport layer, and it is unlikely for service discovery protocols to 
retrarrsmit data for recovery.
Cache management: Cache containing service information can expire with time, based on the 
lifetime o f the services and change o f context. As an example, possibility o f unavailability o f  
services in a network can cause expiration o f the cache contents. Cache management system can 
deal with invalidity o f data in different ways; it can either remove the data from cache, or mark it 
as expired, asking for an update from the servers or agents. In addition, servers and agents should 
refresh service specification prior to expiring lifetime o f the services. Choosing proper timeout 
intervals for refr eshing and expiring the cache contents is very important, since improper setting 
the values can cause resonance and instability in the system. If the cache expires before receiving 
a late refreshment message, it either deletes the info or sends an update request, whilst proper on 
time sending an advertisement can prohibit unnecessary cache entry deletion or updating requests.
Protocols stack placement: service discovery protocols can rely on different layers within
Service Discovery: in this phase the client detects the service availability and becomes aware 
of the types o f the available services and their relevant attr ibute values.
Service Initialisation: in this phase, the client sets up a session with the server for use o f  the 
discovered service.
Service Session: in this phase the session is established and the client actively uses the 
service, and
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protocol stack. Some like Bluetooth does not rely on OSI (Open System Interconnection) protocol I
stack model; dependency o f the BT-SDP to a particular radio network limits its applicability to '
wider range o f networks. Most o f the discovery protocols rely on the network layer and above, 
such as SLP and UPnP SSDP. For better performance, some o f the discovery protocols are 
integrated with the network layer; most o f the MANET SDPs are based on integrity o f service 
discovery and ad hoc routing protocols.
3.1.3 Protocol capabilities
The protocols are different in terms o f the capabilities and the functionalities they offer.
Discovery and provision: The following phases are needed in operation o f service discovery and 
provision:
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• Service Termination: either client or server can terminate the service session intentionally. 
Mechanisms for managing unintended service termination should be considered here, such as 
node or linlc failure.
Support for all aforementioned functionalities in a protocol represents its completeness, because 
o f the consistency o f the discovery and provision procedures. Tlie implementation o f discovery 
and provision phase is dissimilar between the investigated discovery protocols. Some o f the 
protocols only cover the actual service (and properties) discovery, whilst the others also detail the 
mechanism to actually use and benefit from the services.
Control and Event Notification: The service provision phase mainly consists o f  control and 
notification signalling. Dming the service provision phase, there are occasions when clients need 
to control servers to influence/change service execution parameters (e.g. setting paper size in a 
connected printer). In addition, there are circumstances (e.g. paper jam in the connected printer), 
under which servers must notify clients about the status o f the service being offered. The control 
and notification signalling provides a bi-directional reliable linlc between the client and the server, 
which improves the performance o f the service provision.
Service Status Inquiry: there are different approaches for awareness from the status o f a service. 
The service status can be obtained by periodically polling, in which a client regularly asks the 
service status. Another approach is notification, in which the client subscribes to a service status 
event, and any changes on the subscribed event are notified to the subscribers o f that particular 
event.
Search Capabilities: The level o f  search capabilities provided by SDPs varies from one to 
another. As mentioned earlier, a service is structured in type, attribute and value. Search on each 
or a combination o f these components, can generate a new fonn o f inquiry. How a service 
discovery protocol actually supports the various Idnds o f inquiries can be different between the 
protocols. They differ in the search for service types and properties, e.g. protocols allowing the 
use o f wildcards (to achieve more search options) or adding browse to the search options, or those 
offering search capability o f one or a combination o f a set o f classes, attributes and values.
Service Selection: a response to a service discovery query may contain several matching services. 
The user usually needs to select only one service among a number o f matched services. One 
option is manual selection, in which the user selects one o f the options returned as a list o f  
matched services, in response to a query. Alternatively, in automatic selection, the most suitable 
service is selected by the service discovery protocol, considering some criteria, e.g. user context.
Service Invocation: a service is invoked after the selection. Existing service discovery protocols 
support service invocation at thiee levels. Firstly, they provide service location] then at the second 
level by means o f a communication mechanism, the application establishes a session with the
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service. This can be earned out by employing RPCs, e.g. by using RMI in Java and downloadable 
Java code, or SOAP. At the third level, some o f  the protocols support application operations [45].
Service Usage: in most o f the service discovery protocols, a client must explicitly release the 
service for use. The service session can be terminated by one o f the parties. However, in few  
protocols, the service can be leased. After expiration o f the lease, the service session 
automatically terminates unless the lease is renewed. Tlie lease can also be cancelled by a client 
before expiration.
3.1.4 Context av^areness
Context awareness is one o f the advanced features o f some of the service discovery protocols. 
Context is defined as the user, network and environment conditions that are variable from time to 
time and can influence the demands for a specific service at a certain time. Therefore, context 
aware service discovery can improve performance and usability o f the services that are most 
suited. There are many researches carried out on context aware seiwice discovery, advertisement 
and selection; a few o f many are as follows.
Lee and Helal [47] proposed a multi-tier, context aware ubiquitous service discovery and 
advertisement architectuie by categorising services into thiee domains: proximity, domain and 
global. A new attribute presenting context information has been added to service descriptions, 
containing e.g. the distance to the server, the server load and the service channel. The services are 
discovered and initially advertised in the proximity and then extended to domain and global tiers. 
For discovery o f potentially wide range o f services in the global tier, a class-based service 
propagation model was proposed, evaluated by simulations and compared to IETF Centroid. 
Elsewhere [48], they applied context attributes to Jini [49] and perfoimed some measurements.
Kuck and Reichartz [50] proposed another context sensitive web service discovery. Their 
approach is built on a feature-based service and user context model. On the seiwer side, 
documents are expanded based on the context and the results are filtered based on to various static 
and dynamic service features. On the client side, queries are expanded with the user context.
Another aspect o f context aware service amiouncement is adapting the advertisement rate to the 
context, e.g. increasing the rate o f advertisement in a highly changing network.
3.1.5 Security
Security is an important issue in service discovery protocols; disclosur e o f the services has to be 
done only to the authorised clients in a secure manner, and protected from different potential 
attacks. Clients o f a service should be authenticated and authorised not only for using the service,
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but also for awareness o f existence o f services and/or their specifications. Authorisation of the 
users is dependent on the trust established between the client and the server, but the trust itself 
should be established in a secure manner dependent on authorising the user. A solution for this 
“egg and chicken” problem is exposure o f the infonnation progressively [51].
On the other hand, the linlc between a client and service discovery fiamework should be secured 
from any attacks, such as intruders, denial o f service, etc. Sensitive data to be secured in such a 
system includes service information, identities and presence information [45]. Securing the linlcs 
between the clients and servers can be done by encryption.
Perfoimance measurements for assessing a service discovery protocol can be made based on 
security related functionalities, including authentication, authorisation, confidentiality, integrity, 
availability, non-repudiation and privacy. There is a brief comparison between secure service 
discovery protocols in [51].
Security issues in SDPs are addr essed by some o f the protocols; nevertheless, there are a number 
of secure SD fiameworks explicitly addiessing secur ity issues in service discovery protocols. As 
an example, PrudentExposure [52] [53] proposes a solution for security and privacy in a multi­
service provider coexistence. An agent is defined for authorising the service providers. The 
protocol also protects sensitive information: arbitrary requests are not responded unless some trust 
information is exchanged.
3.1.6 Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity o f imdeiiying network technologies and protocols is one o f the issues to which 
service discovery protocols should adapt. Different approaches are taken for supporting 
heterogeneity. As an example, Bluetooth Service Discovery Protocol (BT-SDP) relies on its own 
defined protocol stack, whilst most o f the other service discovery protocols operate on top o f the 
IP layer. Even relying on IP, does not mean freedom fiom the interoperability issues; different 
domains, naming and addressing issues, multicasting in different domains, etc. makes difficulties 
for i-unning service discovery protocols. Nowadays, there are all-IP networks, setup fiom  
integration o f mobile and wireless networks, on which service discovery protocols should 
fimction.
Heterogeneity in device capabilities can cause serious impacts on the perfoimance o f discovery 
protocols, since not all devices can equally support SDP functionalities. In order to address this 
issue, Jini SuiTogate [54] was proposed by Sun Microsystems to assist limited resoui'ce devices,
Reconfigmable teiminals present another aspect o f heterogeneity. Service discovery protocols for 
supporting such terminals should be able to addi ess this issue. An example o f such a protocol was 
proposed in [55].
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3.1.7 Service description
Service discovery protocols are different in describing services. Service description is usually 
done by defining a service template. This template determines how the service name and 
attributes should be structured. In addition, some o f the protocols use predefined attributes (for the 
most popular services) and guidelines (for specifying them in the form o f templates). Service 
description can be in the form of text, binary, or coded by employing approaches such as hash 
functions. The issue is how the SDPs describe the services, and what kind o f structure can be used 
to specify their properties. Whatever the structure is, the possible options for SDPs can be 
categorised as:
• Binary data structure
•  Text-based structure
Generally, the binary data structures contain more information in smaller blocks o f data, but they 
are less flexible than the text-based ones, in terms o f length and supported data types. For 
example, Figure 3-1 (from [6]) shows a text-based service description (to be detailed later), which 
can be encapsulated in a smaller frame when is presented in binary.
<?xml version="l.0"?>
cBcpd xmlns- " u m  : »chni«»-upnp-org : »«rvlc»-1-0" >
< « p # c V # r « i o n >
cm»jor>l</nmjor>
<a l n o r > 0 < /m l n o r >
< / » p « c V # r » l o n ,
<» c t l o n L l » t >
« • c t i o n >
<nmmm*a c tio n N a m e<./nmam> 
c a r g u a » n t L l » t  > 
c » r g u — n t : >
<p— > forma JParamec et tone</nMn»>
<d l r « c t l o n >l n  xor o u t</d i r e c t i o n > 
t r o t v m l  / >
<r o l « t o d S t a t « V « r i « b l o >3 t : a t e V a r i a b J  eN am e< / r # l # t * d S t # t # V m r l m b l # > 
< / « r g u n o n t >
D e c l a r a t i o n s  f o r ocher arguments defined b y  UPnP Forum w o rk ln a  
committee 'if any,’go here
< /  a r g u a a n t L l j i t  >
</«ctlon>
D e c l a r a t i o n s  f o r  o th e r actions defined b y  UPnP Forum v o r k in o  
c o m m itte e  ( i f  a n y )o o  h e r e
D e c la r a t io n s  f o r  o t h e r  a c t i o n s  a d d e d  b y  UPnP v e n d o r  ( i f  a n y) g o  h e r e  </«ctlonLl«t>
. a * r v i c * 8 t m t # T m b l # >
<# tm t# V m r im b l#  a * n d E v # n t a » " v # a ' '>
< n —  > va r i a b l eWamec/ n a m # .
<dat«Tvpo>variabie Jata tvT''</dmtmTyp»>
<d * f m u l tV m lu # > i e f auit  v a l u e < / d o t » u l t V « l u o >
< a l l e w d V a l u a L l a t  >
<a l l o w d V « l u o >e n u m e r a t e d  v a i u e < / a l l o w d V « l u a >
O th e r  a l lo w e d  v a lu e s  d e f i n e d  b y  UPnP Forum w o rk in g  c o m m itte e  ( i f  
ar.y) go h e re  
< / « l l o w d V » l u o L l a t >
< / a tm t# V m r lm b l# >
<a tm t# V m r im b la  ■ o n d E v o n ta  = " y " >
<namm>v a r ia b je N a m e < /naate>
tdmtaTypo»v a r i a b l e  d a r a  r \ r^</d«t«Tvpo>
( d a f * u l t V m l u # >d e f a u i t  v a i u e < / d « f a u l t V « l u o >
« a l l o w d V a l u o R a n g a  >
eminlmtiM>mininti;i7! v a lu e < / m in im u m )
<mmximMm>maxi mum vaJue< /mmximg)
<■t o p >increment ■ajue</ a t o p )
( / m lle w o d V o lu o R o p g o  >
< / o tm to V m r im b lm >
D e c l a r a t i o n s  f o r  o th e r  s t a t e  v a r i a b l e s  d e f i n e d  b y  UPnP Forum w o rk in g  
c o m m itte e  ( i f  an y) go  h e r e
D e c l a r a t i o n s  f o r  o th e r state v a r i a b l e s  a d d e d  b y  UPnP v e n d o r  ( i f  an y)  
g o  h e r e  
( / ■ o r v ie o S t m t o T m b lo )
Figure 3-1 A generic service template in SSDP
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Looking from an architectuial point o f view, there is also a hierarchical structure to specify a 
service and its properties. All services can be categorised in different types o f classes, each type is 
specified by its properties, which are described by attributes and their values. Tlie set o f attributes 
and their corresponding values for a specific service, can be manipulated in - an instance o f the 
service class - a service object. This kind o f categorisation commonly exists between the service 
discovery protocols, however using different terminology and expressions.
Here different formats for describing services in different SDPs are briefly listed.
XML (extensible Markup Language): is a widely used markup language developed by the 
Wofjd Wide Web Consortium (W3C), a fee-free open standard [56]. It is a text-based language 
using lexical gi ammar (syntax o f tokens) and in need o f parsing to be used. XML is employed by 
UPnP SSDP. A generic template for SSDP services is shown in Figure 3-1. As shown in this 
figine, the template includes different fields, which are presented in text. The fields include 
version, action lists (for sending commands to the devices), and service state variables. As seen, 
the text-based XML is fully flexible in adding actions, variables, queries and requests.
XML supports Unicode and can represent common data structures, such as records, lists and trees. 
It can document itself and is human readable (although hard), and benefits fr om simple parsing 
algorithms. XML is used as a foimat for document storage, based on international standards, and 
is flexible enough to be updated incrementally. Its hierarchical structiue makes it suitable for most 
types o f documents, including service descriptions. Independency fr om platfonn, compatibility 
with its predecessors and successors, and ability to fragment are some o f advantages o f the XML.
However, its syntax is redundant or large compared to binary representations: a drawback 
outstanding in comparing e.g. SSDP and BT-SDP. This may affect efficiency o f using 
applications. The hierarchical model is limited to object oriented data class models, and it is not 
suitable for expressing overlapping objects [56].
Some other developed service descriptions are based on XML. Web services described by Web 
Services Description Language (WSDL) [44] and DARPA Agent Marlmp Language (DAML) [57] 
are both based on XML. Mcllraith et a l  [58] proposed the markup o f Web services in the DAML 
family o f Semantic Web markup languages. DReggie [59] is a Jini enhanced service discovery 
protocol based on DAML. Resource Description Framework (RDF) [60] integrating a variety o f 
applications, from library catalogues and worldwide directories to syndication, and from 
aggregation o f news, software, and content to personal collections o f music, photos, and events, 
uses XML as an interchanging syntax.
Bluetooth SDP; this protocol uses binary data structure for presenting service specifications: 
Figure 3-2 depicts the class, attribute and value for the services as provided in the Bluetooth SDP. 
As expected, this format is very condensed and uses much fewer bytes than that o f
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XML-described services, but is very limited, in terms o f support for a complicated tree, and 
human readability.
Service Record
Service Attribute 1
Service Attribute 2
Service Attribute 3
Service Attribute N
Service Attribute
Attribute ID
Attribute Value
Figure 3-2 Bluetooth SDP data structure
Intentional Name System (INS)/Twlne: This proposal uses a self-defined data structure (as tree) 
[61], however, it can also be presented in XML [62].
3.2 Service Discovery Protocols (First generation)
In this section, a number o f existing service discovery protocols is briefly explained. Tliese 
protocols are from the first generation o f proposals presented by industry, consortiums and 
standardisation bodies. There are some tutorials on inti oducing state o f the art in service discovery 
protocols. Helal introduced Jini, UPnP, Salutation, SLP and BT-SDP in [63]. A market 
acceptability survey is performed at the end, concluding there are not too many Jini supported 
products, in contrast to those based on UPnP as a very popular discovery standard. Salutation 
products are limited to office automation products. SLP is a widely accepted IETF standard, 
however, without many supporting products.
Another siuvey made by Zhu et al. [45], concerns with the comparison o f INS [61], Ninja SDS 
(Service Discoveiy Service) [64], DEAPSpace [65], Jini [49], UPnP [66], Rendezvous [67], 
Salutation [10][11], SLP [68] and BT-SDP [69], in terms o f the parameters introduced in section 
3.1. The results o f the smvey is summarised in section 3.3.1.
Here firstly the most popular first-generation service discovery protocols are described, and then 
other proposals are briefly explained providing specific solutions for particular scenarios or 
improving the main protocols.
3.2.1 SSDP of Universal Plug n Play
UPnP is based on Internet protocols, this means it is not restricted to any hardware or software 
platform except requiring the support for IP and its top layers, such as TCP, UDP, HTTP and 
SOAP [66] [6]. The advantage o f this platform is the operability on top o f the Internet protocols.
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regarding the fact that IP, may be available in all systems or sections within the future mobile 
networks. Figure 3-3 depicts the UPnP protocol stack.
U P n P  V e n d o r D efined
U P nP  F o ru m  W o rW n g C o tn m ittee  Defined
U P n P  D evice A rch itec tu re  D efined
S S D P HTTPM U GENA
(D Isc w e ry )
S S D P H TTPU
(D iscovery )
S O A P ,(Control)
HTTP
(D escrip tion)
HTTP
GENA
(E v e n ts)
UDP TCP
Figure 3-3 UPnP protocol stack
Three major components are defined as stmctural blocks in the UPnP: Control Points, Devices 
and Services. Control Points are the part o f the system looking for new Devices, which offer 
Services, or accept and recognise advertisements sent by Service-offering Devices. Devices are 
containers o f Services or even links to other embedded Devices. Finally, Services are part o f  the 
system representing a Idnd of service in terms o f logical variables.
Similar to the BT-SDP environment, UPnP does not employ a centralised directory (containing a 
list o f available services), i.e. it is not based on registration. However, in contrast to BT-SDP, 
UPnP is also concerned with both service discovery and provision.
The UPnP architecture defines the protocols between Devices and Control Points; the activities 
that UPnP may perform dming a service lifetime are:
• Addressing: obtaining an IP address, e.g. by using Auto IP.
• Discovery: detecting a device and its capabilities (either via adveifisements sent by 
devices or by queries made by control points).
•  Description: obtaining further information, about the capabilities o f devices, through 
supporting Description, Control and Eventing (see below).
• Control: sending control messages to devices (employing generic protocols capable for 
controlling).
• Eventing: subscribing to the values o f some of the state variables, within devices and 
services, and notifying control points o f the values o f the state variables.
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• Presentation: providing a presentation file by devices, used by contr ol points, employing 
a simple general web browser for interacting with the user.
Using HTTP & SOAP makes transactions and message stmctur e to be text-based; this is one o f  
the main disadvantages o f the protocol, since text processing is rather time and resource 
consuming.
Tlie mobility issues in the case a mobile node is connected from outside to a server at home, 
remains valid. A solution [70] for this problem is provided by defining the architecture for 
improving home network gateway using SIP. Additionally, the solution proposes encapsulating 
UPnP messages into SIP message bodies. UPnP can also be used for Home Networking [71].
Security issues in UPnP are addressed in [72], where guidelines for autlienticating and authorising 
UPnP control points to the devices are presented. The issues addressed in [72] are secure 
discovery components, ownership management, session key handling, access contiol list editing 
and certificate caching.
3.2,2 Service Location Protocol
The Service Location Protocol (SLP) is an IETF recommendation [7] [68]; it defines a standard for 
service discovery and registration on the Internet. It therefore uses extensions to the Uniform 
Resource Locators (URLs) in order to define services and their attributes alongside o f body texts 
tiansmitted via HTTP. The SLP is not dependent on a specific hardware or software environment, 
except that the platform must support the Internet protocols, such as TCP, UDP and IP.
Active nodes in the SLP are agents. Each o f the agents acts as an end partner in the process o f  
service discovery. The defined agents in SLP are:
• Service Agents (SA): are active nodes providing specifications o f the services to the 
network.
•  User Agents (UA): are active nodes making queries to find out specifications o f the 
available services. Tlie queries are made to either Service Agents or Directory Agents (see 
next).
• Directory Agents (DA): are active nodes that register the specifications o f the services 
and hold a copy of this information. By formation o f the network, there are mechanisms 
that SAs register their offered services with the DAs. As mentioned before, UAs make 
queries to the DAs, but they still can also make them to the SAs.
Figure 3-4 depicts different possibilities for service discovery in SLP, including the scope-based 
discovery in SLP. Scopes in SLP are parameters used for logically partitioning the SLP network.
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Figure 3-4 Service Discovery in SLP
There are messages defined in SLP, which are sent by the agents, in a request/response mode. 
These messages are used for registration and request for available services, attribute values and 
specific services. They are listed in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1 SLP messages
Service Request: request for a specific service on the network or requesting for registration 
Service Reply: reply to the service request
Service Type Request: request for all types of service on the network, allowing generic service browsers to be built 
Service Type Reply: reply to a  Service Type R equest
Attribute Request: request for attributes of a given type of service or attributes of a  given service  
Attribute Reply: reply to an Attribute Request 
Service Registration: request to register a service
Service Deregister: request to deregister a service or som e attributes of a service  
Service Acknowledge: reply to a registration/deregistration request
Service Update: subsequent SrvRqst to an advertisement, allowing individual dynamic attributes to be updated.
DA Advertisement: m essa g e  with which Directory Agent advertises its validity and registered services  
SA Advertisement: sent in reply to requests fl'om User Agents for discovering the scope o f service agents, in the absence o f  
Directoiy Agents, for using in subsequent requests
The protocol only deals with the service discovery, and does not include any recommendation for 
actually using the services. SLP does not recommend any mechanism to check the availability o f  
a requested service. The format o f the messages is a combination o f binary and text; the messages 
included different fields, which are defined in the form o f templates. The fields are mainly 
processed using their lengths.
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The IETF Reqtiest-For-Comments (RFC) describing the protocol and some o f its proposed 
experimental extensions are as follows.
Service Location Protocol (RFC 2165)
Service Location Protocol, Version 2 (RFC 2608)
Service Templates and service: Schemes (RFC 2609)
DHCP Options for Service Location Protocol (RFC 2610)
An API for Service Location (RFC 2614)
Conversion o f LDAP Schemas to and from SLP Templates (RFC 2926)
TN3270E Service Location and Session Balancing (RFC3049)
Attiibute List Extension for the Service Location Protocol (RFC 3059)
Notification and Subscription for SLP (RFC 3082)
Finding an Realm Specific IP  (RSIP) Server with SLP (RFC 3105)
Service Location Protocol Modifications for IPv6 (RFC 3111)
Vendor Extensions for Service Location Protocol, Version 2 (RFC 3224)
Select and Sort Extensions for the Service Location Protocol (SLP) (RFC 3421)
Mesh-enhanced Service Location Protocol (mSLP) (RFC 3528)
Services are addressed by applying service URLs, containing the type o f the service and the 
location. The general form o f a service URL in SLP is as follows.
"service:"<srvtype>"://"<addrspec>
The srvt)>pe presents the type o f the service and addrspec shows its location. In order to obtain the 
service specification located at addrspec, the si'vty>pe should be inteipreted; each service type has 
a corresponding service template. The service templates are defined in a separate document (RFC 
2609), and contain service attributes and their relative values in a text foiTnat. The service 
templates and assigned numbers to different services and attributes are defined by Naming 
Authorities^ which is ihQ Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (lANA) [73] in SLP.
There are some utilities for service browsing and selection based on SLP. The SLP Setmce 
Browser (SSB) and a service recommendation utility for SLP are proposed in [74]. The utility 
creates a fr amework allowing DAs to compare services with each other, and to use the results for 
deciding on inclusion o f the results in the UA satisfier set (available SAs satisfying U A ’s query).
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There is a proposal for enhancing SLP with a multi-DA environment, and is called mesh Service 
Location Protocol (mSLP) [75][76][77]. This proposal introduces interactions between the DAs 
in a multi-DA system, which can be considered as an overlay between the DAs. The protocol 
between a pair o f DAs called peering, manages the establishment, maintenance and tearing down 
o f peer relationships. SAs communicate with only one DA, who forwards the registration o f the 
SA to other peer DAs. This solution is applicable to clustered networks and particularly a personal 
network. Figure 3-5 depicts an example o f an mSLP network. The figure depicts interactions 
between three Mesh Directory Agents (MDAs) through mSLP peering protocol, and between 
individual MDAs, Mesh Service Agents (MSAs) and User Agents (UA). MSA registers its service 
with only one MDA.
MSA MSA
aMSA
MSA
MDA: Mesh Directory Agent 
MSA: Mesh Service Agent 
UA: User Agent MSA
MSA
’ ..............©
Figure 3-5 mSLP example network
3.2.3 HA Vi
The Home Audio Video interoperability [78] organisation proposed this recommendation for 
interoperability between the home audio/video devices. It is dependent on a special platform and 
wire-line network based on IEEE 1394. Therefore, it does not comply with the specifications o f  
the PN proposed environment, and is not addressed anymore in this thesis.
3.2.4 Jini
Jini is another service discovery and provision technology. It has been developed by SUN and is 
based on the Java Technology [49] [9] [79]; this means Jini is programming-language-dependent.
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Although there is no specific hardware platform required to execute the protocol, an 
implementation o f the JVM (Java Virtual Machine) is required on top o f the host’s operating 
system.
Jini is based on Object Oriented principles; the basic element in the Jini model is the proxy, an 
object containing related data and code for accessing the services. Services register their proxies 
with a Jmi lookup sei'ver, and then clients retrieve related proxies (used for interaction with the 
actual services) from the server,
The service discovery is Jini relies on the following stages;
• Lookup discovery (by services): Services (i.e. providers) search for a lookup server.
•  Join: The services register their proxy with the loolcup server.
•  Lookup Discovery (by clients): Clients search for the lookup server.
• Lookup: Then clients search for a desired service at the lookup server.
• Receive: The lookup server sends related proxy to the client.
• Use: The client uses the received proxy (for connecting to the service) and executes it.
From the registi'ation and broker role viewpoint, Jini is similar to Salutation (to be detailed in 
3.2.6), however, is dependent on a programming language and execution platfoi-m. The content o f  
tiansactions is binary-based, and the protocol considers an availability check by using a 
mechanism named leasing. Service registration is performed only for a lease-time, and it expires 
once this time elapses. If a service does not update its validity within the lease time, the service 
will be automatically removed from the lookup server.
The seciu'ity model o f the Jini is addi-essed in [80]. Tlie model is based on injecting security- 
related infoi*mation into the proxy at the time the service appears on the network. The Jini secuiity 
framework defines a new exporting mechanism (maldng a service available for remote 
invocation) that supports security-awareness o f Jini services.
3.2.5 Bluetooth SDP
The Ser'vice Discovety Protocol (SDP) is incoiporated inside the Bluetooth protocol stack, which 
is depicted in Figui'e 3-6 [8]. The stack shows the SDP on top o f the Logical Link Control and 
Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP); this means the protocol, is completely dependent on the Bluetooth 
protocol stack. The other issue is that SDP is not concerned with the way in which services can be 
used; the protocol merely defines specifications for the lower layers. It is based on tiansmission o f 
binary data as Protocol Data Unit (PDU) between a server and a client. Tlie binary data contains 
information about the class o f service, service records and some attributes o f the offered service.
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When a client detects a server, it makes queries to search for a specified type o f service, or a 
service specified by an attribute, or a combination of both. The client can also browse all existing 
services.
Object Exchange 
Protocol (OBEX)
Telephony Control 
Protocol (TCS)
RFCOMM Service Discovery 
Protocol (SDP)
Logical Link Control and Adaptation P rotocol (L2CAP)
Link Manger Protocol (LMP)
Baseband [Link Controller (LC)]
Figure 3-6 Bluetooth Protocol Stack
Different kinds o f PDUs are used for discovering services including:
•  Service Search Request/Response
• Service Attribute Request/Response
•  Service Search Attribute Request/Response
• EiTor Response
One of the important issues is the availability check. The Bluetooth protocol does not support this 
feature; i.e. when a device is disconnected, the availability o f its services are not automatically 
detected. Other mechanisms (such as polling) must be considered as possibilities to detect existing 
servers and clients.
Generally, Bluetooth is defined as a lightweight protocol to minimise use o f the network and 
processing resources. It does not support service provision and does not rely on IP layer. BT-SDP 
is a good possibility as intemiediate solution for service discovery; it provides a starting point for 
more sophisticated protocols.
Although Bluetooth has its own SDP protocol within the protocol stack, but for improving time 
and energy efficiency o f the discovery process, other service discovery approaches is also 
possible: A new SDP can be implemented on top o f the Bluetooth protocol stack, or an existing 
protocol can be integrated with the lower layers o f the stack. A solution was proposed in [81] to 
improve time and energy efficiency.
Alternative solutions should be used for SD in Bluetooth scattemets. Stiuctuie o f a seiwice 
discovery protocol should be mapped to that o f the scattemet. Two service discovery protocols 
based on filtering o f service requests are proposed in [82]; one for stable networks by using filters 
for directing the queries towards the servers. The other is targeted at highly dynamic network 
environments, and is based on service discovery assisted routing.
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Secuiity can be defined by foui* fundamental elements: Availabilit)>, Access, Integrit}>, and 
Confidentiality, An overview of secui'ity architectures for selected Bluetooth wireless profiles is 
provided in [83]. Tlie sample architectme contains detailed security recommendations applicable 
for the different profiles.
3.2.6 Salutation
A (currently dissolved) consortium involving a number o f office-automation-equipment 
manufacturers and some academic partners, proposed Salutation platform. Tlie aim was to provide 
an Open service discovery and provision protocol, in the sense that it is not dependent on any 
transport layer and programming language. The Salutation loyalty fi*ee protocol is an open 
platform solution and provides mechanisms to facilitate the whole service discovery and provision 
concept [10][11]. The active entity in this platform is the Salutation Manager (SLM), which 
manages the tasks and acts as broker to provide (for clients) access to services. The other entities 
in the Salutation platform are the servers and clients. The interface between servers, clients and 
the Salutation Manager is provided by the Salutation Manager Application Programming 
Interface (SLM-APl) and the protocol between two neighboming SLMs is named SLMP 
(Salutation Manager Protocol). The SLM uses a typical transport protocol and this layer must 
support multiple reliable bi-directional communication sessions. The interface between the SLM 
and a typical tianspoit layer, such as TCP/IP, IrDA, etc., is maintained by Salutation Transport 
Manager.
In the specification, the active part o f  a client or server is the coiitrol unit. Communication 
between clients and servers with Salutation Manager is perfomied via local fimction calls (if  they 
are in the same node), or through RPCs (when client and server are located in different nodes). 
Figure 3-7 depicts the structme for clients, servers and Salutation Managers. As shown in the 
figure, two Salutation Managers interact with each other and with two other remote clients / 
servers, all through RPCs.
(RPC) (RPC)
Functional
Units
Functional
Units
(RPC)
Salutation M anager Salutation M anager
Functional
Unit
Remote
Client/Server
Functional
Unit
Figure 3-7 Salutation Protocol Structure
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As a service broker, the Salutation Protocol should deal with the following tasks:
• Service registration: Salutation managers register connected services and, optionally 
register services connected to neighbouring Salutation managers.
• Service discovery: This is performed by obtaining information about Salutation Service 
Records. There are procedures for detecting and registration o f services including making 
queries on all available services (browsing), searching for a specific service or for a 
service specified by special/defined attiibutes.
• Service availability: The Salutation protocol facilitates checking o f the availability o f 
services by sending messages and requesting an availability response.
•  Service session management: The protocol defines a procedure for establisliment o f 
sessions between clients and servers.
Data structures for definition o f Functional Unit Description Records (FUDR) and Attribute 
Records (AR) are similar to the Ser'vice Recoj'd and Attr'ibute Record  in the Bluetooth 
architectme, exceptions are IDs and handles in the FUDR and a comparison function 
implemented in the AR.
The Salutation protocol is a registration-based protocol, it supports both discovery and provision 
processes, the messages ar e in binary format (in contrast to the UPnP text-based messaging). The 
specifications o f Salutation do also introduce an availability check process. Despite the wide 
range o f operations it offers. Salutation rather concerns with service discovery than service 
provision.
3.2.7 Comparison
This section discusses the similarities and differences in five different service discovery and 
provision protocols (UPnP, SLP, Jini, Bluetooth SDP and Salutation), in terms o f service 
discovery structure, architecture, support for registration o f services, use o f Broadcast/Multicast, 
search capabilities and supported operations.
Firstly, the aforementioned protocols are compared in terms o f some features. How they cover 
discovery and provision phases and control and notification functionalities, rely on using brokers 
and registries, or require pre-formation o f the network. On what platforms they rely, how dynamic 
they behave and what the basic components (server, client, 3^  ^party) o f the protocols are. What 
messaging format (binary or text) and object modelling (class, object, attiibute, value) they use. 
How user friendly they are (i.e. how aware-of-the-protocol the user should be) and what search 
capabilities they pr ovide. All answers to the above aspects o f the above protocols are summarised 
in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2 Comparison between the SD technologies
Feature UPnP SLP Jini B luetooth Salutation
Service D iscovery S S D P , D iscovery S rv R eg
S rv R q s t
D AA dvert
Lookup D iscovery, 
Lookup
SD P S alu ta tio n  R eg istry  
a n d  D iscovery
Detailed Discovery D escrip tion N o U se No Availability c h e ck
Service Provision C ontro l
E venting
P re se n ta tio n
N o U se  (of proxy) N o S erv ice  Availability 
a n d  S e s s io n  
M a n a g e m e n t
R egistration No S e rv ic e  reg istra tion  
(O ptional)
R eg istration No R eg istration
(O ptional)
Broker N o No Y es N o S alu ta tio n  M an a g er
Service control C ontro l No N o N o S e s s io n  m a n a g e m e n t
Event notification Eventing No No No No
Pre-form ation A d d ressin g No R eg istration P ic o n e t (form ation) R eg istration
Platform HTTP, T C P, U D P, IP HTTP, T C P , U D P, IP J a v a B luetooth Any
D ynam ics D ynam ic S ta tic /D ynam ic D ynam ic D ynam ic D ynam ic
Struc tu re P 2 P P 2 P /R eg is try R eg istry P 2 P B roker
Client C ontro l P o in t U se r A gen t C lien t S D P  client C lien t Functional Unit
S erver D e v ic e -se rv lce S e rv ic e  A gen t S e rv e r S D P  se rv e r S e rv e r  Functional unit
3"" party No D irectory  A gen t Lookup se rv e r N o S a lu ta tio n  M an a g er
3^“ party  d iscovery No DA d isco v ery Lookup (d iscovery) No SLMI
M essage form at Text B oth Binary B inary Binary
O bject m odel S O A P P ro to co l spec ified J a v a  (proxy) N o R PC
Service C lass T em p la te S e rv ic e  T em p la te S erv ice  T em p late C la s s F unctional Unit
Service O bject D escrip tion  of th e  se rv ic e A d d re s s e d  by  S erv ice  L ocation J a v a  O b jec t (proxy) S e rv ic e  R ecord FU D escrip tion  re co rd
A ttribute Name A ttribu tes 
(XML T a g s)
A ttribute N a m e A ttribute N am e Identifier A ttribute ID
A ttribute Value V a lu e s A ttribute V a lue A ttribute V alue V alue V alue
U ser friendly P re se n ta tio n N o U se No No
S earch  C apabilities B row sing, S e rv ice  C la s s B row sing , S e rv ice  C la s s , A ttribute V a lue B row sing, S erv ice  C la s s , A ttribute V alue B row sing , S e rv ice  C la s s , A ttribute V a lue B row sing , S e rv ice  C la ss , A ttribute V a lue
Concerning architecture, Figure 3-8 depicts the placement o f each o f the SDPs within the general 
network protocol architecture (Session and Presentation layers are merged into application layer).
Bluetooth SLP Jini UPnP Salutation
SSDP
ITTP/HTTPt SLMP
TCP.UDP TCP.UDP TCP.UDP
BT SDP
L2CAP
Figure 3-8 SDPs within the general network architecture
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The BT-SDP is incoiporated within the Bluetooth stack suit, and this works in the lower layers o f 
the network, so it should be expected to be rather light and not be able to deal with very 
complicated functionalities and scenarios. However, the protocol is complete in terms o f the basic 
operations needed in a peer-to-peer service discovery protocol. The BT-SDP is iiinning on top o f 
the L2CAP, where the link between the client and server is made. SLP uses different kinds o f 
messages for registering a service, requesting a service (or a specific type o f service or a defined 
valued attiibute o f a service), and for advertising the location of a service or directory agent. All 
messages are sent bases on UDP and TCP. Jini uses Java capabilities, and runs on a JVM, which 
provides network access at the TCP/IP level. It benefits from a distiibuted object scheme provided 
by Java; uses mechanisms, such as RMI, and specifies service data structures in the format o f Java 
objects called pi'oxies. UPnP uses HTTP for its communication, in all the phases o f discovery, 
description, control, notification and presentation. Salutation uses a generic transport layer. In 
contrast to the other protocols, which strictly define the underlying protocols, Salutation is an 
open protocol and specifies the interfaces between itself and underlying generic transport 
protocol. To summarise, different aspects and relevant protocol examples are as follows.
• Underlying layer: BT-SDP on (LLC), all others on top o f the transport (TCP and UDP)
• Messaging on Web Technologies: UPnP (using HTTP)
• Messaging using RPC and Object Oriented models: Jini and Salutation
• Using text-based user readable PDUs: UPnP
• Programming Language / software platform Dependent: Jini
•  Transport layer independent: Salutation
Concerning use o f broadcast / multicast, in Bluetooth, the nodes know each other (i.e. using a
lower layer node discovery protocol), and the discovery o f services is then done in a peer-to-peer
manner, i.e. multicast o f discovery messages does not apply. In Salutation, the Transport Manager 
sends a broadcast message to find other Salutation Mangers available in the network; however, its 
functionality is subject to the support o f broadcasting by the underlying transport protocol.
SLP multicasting happens when:
•  DA advertises its registered services.
•  SA searches for a DA to register.
•  UA searches for a DA to ask about the services.
•  UA searches for a specific service, when no DA exists.
•  UA browses various kinds o f services.
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Jini maintains two kind o f multicast messages:
• Multicast request protocol: is used by clients and services to discover lookup services.
• Multicast announcement protocol: allows a lookup service to take an active role in 
advertising its presence.
UPnP mainly uses multicasting for discovery purposes. After that, description, control, 
notification and presentation are based on the location o f the services provided by the discovery. 
The multicast messages used in UPnP include:
• ssdp.'alive: device announces its presence.
• ssdp:discover', control point searches for available services.
• ssdp:byehye'. device announces its intension to leave the network.
Table 3-3 lists the operations that are included in the five examined service discovery protocols. 
The table follows the naming conventions used tluoughout the earlier sections (in particular- 
concerning the section on the structure: i.e. Server, Client and 3*^  ^party).
Table 3-3 Operations supported by the SD technologies
O p s r a l i o n S L P U P n P B l u o t o o t h  S D P S a l u t a t i o  n J in i
3 rd  p a rty  ad v e rtises  its available 
se rv ic es  /  p re sen ce D A A dvert N/A N/A N/A
D iscovery;
M ult least 
announcem ent
S erver lo o k s  fo r a 3rd  p a rty  to  
re g is te r  Its  o ffe re d  serv ice SrvR q st (serv ice:d  irec to  ry-ag en t) N/A N/A N/A
D iscovery: 
fd ulticast re q u est
C lient lo o k s fo r  a  3rd  p a r ty  to  
ask  a b o u t th e  available serv ices S rv R q st (s e rv ic e :d ire c to ry -a g e n t) N/A N/A N/A
D iscovery;
M ulticast request
S erv er r e q u e s ts  re g is tra tio n  o f 
Its  o ffe re d  serv ice S rvR eg N/A N/A R eg ls te rC ap b ility Jo in
S erv er re q u e s ts  d e reg  is tra tlo n  
o f  its  o ffere d  serv ice SrvD eReg N/A N/A U nR eg is terC apab llity (Lease E xpires)
S erv er a d v e rtise s  Its available 
serv ices N/A ssd p :a llv e N/A N/A N/A
S erv er annonces end of serv ice 
prov ision N/A s sd p ib y e b y e N/A N/A N/A
C lient re q u e s ts  th e  available 
s e rv ic es  d irec tly  form  th e  server S rv R q st (se rv ice ;se rv lce-agen t). s sd p :d isc o v e r Serv iceSearchR eq uest N/A N/A
Client re q u e s ts  sp ec if ic  serv ices 
fro m  3 rd  party S rv R q st (sp e c ific  sc o p e ) N/A N/A
S earchC apab ility
Q ueryC apability Lookup
Client re q u e s ts  sp ec if ic  serv ices 
from  server S rv R q st (sp e c ific  sc o p e )
s sd p :d isc o v e r + 
ssd p :a liv e
S erv iceSearch
-A ttrlb u teR eq u e s t N/A N/A
C lient rq u e s is  m ore  d e t at alls on  
a  sp ec if ic  serv ice A ttrR q s l G el (D escrip tion ) ServlceA tt rib uteR  eq uest
S earchC apab ility
Q ueryC apability Lookup
C lient b ro w se s  th e  v arious  kind 
o f  serv ices S rvT ypeR qst s sd p id isc o v e r (by  using B ro w seG ro u p )
S earchC apab ility
Q ueryC apability Lookup
C lient re q u est openning a serv ice 
s e s s io n N/A N/A N/A
O penSarv ice
StartA vailab ilityC heck U se
Client c o n tro ls  th e  dev ice  
provid ing  th e  serv ice N/A SO A P P o s t (C on tro l) N/A
T ransferD ata
R eclveD ata U se
Client d ec la rs  its  In te res ts  in 
s ta tu s  o f th e  serv iceby  the  user N/A S u b sc rib e  (eventing) N/A
T ransferD ata
R eclveD ata U se
S erver no tifies  client the change 
o f  s ta tu s N/A N otify  (Eventing) N/A
T ransferD ata
R eclveD ata
N ot IfyFU Unavailability
U se
S erver p ro v id e s  u ser in terface to  
th e  client N/A P rese n ta tio n N/A N/A U se
C lient re q u est closing  a serv ice 
s e s s io n N/A N/A N/A
C ioseServ ice  
C ancelA vailablltyC  heck U se
There are products as well as open resomces available that may be used as 
implementations/software development environments to develop the aforementioned protocols. 
The list o f  available tools and resources is as follows.
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Bluetooth: There are a nimiber o f source codes for Bluetooth stacks available:
• Axis OpenBT Stack [84]; is a protocol stack supporting SDP/L2CAP/RFC0MM; being 
maintained by Axis Communications.
•  BlueZ [85]; is another protocol stack for Bluetooth.
•  BlueHoc [86]; is a simulator for the lower layers o f Bluetooth, defined as extension to the 
NS-2 network simulator.
UPnP: There are a number o f Software Development Kits (SDKs), provided by major IT 
companies, available for the development o f UPnP-based applications, including:
• Microsoft [66]: providing an SDK and extending the available Windows SDKs that enable 
developers to produce UPnP supported applications for the Microsoft Windows platform.
• Intel [87]: providing an open soince SDK for the Linux environment, that is comparable 
with the Bluetooth SDK available for the Linux operating system.
• Furthermore, there are SDKs available [88] from Allegro Software (RomUPNP), Atinav 
(aveLink), GlobespanVirata (EmWeb UPnP), Lantronix and Metio Linlc (Metio 
EnableWorksTM).
Salutation: As a starting point for a Salutation implementation, it provides a source for the 
protocol implementation, which can be compiled to the Windows environment and is called 
Salutation-Lite [89]. The current version o f this implementation is limited to support service 
discovery only.
Jini: There are two development kits for Jini applications provided by SUN [90]:
•  Jini technology starter Ut: a start for developers to design Jini-enabled servers and clients
•  Jini technology core platform compatibility Idt: a test tool to check the Jini-compatibility 
o f clients and servers and lookup services
SLP: Available implementations o f the SLP include:
• OpenSLP: an open somce implementation o f SLP [91]
• LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) enabled SLP: a DA for SLP [92]
• SLP Service Browser: a browser for displaying SLP-aware services on the network [93]
3.2.8 Interoperability
Service discovery protocols mainly work in a single layer, i.e. ft om the architecture point o f  view, 
they rely on only one layer o f the protocol stack, e.g. on top o f the transport layer. There are some
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considerations in personal networks, which resist them to use only a single-layer service 
discovery protocol. These include;
Devices implemented with different hardware platforms: the heterogeneity in the complexity 
and the capabilities o f the devices involved in PN implies that the service discovery and provision 
cannot be limited to only one specified platform. Use o f small and lightweight accessories as 
personal devices such as PDAs and Mobile terminals, well-equipped computers and laptops, other 
kinds o f hardware peripherals like printers and scanners are examples o f such devices.
Software platform: the software platfoims being used in devices are different. The variety o f 
Operating Systems being used can affect on the heterogeneity o f service discovery protocols to be 
used.
Network architecture: supported layers o f the devices in their protocol stacks are different. Here 
it is assumed that a device supports at least TCP/IP, however some small devices cannot support it 
and for this pui-pose, a thin layer for the discovery process has to be considered.
The heterogeneity mentioned above, implies the use o f several service discovery protocols in 
personal networks. There are bridges already proposed and designed for interworldng/mapping 
between the service discovery protocols [94] [95]. Apart fiom the possibility o f having several 
service discovery protocols within the PN, there is another issue: coexistence o f a few protocols in 
one resource, e.g. a device being able to support two or tlnee protocols concurr ently.
Here, having a multilayer service discovery protocol, distributed over the layers o f the protocol 
stack, is proposed; this can improve the performance o f the network. As an example, a Bluetooth- 
equipped device enters to the network, and supports the UPnP stack. By employing Extended 
Seiwice Discovery Profile (ESDP) [94], once the node is recognised in the network, it will be 
identified as an UPnP device or control point and there is no need to finther advertisements for 
finding UPnP nodes. This concept can be extended to any other pair o f the SDPs.
There are solutions for providing interoperability between the service discovery protocols. The 
solutions are proposed by experts and some o f them are already implemented. Table 3-4 depicts 
some o f those.
Table 3-4 Interoperability solutions between the SD technologies
SLP UPnP Bluetooth SD P Salutation
Jini SLP-Jini 
Bridge [96]
Jini-UPnP 
interoperability [97]
Biuetooth-Jini
interoperability
[98]
?
Salutation ? ? Mapping Salutation to 
B T SD P  [10], [11], [95]
Bluetootfi SDP ? BT ESDP for UPnP [94]
UPnP ?
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3.3 New Service Discovery Protocols (Second generation)
There are also several other service discovery protocols, at different levels (research, standard, 
implementation) and they may be classified as the second generation o f service discovery 
protocols; that is because they are mainly newer than those mentioned in the previous section, and 
most o f them are derived from/inspired by the first generation. They are briefly addiessed in this 
section.
Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI): This is used for web services. Web 
services are discovered using directories holding specifications o f all web services, and the UDDI 
is the open-platfonn, XML-based registry for implementing those directories [44]. The directories 
are classified as White Pages (address, contact and known identifiers). Yellow Pages 
(categorisation based on businesses and services) and Green Pages (technical data about the 
services) [99]. Matchmaker [100] is a service using semantic infonnation to help users to discover 
the capabilities o f the services in a Web-service-repository based on UDDI. DynaBot [101] is an 
alternative solution for domain-specific web services, being based on crawling o f a part o f 
Internet services (Deep Web) that are relevant to the domain o f interest.
DNS service discovery [102] [103]: This is an SD proposal integiated with Domain Naming 
System (DNS) and is a way o f using standard DNS progiamming interfaces, seivers, and packet 
formats to browse the network for services. This is mostly used for wide area service discovery. 
DNS is used for resolving addresses o f a host specified by a name. The same idea can be used for 
advertising service locations registered with the DNS system.
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP): In contrast to the DNS service discovery, 
which is used for wide area discovery, DHCP can be used for locating local service discovery 
entities, such as a DA in SLP. This is done by defining a new option within DHCP for providing 
service discovery related entities.
W S-discovery [104]: This is a protocol for local networks; it provides a multicast discovery 
protocol and uses web services, mainly SOAP for communication between the nodes. To support 
scalability, it uses discovery proxies for partitioning the network. The protocol can function pro- 
and reactively. In proactive mode, services annoimce (to the network) their presence by hello and 
unavailability by bye messages, hi reactive mode, a client discovers the services by a probe, and 
receives a probe match message as a reply. If the service is searched by name, resolve and resolve 
match massages are used for name resolution.
Internet Storage Name Service (iSNS) [105]: This protocol is used for SANs to discover iSCSI 
and Fibre Channel devices. It is hardware specific and out o f scope o f this research.
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N inja SDS [64]; This protocol is a generic service discovery protocol tailored for security 
pmposes, ensur ing all communications between components are secure and aiding in determining 
the tr ustworthiness o f particular services. The integrated secrrrity model o f SDS aids services in 
protecting sensitive infonnation and clients in locating trustworthy services. It is based on 
defining a repository for services available in the network and those running at a specific location. 
It supports both proactive (push) and reactive (pull) discovery modes. The SDS automatically 
adapts its behaviour to handle failures o f both SDS servers and services. It uses XML for 
describing the services.
3.3.1 Ad hoc networks SDPs
This research in proposing a proper service discovery protocol was canied out to target MANETs 
particularly. Because o f dynamic natine, resource limitations and other characteristics o f  
MANETs, SDPs must adapt to these dynamicity, limitations and characteristics. In this section, 
these proposals were investigated from their specific points o f view.
DEAPspace [65][106] is one o f the directory-less SD solutions. It is a pure proactive SDP; every 
device keeps its Icnown services as “world view ” and regularly advertises them. Other devices use 
the adverts to update their view accordingly. The updates are from all nodes, therefore, there in no 
concerns for missing an update. A  service description includes at least the addr ess o f the service 
and its lifetime. The adverts occin in time windows, at least one in each, based on broadcasting. A 
new service is merged into the world view, by synchronising the Time-To-Live (TTL).
Konark [107] is a middleware that is designed for a multi-hop ad hoc environment, and supports 
both proactive and reactive discovery approaches. All nodes maintain a service registry, holding 
all offered services and registered services provided by other nodes. Service discovery manager in 
each node, which is the middleware in the protocol stack, maintains the registry. It deals with 
interfacing with underlying network, serwice registry structure and discovery/advertisement 
mechanism.
Pervasive Discovery Protocol (PDP) [108] is also a fully distributed discovery protocol; all 
nodes maintain a registry, updated by the broadcast replies sent by other nodes. There are 
priorities in replying to the queries, based on the importance o f the replies. PDP supports both 
proactive and reactive discovery. It does not rely on a fixed inffastmcture, and benefits from 
broadcasting instead o f unicast, to make all nodes aware o f the advertisements. PDP is derived 
from SLP, and is based on decentralised SEP, i.e. using f D f a n d  PDPJUA.
Scalable Service Discovery for MANET (SSD-MANET) [109] is based on assigning a number 
of nodes as directories, acting as a backbone for service registry. These directories are accessible 
by a maximum number o f hops, H. Each directory maintains service specifications that are in the
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proximity o f H  hops. A client firstly makes the queries to the local directory. If the service is 
cached in that directory, the query will be replied, otherwise, the query will be forwarded to 
another directory based on certain criteria, e.g. directory profile and context.
Distributed Service Discovery Protocol (DSDP) [110] [111] proposed by Kozat et al., is also a 
distiibuted directory service discovery solution. In DSDP, a number o f neighbour nodes form a 
backbone, in which nodes are far flom each other by one hop. The backbone is maintained by the 
Backbone Management (BBM). After the formation o f the backbone, the discovery phase begins. 
The clients and servers interact with one o f the backbone nodes for registration o f the services, 
making queries to the directories and getting replies from them. Other protocols such as Service 
Rings [112], Lanes [113], and the protocol proposed by Tyan et a l  [114] also use the similar 
approach.
Verified Information Access (VIA) [115] is an infi'astracture-based discovery solution that uses 
application-level data sharing among discovery domains. Data sharing and maintenance o f  
distribution o f data is maintained at the application layer. Each domain in VIA is connected to 
other domains via a “gateway", that connects the discovery domain to a “main channel". Tins 
channel provides the connectivity between discovery domains for shar ing the service information.
Superstring [116] [117] is another infi-astmctine-based discovery, using a complex resolving 
process for replying to discovery queries. A single description o f a service is distributed among 
several nodes in the infiastmctme, and resolving a service description will be the result o f 
cooperation between several nodes. Therefore, the computational and memory overhead is 
transferred to the fixed infiastructme.
FRODO [118] is a service discovery protocol proposed by Sundramoorthy et al. The proposal 
addresses two main issues in home networks: resource awareness and robustness. The resources 
in a home network are very limited and the discovery protocol should not add extra overhead 
consuming system resources. Robustness is also an issue; users o f a home network should not be 
made to maintain a sophisticated network. Tire users simply use the home network and the risk o f  
unplugging and moving the nodes, without prior system administration, is very high. The network 
at home should be robust to such changes made by ordinary people. To addiess resouice- 
awareness, devices are classified as: 1) 3 0  (3 Cents) device (simple devices with restricted 
resources e.g. smart dust): Nodes in this class are only Managers. 2) 3D (3 Dollars) device 
(medium complex devices e.g. temperature controller): A node in this class can be a Manager and 
a User with limited behaviours. 3) 300D (300 Dollars) device class (powerful devices, contiolled 
by a complex embedded computer): A node in this class can be Manager, User and Registry (e.g. 
set-top boxes). In order to address robustness, the system is made resilient to single point o f  
failure problems through a leader election protocol. FRODO classifies the tasks o f service
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discovery into foni' major ftmctions, implemented according to the device classes: Configuration 
Discoveiy, Service Registration, Service Discoveiy  and Configuration Management.
Service Gossip Protocol (SGP) [46] can be categorised as a smart SDP. In this protocol, every 
node caches the services that it provides and learns from other advertisements, which are 
multicast to the network. In differential version of the protocol, the nodes listen to the reply 
provided and multicast by other nodes. If it leams that the aimed reply is already being replied by 
other nodes, it only sends the additional service information that it can provide, thus making a 
progressive incremental SDP. The results taken from the evaluation o f this protocol show that in 
comparison between the plain SGP, Differential SGP (DSGP) and traditional broadcast protocol, 
DSGP achieves fast query response time without incuning excessive SD traffic.
High Efficiency Service Discovery (HESED) [119] is an SDP based on multicast-query/ 
multicast-reply. The replies are multicast and every node registers the replies in its cache for 
futuie use. A query is firstly checked with a likely matched service in the local cache. If the 
service does not exist, the query is multicast to the network. The matching service(s) will reply to 
the query with multicast, and all other nodes cache the service replies. Intermediate nodes do not 
reply to the requester, because o f redundant processing power consiuned by the inteimediate 
nodes, likelihood o f several redundant replies, and probability o f being outdated for the cache. 
Particular characteristics can differentiate this protocol fiom other similar ones. HESED packets 
are based on XML, and it benefits from a particular network stnicture and routing protocol. 
Firstly, all nodes use Long Beacon Neighbour Detection for nodes to identify their uni- and bi­
directional immediate and within two hop-distance neighbours, i.e. the neighbouring nodes that 
can send and receive beacons to or finni them. Secondly, the nodes use a greedy algorithm to 
identify edge nodes: the minimal set o f nodes that can cover accessibility to all 2-hop neighbours. 
Thirdly, the nodes use Edge Node Forwarding algorithm to forward multicast query and multicast 
reply messages. Fourthly, by using Baclcward Learning Routing, the receiving node learns the 
backward route to the sender. When a client receives a service reply, only basic service 
information and the route to the server are cached, so a large cache is not necessary. If the cache is 
full, the Route Validation Probability (RVP) for all services in the cache is calculated. The cached 
service with the minimum RVP is replaced with the new information. Simulation results confirm 
that in comparison to traditional on-demand service discovery schemes, HESED has a lower delay 
and sends fewer packets, meaning that it also uses less energy.
Field theoretic approach [120] is based on an analogy between the electric field theory and SD 
in MANETs. In electric field theory, the potential o f a point is proportional to the charge o f the 
source node over the distance between that point and the source. The negative charges are 
attracted towards the higher potential points. By using the same concepts, in an SD model, each 
instance o f an existing service contributes to the potential o f each node with two parameters: the
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Capacity o f  Seiyice (CoS) and the number-of-hop distance. CoS can be assigned based on the 
weight o f appropriation o f a service, in terms o f lifetime, capacity o f the interfaces, stability, etc. 
whenever a client makes a query, it travels towards higher potential nodes, until it reaches to the 
most appropriate node. This approach is suitable when there are a number of identical services or 
instances o f the same service, and the protocol finds the best route for sendirrg the query and 
getting the reply to reduce imnecessary flooding o f the service queries. The protocol supports 
different kinds o f messages: Seiyice advertisements, Beacons, Service queries, and Queiy replies. 
On effects o f node mobility, the results o f  the simulations show that in low mobility scenarios, the 
success rate is very high (>99%), and it degrades with higher degrees o f mobility (around 95%). 
With increasing the number o f instances o f services, the success rate improves, because the 
density o f the same services increase. The overhead in this scenario is almost constant in response 
to mobility, but linearly increases with the number o f service instances. In addition, some other 
issues, such as CoS Distance trade-off and effects o f overhead reduction tecliniques have been 
addressed [120]. The protocol has been compared to other related work including UPnP [6], SLP 
[7], Jini [49], INS [61], Rendezvous [67], Konark [107], DSDP [110] and AODV-based service 
discovery [121]; nevertheless, none o f the comparisons provides quantitative evaluation.
Sleeper [122] is a power-saving SDP, based on using proxies for advertising the services whilst 
they are in sleep mode. Tlie service nodes can be in one o f the states: offline, online and standby. 
There are other nodes, either as a proxy or proxy-capable. By using a self-organised algorithm, 
one o f the proxy capable nodes is assigned as proxy. A node, while in online mode, advertises its 
capabilities to the proxy. From that time, the proxy advertises the node capabilities to the network 
and replies the queries, and the node can go to standby mode until it receives the awakening 
signal for service provisioning. The proxy broadcasts service indices and popular advertisements 
on a periodic basis, 'mcXvidmg federated discoveiy, meta-discoveiy. Location-based discoveiy and 
Taxonomic-based discovery [122]. Sleeper is analytically compared to DEAPspace and UPnP 
SSDP, by analysing the worst-case response time, the average response time and the bootsti'ap 
time o f service advertisement protocols. The response time is comparable with DEAPspace and 
about 50-100% higher than UPnP SSDP in the benefit o f lower consumed energy.
A top-level sui vey between the service discovery protocols was provided by Cho and Lee [123]. 
In this survey, the MANET service discovery protocols were categorised based on existence o f a 
directory in the architecture and requirement o f infrastiucture in the network. In another sui vey 
performed by Mian et al. [124], the architectuies were also sub categorised in respect to support 
for overlay architecture; also, some other criteria were considered: Management o f  seiyice 
information, search methods, service selection methodologies, mechanisms fo r  mobilit)> support, 
and seiyice description methods. Table 3-5 summarises the outcomes o f the categorisation in the 
both surveys.
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Table 3-5 Categorisation of the SDPs (Directory, Infrastructure and Overlay)
S erv ice  d isco v e ry  architecture O verlay Support N o O verlay Support
Directory-less Aiiia [125] D EA Pspace [65] 
UPnP [6]
Konark [107]
PDP [108]
Cheng et ai [126]
GSD [127]
Varshavsky et ai [128] 
Field Appr. [120]
SLP [7]
Bluetooth SDP [69]
Directory-based Centralised SLP [7] 
Splendor [129] 
INS [61]
Jini [49] 
Salutation [10]
Distributed infrastructure-less SSD-MANET [109] 
DSDP [110]
Service Rings [112] 
Lanes [113]
Tyan et ai [114]
INS [61]
Ninja SD S [64]
Jini [49]
R endezvous [67]
infrastructure-based ViA [115] 
Superstring [116]
Other comparisons between the aforementioned discovery protocols were carried out in 
[123][130][131] and are summarised in Table 3-6,
Table 3-6 Comparison between the SDPs for MANETs
S erv ice  D iscovery  
Solu tion
P ros C on s
D irectory -less Lightweight Broadcasting, u se of resources for 
broadcasting
DEA Pspace No Directory Overhead Periodic broadcast leading to likely 
multicast storm
UPnP True zero configuration No caching
Konark Using gossip  algorithm and random back-off to avoid 
MC storm, caching and avoiding unnecessary queries
Caching and inconsistency problem
PDP Consideration of heterogeneity in the network, Caching and inconsistency problem
C entralised
D irectory-based
Suitable for infrastructure-based ad hoc networks, u se  
of unicast instead of multicast
Risk of single point of failure, limited 
to a single domain
Salutation independent from transport layer, running on different 
infrastructural domains
No support for remote event 
notification
Jini independent from platform, dynamic mobile code  
transfer
D ependency on Java Runtime 
Environments
SLP Operates with/without a directory, scalable to som e  
extent
Not suitable for very large networks
Infrastructure- 
ie s s  directory
Supporting large number of nodes, dynamicity and 
multi-hop nature, scalability, reducing response time, 
load balancing on directories
Requiring powerful nodes to act a s  
directory, extra load for maintaining 
distributed directory, complex
Infrastructure- 
b a se d  directory
Supporting ad hoc networks already connected to an 
infrastructure, low communication costs
No support for pure ad hoc 
networks, high computational and 
memory resources, very com plex
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There are also other aspects for comparing service discovery protocols, which are management o f  
seiyice information, search methods, seiyice selection methodologies, mechanisms fo r  mobility 
support, and service description techniques. They are summarised in Table 3-7,
Table 3-7 Comparison between the SDPS for MANETs considering particular criteria
SD P
-  g  
| > S |
s
Î
1
1
3(0
I t| i IIII ill
SDP
proposal by 
Cheng at al.
Multicast group 
of the nodes, 
which are 
Interested In 
com mon  
services
to service query 
multicast group
N/A multicasting the service  
requests
Not concerned
Field caching service flooded within a limited network periodical Not concerned
Theoretic
approach
information In 
vicinity within 
certain number 
of hops
sc o p e  and forwarded to 
m ost potential 
candidates
distance, 
capacity 
of service
advertisem ents
Aiiia Forming an 
alliance between  
a node and its 
Immediate 
neighbours
1: local cach e
2: multicast to the own
alliance
3: broadcast to other 
alliances
N/A change the rate and 
alliance diameter
Free
GSD caching service  
information In 
vicinity within 
certain number 
of hops and 
fonwarding the 
service 
information 
beyond 1 hop
1 : local cach e  within the 
advertisem ent diameter 
2: selectively forwarded 
to
other nodes based  on 
the ontology 
descriptions 
3: broadcast to the 
neighbouring nodes
N/A periodical
advertisem ents, change  
the rate and diameter of 
advertisem ents, timeout
OWL-based 
on XML and 
RDF
Konark Every node  
contains a 
service registry
1: local cach e  
2: multicast to a fixed 
number of nodes in the
N/A periodical
advertisem ents
XML
SDP Every node network the periodical Free (by using
proposal by 
Varshavsl<y 
et ai.
contains SDL lowest
hop
count
advertisem ents- 
event driven
a pluggable 
matching 
function for 
services)
Service
Rings
Service A cce ss  
Point within 
every Service 
Ring
to SA PS N/A Ring Maintenance, by 
using RIngCheck 
m e ssa g e s  and repairing 
the rings if n ecessary
XML
SD P
proposal by 
Tyan et ai
Gateway node
containing
directory
to gatew ays User
defined
criteria
periodical
advertisem ents
Lanes every lane 
maintains a 
distributed 
directory
service announcem ents 
through a lane, service  
requests through other 
lanes
N/A Lane m aintenance by 
checking ping m e ssa g e s
Free
DSDP Virtual backbone to Virtual Backbone 
Node
N/A periodical
advertisem ents
Not concerned
Splendor Fixed directories 
for maintaining 
service  
Information
Proactive or reactive 
directory discovery + 
query from directory
occur at 
client end
periodical
advertisem ents
Not concerned
Distiibuted and centralised service location protocols were evaluated by Guichal and Toll [132], 
They modelled static and mobile scenarios and measured the availability o f the services as a
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perfomiance measme, as well as the number o f overhead messages as a cost metric. The number 
o f hops was used to define the size o f the zone o f interest for discovery. They showed that 
distiibuted approaches are more tolerant to mobility, and increasing the movement o f nodes 
causes better availability for the services, because more services are visited by clients in a mobile 
environment. Moreover, increasing the size o f the discovery zone causes more services to be 
discovered, however both influence the overhead produced for routing packets and maintaining 
the network. In a centralised approach, performance is lower in mobile scenario than static one. 
The explanation is that even with availability o f services, there might be no centralised entity to 
reply the discovery queries. In addition, inconsistencies between the registiies and servers in 
mobile scenarios are another reason for lower performance in centialised approaches.
Another suivey made by Zhu et al. [45] has compared INS [61], Ninja SDS [64], DEAPspace 
[65], Jini [49] [9], UPnP [6], Rendezvous [67], Salutation [10] [11], SLP [7] and Bluetooth SDP 
[69], considering the following criteria:
• Service and attribute naming: Some o f the protocols use a template-based service 
definition, that is, a common fomiat for defining the services. A pple’s Rendezvous (based on 
DNS) and SLP are from those. Additionally, many other protocols define the common names and 
attiibutes for some popular service templates. Jini and BT-SDP, apply user-friendly service names 
and attributes in addition to the machine friendly versions. However, users still should learn the 
terms to use services. UPnP, Salutation, and BT-SDP also support predefined service templates.
• Initial communication method: DEAPspace is based on broadcast only and works in a 
single domain. BT-SDP and Salutation use both broadcast and unicast, and other protocols such as 
Ninja SDS, and SLP use all the uni-, multi- and broad- casting to perform their operations. 
Remaining protocols, i.e. INS, Jini, UPnP and Rendezvous are only based on using Uni- and 
multi- cast, without any use o f broadcasting.
•  Discovery and registration: DEAPspace is only based on proactive amiouncement-based 
solution. Rendezvous and BT-SDP only support reactive or query-based discovery. Other 
protocols support both approaches.
•  Service discovery infrastructure: Categorisation o f the aforementioned protocols in this 
regard is already done in Table 3-5.
•  Service information state: INS, DEAPspace, Jini, UPnP, SLP and BT-SDP services are 
based on using soft states. Indeed, Salutation services use hard states. Other protocols support 
both.
• Discovery scope: Discovery scope in INS and Rendezvous is defined by the user role. In 
Ninja SDS and Jini, it is defined by context and network topology (in addition to user role), whilst
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in DEAPspace and BT-SDP, is only defined by network topology (single-hop or multi-hop 
MANET). Scopes in UPnP and Salutation are defined only by network topology and in SLP 
additionally by user role.
• Service selection: From the above protocols, a service only in INS is automatically 
selected. This is done by routing a service request to one o f the services according to an 
application-defined service weight, which is called anycast. Most o f the other protocols (see Table 
3-7) are based on manual service selection.
• Service invocation: From the above protocols, Jini provides Java code for service 
invocation. UPnP uses software technologies such as XML, SOAP and HTTP for service 
invocation. Salutation uses RPC  for service invocation. Rendezvous, SLP and BT-SDP only 
provide service location.
• Service usage: Jini supports service usage in a lease-based manner, which means the 
lease may expire, be cancelled or be renewed, whilst in UPnP, Salutation and SLP, a service is 
explicitly released by the clients.
• Service status inquiry: A service status can be learnt by notification methods in Jini and 
Salutation, and additionally by polling in UPnP.
• Security-dependency: is presented built-in by Ninja SDS, Jini, Salutation and SLP. 
Bluetooth in addition is supported by Bluetooth security [83]. UPnP is only supported by UPnP 
security [72], mvi Rendezvous is so by DAS' Security» Extension [133].
• Authentication: Salutation supports user authentication only, whilst Rendezvous and SLP 
authenticate services too. Authentication in Ninja SDS and Jini is done for both user and service, 
and UPnP additionally supports device authentication. Bluetooth security only supports device 
authentication.
• Authorisation: is supported in Jini, Salutation and BT-SDP, In Ninja SDS, it is based on 
access control list and capability, and in UPnP is so on access control list and certificates.
• Confidentiality: is supported in Ninja SDS, UPnP and BT-SDP.
® Integrity: is supported in Ninja SDS, Jini, UPnP, Rendezvous and SLP.
• Availability: is supported in Ninja SDS.
• Non-repudiation: is supported in Ninja SDS.
• Privacy: is supported for services in Ninja SDS.
The last addressed performance evaluation is performed by Lou and Barbeau [134]. Tlie research 
represents the perfoimance evaluation o f different discovery (the gieedy, conservative,
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incremental, xmiform memory-less and with-memory post-query) strategies, in combination with 
DSR and DSDV protocols, based on the simulation results. The results are summarised in Table 
3-8.
Table 3-8 Results of applying different discovery strategies
STRATEGY RESULTS
Greedy Very high su c c e ss  rate with the low est average waiting time and highest number of transmitted 
m e ssa g e s
Conservative A high su c c e ss  rate In a high dynamic ratio ad hoc network
Incremental A high s u c c e ss  rate with a low number of transmitted m essa g es , while it has the longest 
average waiting time of all the strategies
Uniform Memory- 
le ss
Relatively low amount of network bandwidth if the siz es  of the posting and querying se ts  are 
relatively low
With-memory High su c c e ss  rate, while each  node builds a cache of previously visited nodes
3.3.2 Integrated service discovery and routing protocols
Some o f the service discovery protocols are based on integrating service discovery and routing 
messaging, in order to avoid two different messaging at the application layer for advertising 
service information, and doing so at the network layer for exchanging routing data. This usually 
results in saving energy, time and chamiel capacity; however, the service discovery process (at the 
application layer) will be completely dependent on routing protocol employed in the MANET.
Modified Zone Routing Protocol (M-ZRP) is a discovery protocol based on Zone Routing 
Protocol (ZRP) [135] [136]. ZRP is used because it is ideal for environments where local 
infoiTnation (either routing or service information) is o f particular interest, as it provides 
discovery in a fast and energy-efficient way, and it is scalable. ZRP is based on using three main 
protocols: Neighbour Discoveiy Protocol (NDP) for discovering the nodes within 1 hop distance 
by sending hello messages, Intra Zone Routing Protocol (lARP) for proactively discovering the 
nodes in a zone within zone-diameter hops distance, and Inter Zone Routing Protocol (lERP) for 
reactively creating route records outside the local zone. M-ZRP extends ZRP by adding Unique 
Universal Identifiers (UUIDs) o f service information to the NDP hello and every routing entry o f  
lARP messages. The reason for only advertising UUID is that a MANET is usually setup for a 
special purpose. The services o f interest are almost loiown, and by learning UUID of a service, the 
client can access and use the service. M-ZRP perfonnance is evaluated while employing an 
ordinary flooding technique. The results show that M-ZRP can achieve (in a no-mobility scenario) 
about 50% energy saving, compared to the flooding scheme, at the averagely reduced cost o f 7% 
on discovered services. In a mobile environment scenario, because nodes meet each other more 
than the static case, the rate o f discovered services increases by about 50%. Furthermore, by 
increasing the node density and velocity, the discoverability o f the services is higher than the 
flooding case by about 30%.
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Another service discovery protocol proposed by Cheng uses On-Demand Multicast Routing 
Protocol (ODMRP) [126]. Tlie proposal is similar to M-ZRP in the sense of piggybacking service 
discovery information onto routing control messages. To the best o f  my knowledge, there is no 
evaluation on performance o f this proposal.
Service discovery based on Optimised Link State Routing (OLSR) are separately proposed by 
Jodra et al. [137] and Li et al. [138]. OLSR is a proactive routing protocol, meaning that the 
routes to all destinations aie discovered prior to actual addiessing them, by setting up proper 
routing tables in every node. Proactive routing tables promise faster response times compared to 
reactive ones, at the cost o f higher overhead before the actual use o f  packet routing. In OLSR 
[139], every node selects a set o f neighbouring nodes for forwarding the packets.
The Jorda’s proposal is based on defining Seiyice Discoveiy Messages (SDM) containing some 
information on service type, specification and lifetime. In contiast to the other protocols, which 
piggyback the advertising onto the routing messages, this one proposes sending SDM after the 
routing messages. The nodes cache all the services, and advertise their local cached services only 
once. When a node receives an advertisement, the cache becomes updated, based on the existence, 
locality and lifetime o f the advertised service in the cache. If a node wants to search for a service, 
it makes a queiy by sending an SDM message. The nodes receiving the query will reply if, they 
hold the requested service specification in the cache and, the service is local. The reply will be 
sent via broadcast instead o f unicast only to the requester, making all the nodes refreshing, or 
aware of, the service. Tlie results o f the simulations show that, in a large sized network, about 
80% o f the services are discovered, at the increased cost o f about 1.5% to the overall overhead 
produced by OLSR. This discoveiy rate figine rises to almost 95% in a small sized network, 
whereas the overhead also rises to 2.6%. There is no comparison with the perfoimance o f other 
service discovery protocols.
Li et a l  provided another solution over OLSR [138]. This is to support SIP for finding the 
components o f the system: in a proxy-based system to find the location o f the proxy servers and in 
the proxy-less one to locate the SIP User Agent Servers (UAS). They defined Service Location 
Extension (SLE) messages containing a service type (either SIP Proxy» or SIP UAS), a weight for 
optimised selecting an option among several candidates, a few URLs and other fields. The 
messaging is performed in two forms: Automatic Server Advertising (ASA), and Client Queiy and 
Seiyer Advertising (CQSA) schemes. In ASA Scheme, Proxy Servers or User Agent Servers 
periodically advertise their presence to the network (proactive mode), and in CQSA Scheme, the 
SLE message is used as a query for finding a proxy or User Agent Server, and is replied by the 
target server (reactive mode). In both cases, UAS only advertise its presence when it does not hear 
o f any proxy server for a certain time. Simulation results show that the overhead of the network in 
case o f using ASA, is insignificant, but in case o f using CQSA, rises when the number o f updates
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on the network topology increases rapidly. The Call setup delay was also investigated; both ASA  
and CQSA almost show the same performance except the first call in using ASA only. Similar to 
the previous protocol, there is no comparison with the performance o f other service discovery 
protocols.
Hex ell [114] is a location-aware routing protocol derived from GRID. GRID is based on dividing 
a geogiaphic area into square cells, and routing is perfoimed at two levels, intra-cell and inter­
cell. All nodes are aware o f their position, e.g. equipped with Global Positioning System (GPS), 
hence aware o f their container cell. In each of the cells, there is a node acting as a gateway and 
providing the routing between the cell nodes and other cells via their gateways. Hexell is similar 
to GRID in terms o f the above specification, except that in Hexell, the area is divided into 
hexagonal cells, because it can best approximate radio’s circular range and is the most compact 
regular polygon that can cover a plane. The service discovery protocol is a proposal for 
integrating the SD with the GRID routing protocol, functioning in a hexagonal cellular giid-based 
network. It proposed using XML-based specification o f the services for representing service 
advertisements. Service description includes location-related infonnation, such as the Cell ID, the 
location, and the range o f  availability» o f the service. Every service is advertised inside the 
container cell and cached in the gateway of that cell, which acts as a service directory o f that cell. 
The gateways forward service descriptions to the neighbouring cells. The gateways o f the 
neighbouring cell determine that whether or not the service is accessible from their cells, based on 
the range o f availability o f the service. If yes, it updates its own directory and fomards the service 
description to other neighbouiing gateways. If no, then it simply diops the service advertisement. 
The service advertisements are stiuctuied as tree to enable users to query in a more general form 
and receive reply about all services available in their sub-category o f interest. While a gateway 
node moves to another cell, it advertises its directory tree to its previous hosting cell. The new 
gateway o f the old cell will cache the seiwice directory tree. For discovering a service, a client 
sends a query to the local gateway. The gateway tries to find the reply, by either using its cached 
directory free, or forwarding the query to the other directories. After satisfying the query, the 
gateway replies the client. Both query and reply are packaged in SOAP. Service selection in 
Hexell SD is perfoimed by using context information employing mobile agents [114]. Simulation 
results show that the success ratio is higher in case the node moves at a slow speed. The 
performance is mostly affected when a gateway (also being the directory) moves to a different 
cell, and its pending SD for nodes from a previous cell is dropped. As previous protocols, there is 
no comparison with other service discovery protocols.
Hybrid Adaptive protocol for Integrated Discovery (HAID) [140] is another service discovery 
protocol, taking advantage o f both proactive (push-mode) and reactive (pull-mode) discovery. It is 
based on employing a combination o f proactive and reactive SD. The services advertise
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themselves to the nodes in vicinity; the local region. The nodes in the local region cache the 
service information, alongside some data on the service type and ID, hop-count and path  to the 
server, lifetime o f the service, etc. This limited advertisement to a local region guarantees fast SD 
for nearby services. The clients make queries for discovering the services. If the desired service is 
available in the cache o f the closest node, the node replies to the client, otherwise the query will 
be broadcast again until finding the target service, or expiring by TTL. Tlie size o f the region is 
adaptive to the service usage, i.e. the servers keep tiack o f the service usage and adjust the region 
size according to the service usage frequency. HAID is assessed compared to other service 
discovery protocols employed in fully push, fully pull, and AODV-based discovery. The 
simulation results present lower total control packet overhead and lower average end-to-end delay 
imder different framework conditions including different number o f nodes in the network, 
different periods of query message generation, and different pause times.
Service Discovery with Routing Protocol (SDRP) [141] takes the same approach: proposing an 
expiring-advertisement protocol for specification of the services, and a code-based one for 
defining the matching grade between the request and target replies (similar to wildcards). It also 
proposes Self-Healing Group-Cast Routing Policy for reducing duplicate messages received 
duiing the multicasting, by restructming the network for breaking the loops and updating the 
routing tables, and defines Dynamic Link Brealcage Repair Policy to recover broken linlcs. The 
SDRP is specialized on the message group-casting policy, the service ID  and the repair policy, 
which enhance the perfomiance especially on higher hit-ratio, shorter response and better 
adaptability to mobile environment. However, the SDRP pays a rather slight cost o f the increased 
overload. It was shown that SDRP was comparable with or better than Flood  and Multicast AODV  
(MAODV) in terms o f overload and average delay. Simulation results also show SDRP can spend 
less response time and accommodate even higher-mobility network environments.
A service discovery protocol proposed by Xu [142] is based on Quality o f  Service (QoS) 
Awareness. Tlie proposal benefits fiom a hierarchical architectiue; clients send their queries to a 
local discovery server, which is responsible for replying service queries. Discovery servers also 
register local services and forward summarised version o f their local service descriptions to a 
discovery server at a higher level in the hierarchy. In reply to a query, discovery servers 
collaborate for finding a service fulfilling the service query. To make the discovery aware of QoS, 
clients send their QoS feedback to the discovery servers, for considering it in the future replies to 
service requests. Discovery servers also cache and forward QoS feedbacks to other DSes in the 
hierarchy by applying different strategies [142]. Simulation results present enhancements in 
reducing the average number o f DSes involved in a query, and improving the average QoS level 
o f service sessions. The proposal also offers scalability, shorter query response time and lower 
processing overhead.
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In another study done by Halkes et al. [143], simulation results for the performance o f integrated 
service discovery and routing protocols, SD-DSR and SD-AODV, with two independent ones in 
extreme cases, flooding  and global knowledge, have been provided. Several scenarios, 
correspondent to stationary network, with mobility and various node density and cache lifetime 
have been studied. Among detailed and extensive results taken in this research, generally they 
conclude that the integrated SDPs are efficient and are therefore much more suitable standard, for 
comparing the efficiency o f SDPs, than the flooding protocol. The integiated protocols achieve a 
level o f performance close to that o f the global hiowledge approach. Obviously, these approaches 
suffer fi'om dependency on a particular routing protocol, which limits their usability.
Lightweight Service Discovery (LSD) [144] applies a Cross Layer Design  by using OLSR 
protocol. OLSR is a proactive routing protocol, in which the topology o f the network is 
recognised and the routing tables are formed in every node. LSD uses the stiuctme formed by 
OLSR for sending queries and responses also advertising messages (called Service Location 
Extension -SLE-). To support scalability, a Hierarchical version o f OLSR is used (HOLSR). LSD 
is used to locate the SIP-proxies and UAs, in a proxy-based SIP system, or in case o f non­
existence o f a proxy in a MANET, to discover the location o f SIP UAs. The protocol is evaluated 
by simulations. The results show that the overhead created by SLE messages is insignificant (less 
than 1%) compared to the signalling used in OLSR, however only because o f the lower average 
time interval o f SLE transmissions than of routing control messages. Additionally the results 
show that caching in hierarchical OLSR (with a lower routing control message volume), can still 
keep the above ratio lower than 1%. In another experiment, the call setup delay for SIP sessions 
was examined, indicating that the call setup delay for a SIP session is between 15 (sparse 
networks) and 25 seconds (dense networks). Finally the call setup success rate in different 
scenarios was investigated, applying directory-less, single and multi-directory with no capability 
o f switching to directory-less, and finally the latter case with capability o f switching to directoiy- 
less cases. The last experiment shows that successful calls in scenarios based on directory-less or 
with the switching capability to it perfoim better than those that are based on single or multi 
directory. There is no comparison between this SDP with others, in temis o f performance.
In another research carried out by Liu and Issarny [145], a service discovery protocol based on 
signal stiength is proposed. Service discovery is caiTied out selectively along reliable links by 
monitoring the qualities o f wireless connections to neighbour nodes. They show by simulations 
that, compared to non-selective distributed service discovery, this approach achieves higher 
service success ratio, less message overhead and shorter service discovery latency.
Koubaa and Fleuiy have proposed a Fully-Distributed-Mediator-Based Seivice Location Protocol 
[146]. It is based on electing multiple mediators in large MANETs, and constructing and 
managing a backbone structure. It is comparable to cluster-based MANET SDPs, in the sense
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that: 1) It only covers the zones that include a service provider. 2) In case o f any topology 
changing, only a minor update is necessaiy. 3) It does not rely on bidirectional linlcs. 4) It shows 
less running time on mediators, despite to cluster heads. 4) It is completely reactive. The results o f 
the evaluation indicate minimised overhead and response latency, increasing the chance o f a client 
being served by the closest service provider, and independence from the underlying protocols.
3.3.3 Clustering-based SDPs in ad hoc networks
Personal networks are based on a cluster-defined stmcture. Many networks can be presented in 
this way, because networks are usually partitioned in smaller networks and the connection 
between individual clusters, domains, subnets, etc, are provided via gateways, in either 
infrastructure or ad hoc mode. Service discovery protocols may follow the stmcture o f these 
networks, which may result in higher performance and better structuring. In this section, some o f  
the protocols based on clustering are introduced.
A topology» fo r  seivice discovery» over multiple administrative domains is proposed in [147]. It 
initially introduces Basic Seivice D iscoveiy architecture, based on a full hierarchical tree network 
stmcture. The services are locally registered in a local leaf centialised node. A summary of 
available services in each leaf is registered at the higher level o f hierarchy, A service query is 
examined while searching the local registry; if  a match does not exist, the query is forwarded to 
the higher level. If a match against the summary registry is detected, it will be sent downwardly 
towards the appropriate leafrbranch, otherwise upwardly towards higher levels. At the end, i f  a 
match is detected, the reply will be sent to requesting node, otherwise, a null reply will be sent by 
the topmost node of the hierarchy. This approach is criticised because multiple matches in 
different branches cannot be detected. Moreover, it is unlikely that a node can aggiegate all the 
service information in a single point. There are several solutions for this, such as using a single 
centralised node, using hierarchical registration scheme, multicasting scheme, and finally as 
proposed by the paper [147], P2P Contract Queiy Scheme. The latter one is based on defining a 
root registry for every domain and comiecting them to each other on a peer-to-peer basis. A 
simulation study claimed that this approach performs better than other mentioned schemes, in 
terms o f scalability, reliability and lower discovery latency. The stmctme is similar to a PAN, 
when multiple smaller and heterogeneous networks can build up a PAN.
Mobile Service Discovery Protocol (MSDP) [148] is based on clustering o f a MANET, by 
generating node IDs and maintaining the cluster sizes. The node IDs are generated by applying a 
hash-frmction, and an algorithm-supported protocol perfoims cluster formation. Every node is 
either a member or head o f a cluster, and all nodes should giadually change their state from 
unlmown to one o f those states. The service discovery is performed by using also the hash
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functions for finding the service match. A member firstly sends a query to the head o f the cluster, 
who consequently forwards the request to all the members. The members check the request while 
looking up their service database, and if  a match found, they send it back to the head, which 
eventually replies the requester. If no match found, the requester sends another request to the 
head, requesting the query to be broadcast to other head nodes. The member holding the service 
description will reply, and the user publishes the service information, after checking the 
availability o f the service, to the head o f the cluster. The caching o f the service information helps 
the queries (on that particular service) to be fulfilled locally and prevents the network from futuie 
broadcasting the service request for the same service. The cache contents o f  service description 
expire after a certain amount o f time if  there is no refreshing on it. During a simulation study, 
MSDP was compared to Chord, as a peer-to-peer protocol [148]. D ie defined metiics are the 
reply-to-queiy and cache-to-reply ratios, message overhead. They have been measured, applying 
both protocols in different static and mobility-involved scenarios. In general, MSDP performs 
better, in terms of lower message overhead and stability against scalability. However, there is no 
evaluation on discoveiy time and latency o f the proposed protocol. The structure o f the network is 
similar to personal network in ad hoc mode.
Dhanokoti et al. [149] proposed a Distributed Service Discovery and Selection Framework that 
consisted o f Service Clustered Servers (SCS) distributed across the network, forming a Service 
overlay Network (SoN). The overlay network places on top o f the IP network, and consists o f 
service cluster servers, forming a service overlay network. Services are clustered-based on a 
dynamic hierarchical clustering basis, and finally Case-based reasoning techniques are used for 
providing proactive service selection. Each SCS consists o f three main components: user/service 
interface layer for authentication and security, case base reasoning and seivice clusters. The main 
featuie o f this protocol is using Case Base Reasoning (GBR), which provides the best similar 
service based on multiplying some weights to attribute matches and finding the closest match to 
the service request. To the best o f my laiowledge, there is no evaluation o f this approach, based 
on either simulations or prototypes. The structure o f the service overlay network is similar to 
personal networks in infiastiuctuie mode and SLP was used as a base for SDP.
A solution based on clustering the MANET and connecting them by means o f gateways is 
proposed by Fli and Muntz [150]. This protocol benefits from scoping in SLP and tunnelling to 
improve multicast performance at the session layer and for heterogeneous MANETs. The protocol 
is based on dividing the networks into clusters, based on the radio technology used in each o f 
them, and interconnecting the clusters by gateways. The gateways are used for interconnecting 
individual clusters, registering the type and the number o f available services in each o f the 
clusters, and forwarding the service requests from one cluster to others i f  necessary. The network 
may suffer fi om leaving a gateway node, out o f dated cache and looping. The protocol is based on
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using SLP, and the approach is similar to my proposal, in the sense o f scope-based SD 
management. The protocol is conceptually proved by implementation, perfoimance-measured by 
an analytical evaluation. The preliminary results from the experiments show that shorter SD 
latency can be obtained and channel utilisât!on/energy cost o f multicast traffic can be reduced.
An approach for clustering based on service ontology and network stmcture is proposed by Klein 
and Koenig-Ries [151]. In this approach, services are categorised based on a tiee stiucture, and 
considering the reach-ability o f nodes, clusters are defined, thus multi-layer clustering. The 
research claims naturalness (considering semantics as well as network structure), 
decentralisation, resource awareness, adaptability and fault-tolerance.
Klein et al. have also proposed Service Rings [112]. In this proposal, the network is clustered into 
rings, and each ring contains a Service Access Point (SAP). The SAPs also make a higher-level 
ring and contain a higher level SAP and so on. The SAP in the last ring is called world ring. To 
improve the performance o f the SD, the rings should also be semantically well defined. The rings 
overlays are defined as good, in the following cases. 1) If the service rings make groups o f similar* 
services. 2) The overlay links, between ring members, are efficient (in temis o f hops, cost o f  
connection -based on e.g. energy- or time etc.). 3) Diose service rings are neither too small 
(resulting in large number of, and large higher-level, rings) nor too big (resulting in long routing 
times through each ring). The algorithms for intentionally entering and leaving the ring stiucture, 
advertising and requesting services were provided, handling broken rings, network partitioning 
and reintegration, and optimising the ring structui'e were provided. The research claims 
reasonability of the protocol, since the related services are usually correlated within the same 
geographical area, hence hitting discovery within the lower level rings instead o f higher ones.
Gopalan et al. proposed overlay-based seiwice architecture [152][153]. That is defining a zone- 
based clustering o f the MANET, assuming a node is most likely resident in a zone, called Virtual 
Home (VH). Therefore the nodes are addressed by using home IDs, and mobility is handled by 
protocols such as Mobile IP, which is based on having Home and Foreign (visited) zones, and 
tunnelling the addressed packets from home to visited networks. The moving nodes leave a travel 
signature behind in the VH to inform the travel plans to the potential addressing nodes. The 
packets are directionally sent via a cone-shaped area, towards the destination. This kind o f routing 
saves the spectrum from unnecessary flooding. Service registry in such a network is done tlirough 
name servers, holding the node infonnation. For this purpose, a hash frinction, loiown by all nodes 
in the network, is used. The simulation result indicates higher thioughput compared to Location 
Aided Routing (LAR), however, it does not include evaluation o f SD in terms o f latency and cost.
DINPeer is a solution for peer-to-peer overlay network for service discovery in a MANETs [154]. 
In this proposal, an outer ring is formed by involving a number o f nodes called DINs. The DINs
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exchange their power figures, and the nodes with lower computational power are dropped, until 
the ring reaches a deteimined ring size, in which the DINloop is formed. Other nodes, which are 
called sub-DINs, communicate tluough the DINs, within the tiee formed by the DINloop and sub- 
DINs. For multicasting the packet in the tree, there are different approaches: unidirectional, 
bidirectional and shortest path ti'ee. There are simulation results provided in this research; 
however, there is no comparison between this approach and other similar ones.
There is a Track-based scheme fo r  seivice discoveiy in mobile ad-hoc networks [155], which is a 
combined proactive/reactive hybrid SD approach for minimizing the proactive traffic, by using a 
one-dimensional track-like structure o f proactive areas, instead of two-dimensional zone-based. 
Its performance is compared with pure reactive (e.g. flooding) and Zone-based hybrid (e.g. 
border-casting) protocols, by examining control packets overhead and the first-attempt success 
rate. The results talcen fiom simulations claimed that the track-based approach requires minimal 
overhead for maintaining its hybrid framework and performs more efficiently in balancing the 
trade-offs between control packets overhead and other perfoimance measures among the 
approaches, with which were compared.
There are also SD protocols based on energy efficient clustering. Marin-Perianu et al. [156] 
proposed an energy-efficient protocol for wireless sensor networks. It defines a cluster-based SD; 
each cluster-heads foim a distributed database, and not two neighbouring cluster-heads can exist 
in a cluster. Considering the following mles can lead to designing a clustering algorithm for 
minimising the costs o f communications: 1) Make decisions based on 1-hop neighbourhood 
information. 2) Avoid chain reaction, which is the chain changes to be made on the whole 
network because o f a small change. 3) Distribute the knowledge on adjacent clusters among 
cluster members. After this, the SDP was defined: for service registration, once the services are 
registered with the cluster-heads, they update adjacent clusters with that. Service discovery is also 
performed by searching the hierarchical structui'e, to locate the target service. Specified 
techniques for forwarding and caching discovery queries and replies wer proposed. The 
performance was compared to another distributed cluster-based SDP (called DMAC) in a 
simulation environment. It resulted in lower chain reactions, and lower maintenance overhead. It 
was also shown that if  proper limited time caching is used, the hit ratio could be improved to 
98%. The energy-efficiency can also be achieved by scheduled activation and saving energy in 
intervals in which data is not sent [157].
SANDMAN is a cluster-based service discovery [158]; a cluster head replies to service discovery 
requests sent by the clients, and the servers can go to sleep mode. The results show that the 
discovery latency is not affected, but the energy can be saved to up to 66%. Performance can also 
be improved by proper selection o f sleep and idle times and rotating cluster head role among more 
than one node per cluster.
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Service Ad/D Protocol with Independent Zone (SPIZ) [159][160], is another zone-based 
discovery protocols, using a hybrid push and pull mode for intia- and inter- zone discovery. The 
network is divided into zones. Within each zone, in push mode, service advertisements are 
piggybacked onto intra-routing packets, whilst in pull mode, the discovery beyond a zone is 
performed by integiating service queries and replies into inter-routing packets. An algorithm for 
deteiinining zone radius was also proposed. Simulations were canied out where two proactive and 
reactive routing protocols were used for push and pull mode operation o f SPIZ. The results show 
reduced costs and overhead including pow er consumption, congestion, memory and processing  
I'esource, because o f extending routing protocols instead o f sending separate discovery messages, 
and flexibility in having different zone sizes adapted to the network environment.
Sivavakeesar et al. [161] proposed two service discovery solutions: a middlewai'e-hased fully 
distributed approach and a home zone-based service discoveiy mechanism. In the first one, an 
XML-based loolcup is sent to the network by using flooding, until it reaches to the service 
provider, who replies the query. The second approach uses a central lookup server, who registers 
the services and replies to the clients. The evaluation results indicate that the fully distributed 
service discovery does not scale properly since it relies on flooding, whilst the second approach 
overcomes this problem.
Rendezvous regions [67] is another architectine based on dividing the network topology into 
geographical regions, each responsible for a set o f keys representing the services or data o f 
interest. A hash-table-like scheme is used for mapping the keys to regions, which are maintained 
by a few nodes in each o f the regions. The service or data provider stores the information in the 
coiresponding region and the seekers retiieve it from there. Different levels o f simulations and 
analysis were perfoimed to evaluate the protocol, considering node mobility and failures while 
applying other approaches. The results showed scalability to large number o f nodes, higher 
success rate, lower overhead and high robustness to node failures and mobility.
3.3.4 Personal and home service discovery protocols
In this section, a few discovery protocols for the personal and home networking domain are 
addressed.
A service discovery protocol based on the project Scalable Personal Area Seivices platform  
(SPEARS) was proposed in [162]. SPEARS aims at handling mobility issues at the middleware; it 
defines three level hierarchies for the network: Personal, Local and Wide Area Network (PAN, 
LAN and WAN) level. A testbed has been setup based on SPEARS for fuither developments, 
such as service discovery. The services at the PAN level are defined to be accessible at the LAN 
and WAN level, by assigning a special attiibute for accessibility. Services are registered with a
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lookup server, and use o f the services is enabled via service discovery managers, who are in 
communication with loolcup servers. The proposal was implemented and service registration, 
discovery and usage were tested. The results o f  the testing showed lower latency, and higher 
robustness.
Middleware for Application Interconnection in Personal Area Networks (MAIPAN) [163] is 
a proposal for hiding physical layer issues such as mobility and heterogeneity and provides 
uniform APIs regardless o f the PAN, which contains the service. The middleware contains several 
modules in data and conti ol planes; service discoveiy and control, and channel, security and pin  
(interface) control in control plane, and channel connector, transport, connection and 
ciyptography in data plane. The specifications is very open and inclusive, however, it does not 
offer clear solutions for connecting to existing technologies.
Device Discovery and Description Framework (3DF) is another service discovery solution via 
residential gateways [164]; a residential gateway provides access to the global network for a home 
network. 3DF improved Open Services Gateway initiative (OSGi) [165]. 3DF proposed 
integrating devices supporting different network technologies and abstracting device descriptions.
At Home Anywhere Service Discovery Protocol (SDP@HA) [166], is the architecture for home 
networks, however it can be applied to any kind o f networks. Similar to FRODO [118] (from the 
same proposer) the devices are classified as 3C  (3 Cents, very poor), 3D (3 Dollars, inteimediate) 
and 300D  (300 Dollars, strong) devices. From 3D and 300D devices, one is elected as central, 
based on a negotiation between the clients and calculating the ranlcs. The protocol is also capable 
of operating without any cential. The Search, subscription and control are supported in this 
protocol, and robustness o f architecture is claimed, however to the best o f my laiowledge, there is 
no clear evaluation result for proving it.
Olsen et al. [167] presented an experimental prototype for context-aware service discovery 
(CASD) specifically aimed at Personal Networks. The goal was to use context information to 
provide users with those services that are especially useful in his/her existing situation. D iey also 
provided experimental perfoimance evaluation o f CASD. The results were compared to seiwice 
discovery mechanism without context awareness. They showed that there is some overhead 
associated to the CASD process, in temis o f response time: while the generated network fraffic 
may be reduced due to less service description that needs to be transfen*ed between nodes.
Aldelo et al. [168] proposed a signalling model that could be used for registiy and updating o f  
services, with a simulation model, for service discovery in Personal Clusters based on WLAN air 
interface network. Service update refreshment rate was adjusted thi'ough several scenarios o f  
multiple sizes o f clusters. Simulation results showed that the end-to-end delay is less affected by 
the number o f nodes when this technique is applied.
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3.4 Summary
In this chapter, the state-of-the-art in service discovery and provisioning protocols was 
introduced. Initially, different aspects o f the protocols, which differentiate them from each other, 
were explained. These are the structure, architecture, service description, protocol capabilities, 
context awareness, security issues and support for heterogeneity.
Later, some of the service discovery and provision protocols were introduced. These protocols 
belong to different categories: from generic protocols (such as SSDP, SLP, HAVi, Jini, BT-SDP 
and Salutation) and other second-generation protocols (particularly those proposed for MANETs, 
integr ated with ad hoc routing protocols, and clustering-based protocols). A clear message o f this 
chapter is that although several protocols (offering different functionalities, scopes, benefits and 
advantages) have been proposed in this area, they suffer fr om disadvantages which each o f them 
exposes when they are applied to personal networks. As a summary, some o f the shortcomings o f  
the protocols follow below.
Dependence on a specific network: BT-SDP, HAVi, UDDI, iSNS, DEAPspace, Konark, PDP, 
SSD-MANET, DSDP, FRODO, 3DF, SDP@HA
Dependence on a specific ad hoc routing protocol: M-ZRP, ODMRP-based, OLSR-based, 
SDM-based, Hexell, HAID, SDRP, SD-DSR, SD-AODV, LSD, etc
Dependence on high-cost and heavyweight components/ infrastructure: Salutation, DNS-SD, 
DHCP, Ninja DS, VIA, Superstring
Dependence on a specific software platform: Jini
No interoperability with standard protocols: SGP, Field theoretic approach. Sleeper
No support for the structure of PNs (hybrid ad hoc and overlay): MSDP, Seiwice Rings, 
DINPeer, SANDMAN, SPIZ, Rendezvous regions, etc
No support for the structure of PNs (multi-cluster): SPEARS, MAIPAN
Imposing heavy data traffic load on the network: UPnP, WS-Discovery, HESED
In the next chapters, a new discovery solution for personal networks is proposed, in order to 
address some of the existing issues in PNs and to demonstr ate how a discovery protocol should 
address them.
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Chapter 4 
Service Discovery and Management 
Platform for Personal Networks
This chapter is mainly concerned with the guidelines for proposing a service discovery and use 
framework for personal networks; this is based on the investigations and pre-assessments made in 
the previous chapters. Initially, some o f the existing discovery protocols are investigated and a 
brief description o f each is provided. The thesis continues with a generic proposal, which is a 
protocol-independent version o f the solutions provided in the MAGNET [12] and MAGNET 
Beyond [13] projects^ The high-level architecture o f the MAGNET Service Discovery Protocol 
was introduced in [169]. A study related to the MAGNET service discovery protocol was 
provided in [170].
The proposal in this thesis has similarities and differences compared to the MAGNET approach: 
Similarities:
•  Structure: Both proposals use the same network and service discovery stiucture, basically 
because the network platforms are identical;
Differences:
• PAN definition: The boundaries o f PAN in MAGNET are deteimined by secmity 
constiaints: as long as a device is reachable and authenticated by a PAN, belongs to that. In 
this thesis, devices are considered as members o f a PAN if  they are within certain distance in 
terms o f the number o f hops.
•  Architecture: some components that are in MAGNET, such as context awareness and 
security-related components, are not addiessed in the cuirent approach, due to being outside 
o f the scope o f this thesis;
In this section, the author only focuses on his sole contributions to those projects, and only provides 
references to the joint work done with other partners
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•  Legacy Protocols: The MAGNET proposal is based on UPnP, INS/Twine [62], and also 
addiesses Bluetooth and Juxtapose (JXTA), but the proposal here is based on using SLP and 
mSLP;
• Multi-tier discovery: the definition o f the tiers in the multi-tier discovery, which is the 
discovery o f the services in different stages based on the extent o f the network, differ between 
the two addressed proposals.
Some o f the solutions for accomplishing the proposal are evaluated in the next chapter.
4.1 Service and resource discovery requirements in Personal Networlis
From the network’s point o f view, the Personal Network is created by the interconnection o f 
individual smaller networks (named clusters), which are fomied independently and are not based 
on any kind o f external infrastiucture. This implies that the service discovery process must follow  
the PN fomiation stage. Service and resour ce discovery can take place within each of the clusters 
and the discovered services will be gradually advertised to the PN.
In order to propose a solution for service discovery for personal networks, the requirements o f 
such a system should be first identified. They are classified as functional, technical and 
performance requirements. Firactional requirements identify what fimctionalities must be 
provided by the discovery protocol, technical requirements describe what kind o f support should 
be provided to meet the functional requirements and finally, perfonnance requirements set the 
targets for the success and cost o f a solution. The requirements for such a system are detailed in
[171] for the MAGNET project, but here, only some o f the requirements, which can be applied to 
a generic personal network, are addressed.
4.1.1 Functional requirements
Portability: D ie Service discovery Registrar must be portable. Due to master changeability, the 
registration of discovered services must be portable; i.e. the Service Discovery master must be 
able to hand over this functionality to a new master.
Support for service mobility: The Service discovery Process must support service mobility. Due 
to mobility, the services can be handed over from one server to another. Service discovery must 
identify equivalent / adaptable services to support the aforementioned handover.
Making a decision about the type o f handover depends on the nature o f the service used. 
Sometimes a service may be offered to the user on an online basis, i.e. the service provision point 
must move when the user and terminal move. For example if  a user watches a real-time video, the 
stream must also be provided at the new location. Sometimes, the nature o f a service does not
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allow handover, e.g. an uncompleted printer job. In this case, the service cannot be handed over to 
another printer, but the original printer must either complete the job in un-connected mode or 
terminate the printing process.
Support for Legacy Protocols: The Service discovery Process should recognise and interact with 
most popular legacy protocols. Currently, there are devices that are equipped with already- 
existing service discovery protocols. The SDP should recognise and be able to process service 
specifications received in the description format defined by the most popular service discovery 
protocols, e.g. UPnP, SLP, Jini etc. In addition, it should be inter-operable with any other devices 
or servers equipped with these protocols.
Support for service provisioning: The Service discovery Process must provide proper interfaces 
to other service elements using the discovered service specifications. The elements include service 
provision, service selection, service control, service user notification, service adaptation etc.
Service discovery is the initial phase o f service provisioning. It must support the phases that are 
expected to occur after discovery. The support must be offered by providing proper interfaces to 
the other service elements, such as:
•  Seivice provision  (how to benefit from a service).
•  Seivice selection (what is the most appropriate service).
• Seivice control (how to control service provisioning).
•  Service user notification (how to notify a user about the status o f the service).
• Seivice adaptation (how a service is to be adapted to the user’s context).
Support for multicast: The transport layer that the PNSDP resides on must support multicasting, 
as this is the only efficient way to address multiple devices with a service request.
4.1.2 Technical requirements
Browsing capability: The service discovery protocol must provide the ability to browse the 
available services within the PAN and the private services within the PN. Due to the small and 
well-defined boundary of the PAN, all the available services can be discovered and listed, and the 
size o f the list is imlilcely to be very large (>30 elements). D ie user needs to benefit from all the 
services available in his/her vicinity. The browsing mechanism enables the user to be aware o f all 
the available services in the PAN.
At the PN level, it might not be possible to browse all the services (because o f the potential extent 
o f a PN), but the user must at least be able to browse all the private services.
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Proper specification of services: The service discovery protocol must specify services in a 
proper manner. The specification o f a service must be machine-readable. D ie network entities 
must be able to recognise the service and be able to select and use it without any user interaction, 
because the user likes to automatically use the most appropriate service for his/her requirements. 
This implies that the service specification must be based on a proper naming convention. The 
convention could be a hierarchical structure categorising the services into classes and possibly 
sub-classes, and each class should be defined by some properties e.g. identified by the attributes 
and their values and possibly their methods (Object Oriented Approach).
Proper service search mechanisms: A service discovery protocol must provide a proper search 
capability. Sometimes users search for a specific service, or a particular service supporting 
specific attributes. The service user must be able to search for their favourite / required services. 
The service search must support various kinds o f search operations, including Class/Subclass 
search (finding an available type o f service), Attiibute search (finding a service which contains a 
particular attiibute), or Attribute Value search (finding a service which contains a specified 
attiibute with a particular" value or range o f values).
Robustness against PAN dynamics: A service discovery protocol must be robust against the 
PAN’s dynamics and failmes. D ie PANs face many specific problems, such as linlc and node 
failure, etc. In these situations, the SDP must not become trapped in a deadlock situation,
4.1.3 Performance requirements
Reasonable discovery time: The discovery time in personal networks must be acceptable, and of  
the same order as the network formation time. As an example, i f  a PAN can be formed in 10 
seconds and the PN in 1 minute, the applications caimot allow the SDP to spend 60 seconds inside 
the PAN or 5 minutes within the PN.
Reasonable network overload: The service discovery process must use the network capacity 
efficiently and not slow down normal network traffic. The incurred overhead should be o f the 
order o f other discovery processes in the network, such as route discovery, address assignment, 
and web search (in the case o f the PN).
Proper usage of computing resources: The computing resomces in a PN, especially at the PAN 
level are very limited. The SDP must be designed to be as light as possible, using minimal 
amormts o f CPU time, memory, battery lifetime etc. in terms o f computing resources. These 
limitations on mobile terminals and wireless devices dictate simplicity o f the code and the 
applications that can be executed on such devices.
In terms o f this simplicity, fimctionality is important: what functionalities a service discovery and 
provision protocol offers, and what the resource-cost o f this protocol is. Some service discovery
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protocols are lightweight but do not provide support for provision o f service and deal only with 
discovery, whilst others deliver both (discovery and provision), albeit at a higher expense.
Reasonable setup and adaptation delay: Because o f the dynamic changes during fonnation of  
the network, the protocol must adapt itself to these changes. Many factors affect this delay, such 
as mobility o f the nodes (services or registrars), change in status o f the nodes (on, off, sleep), 
change in availability or properties o f the services (while the change is not reflected on the 
registiy) and change in availability o f the network.
Some o f the aforementioned protocols are based on service registration (with a server), which is a 
time-consuming process and the frequency/regularity o f it adapts to the changes o f the network. 
Formation/establishment and deconstruction o f PANs can be perfomied quickly, and this can 
subsequently affect the setup and adaptation delay o f the service discovery architecture.
Another factor affecting the delay is the content o f the tiansferred data. Using protocols based on 
the transfer o f binary data instead o f text-based code can reduce the delay.
4.2 PN Service Discovery and Use Platform
In terms o f the stiuctiue and architecture o f the Personal Networks, the major component o f a PN 
is identified as a cluster. The interconnection between different clusters is provided by 
inffastiuctui'e networks and one o f the clusters is recognised as the PAN. The PAN is centied on 
the user, while most other clusters are not. This structuie implies that the service discovery 
framework should be designed based on the consideration o f the personal network as an 
archipelago, in which everything on the land is trusted on a long-term basis and everything in the 
sea is either not tiusted or trusted on a short-term basis. The sea provides a platfonn for the 
interconnection between the islands (clusters), where the goods and passengers (data) are 
transported by boats, ships, etc (packets). There are some local services provided near the islands 
(foreign local services) but some others are provided on other islands (foreign remote services). 
One o f the islands is assigned as the mainland (the PAN), where the king usually lives!
This structure implies that the seiwice discovery (and eventually management) must be handled 
locally within each o f the clusters by one dedicated node, and within the PN, it should be 
managed through the interaction between those dedicated nodes.
An important issue in the design o f a Service Discovery Protocol is to make use o f legacy 
discovery protocols. Tliere are already devices and services implemented by using one o f the 
existing discovery protocols. The services provided by these devices must still be discovered by 
those protocols, while the management is still handled by the Service Discovery Platform. By 
defining a S em ce Management Layer (SML), some of the most important legacy Service
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discovery protocols are enabled within the Personal Network to conimmiicate with the services 
and clients.
O f the most important service discovery protocols, the following play major roles in the proposal:
• UPnP: is used as a protocol for discovering the services residing within the nodes at the 
cluster level.
•  Bluetooth SDP: is used as a protocol for non-IP, Bluetooth-supported services and 
devices.
•  Service Location Protocol: is used as a protocol for discovering the services within each 
cluster, which can be employed in both DA-based and DA-less modes.
• Mesh SLP (mSLP): the proposal for making an overlay on top o f the DA-based SLP. 
Tins proposal can be applied to the clusters.
In this section, a service discovery and use platfonn for personal networks is proposed. The 
discovery platform, called P N  Service Discoveiy Platform (PNSDP) covers discovery and 
registration o f the services prior to their use. This platform is a part o f a bigger platform, which is 
the P N  Service Management Platform  (PNSMP), which includes service use and management 
fimctionalities.
4.2.1 Hierarchy
Personal networks may contain several networks, ranging from a Bluetooth piconet to a 
worldwide network. Tlie service discovery platfonn should follow this multi-tier hierarchy. The 
extent o f the tiers was shown in Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-6, and is detailed in Figur e 4-1.
Tier 2 Tier 4
P  d
RDI
R O f
PAN2
PAN3
Figure 4-1 Discovery tiers in a Personal Network
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Radio Domains within the PAN - tier 1: the smallest component in a PN is a network using a 
specific radio teclinology, called a Radio Domain {RD), in which the air interface is implemented, 
as well as a single and specific service discovery protocol is carried out. In most cases, an RD 
contains at least one IP-capable node. This node will generally act as the RD-bridge to other 
RD/networks. For example, a Bluetooth radio domain implementing 802.15.1 radio technology 
provides the specific BT-SDP for service discovery and contains an IP supported Bluetooth 
Master. Depending on the service discovery solutions that will be adopted for a larger scale 
{cluster, PN, etc.), it would probably be necessary to forward/translate the radio domain 
discovered services towards more generic service management platforms residing in the higher 
level o f hierarchy.
Cluster/PAN - tier 2: a cluster is formed by the interconnection o f a number o f radio domains, 
active nodes and devices. The only difference between a PAN and a cluster is the presence o f the 
user in the PAN. All services within the PAN should be discovered by employing a multi protocol 
approach, since the different radio domains may use various/heterogeneous legacy discovery 
protocols and network technologies.
Ad hoc Cluster federation - tier 3: the clusters, whether from the same or differeirt users, can 
interact with each other in ad hoc mode. This can be done if  the clusters benefit fr om the same 
physical, link and network layer technologies. In this case, the networks are able to merge with 
each other and foim larger clusters, while they physically approach each other. Similarly, the 
networks may split into smaller clusters, when the former clusters move away from each other.
Overlaid cluster federation - tier 4; PN contains clusters and a PAN. It is then foimed by a 
collection o f personal nodes and devices that are connected to each other via the interconnecting 
infrastructure. The discovered services in each o f the clusters are exposed to other clusters as well 
as the PAN. The same is valid for the clusters that belong to different users. Another special case 
of interconnected clusters is when two clusters are on different networks; in this case, the clusters 
communicate with each other via gateway nodes, and all traffic is passed through the gateway 
node, in contrast to ad hoc formation o f cluster federation at tier 3.
Global level -  tier 5: all services available to the PN from the outside world are categorised in 
global level, including web services and remote foreign devices connected to the PN using the 
infrastructure.
4.2.2 Structure
There are two approaches for service discovery, centralised and decentralised. According to some 
assessments, which are detailed in section 5.1, centralised approaches at the cluster/PAN level 
perform better than decentralised ones. At the PN level, decentralised approaches are preferred.
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The structure o f the proposed service discovery protocol is based on defining a central node in 
each cluster, called Service Management Node (SMN). SMN is a component that acts as the 
centralised service discovery and management entity o f a cluster in a personal network. SMN also 
provides the functionality o f a repository for storing the descriptions obtained from all PAN 
services currently available.
A centralised approach is taken at the PAN and cluster level,. The centralised service management 
component for any cluster or PAN is the SMN. In the PN level, the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) 
connectivity is established between the SMNs. This P2P protocol enables SMNs to advertise their 
registered services to other SMNs and hence other clusters within the PN.
Among those PN entities, active SMNs are responsible for the service management and discovery 
for their entire local domain, i.e. the cluster to which they belong. In that context, the considered 
approach for SD in PNs is to use the overlay network o f interconnected SMNs to 
propagate/disseminate the service discovery and advertisement data. This implies that a 
communication module within the SMN must be defined, implemented and be dedicated to inter- 
SMN communications.
Now, the structure o f the service discovery network is introduced, and the components o f the 
system are identified. Excluding external services, all services within the personal network are 
assumed to be offered by devices. Therefore, all devices within the network are categorised as 
follows:
• Node: is a specific device, which supports IP.
• Service devices or nodes: are the servers providing the service, by a device or node.
• Client devices or nodes: are the users o f the services, and interested in discovering the 
services to benefit fr om them.
• SAN (Service Assistance Node): is any node supporting Seiyice Management Layer 
(SML, to be detailed in the next section), which registers a number o f associated services. 
There is no restriction on the number o f SANs in each o f the clusters and in the whole 
PN, e.g. each o f the RDs can have their own SAN (tier 1); however only one o f the SANs 
is assigned as the SMN, see below.
• SMN (Service Management Node): is the SAN within each o f the clusters (and 
obviously PAN), wliich discovers and manages all the services provided in a cluster and 
the foreign services directly attached to the cluster.
By having the combination o f services and clients, devices and nodes and finally SMNs, different 
types o f entities can be presumed. Figur e 4-2 depicts some examples:
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C lent Client
device
A single client node
Server
A single client device
Server 
device
Server Client
SML SML
A single-server SMN A single-client SMN
A single server node A single server device
Server Client
SML
Server * Client
SML
SML Service Management Layer
A single-server and 
-client SMN
A multi-server and 
-client SMN
Figure 4-2 Nodes and devices in Personal Networks
In the subsequent sections, it is described how in each o f the tiers, the clients, servers and SMNs 
communicate with each other.
Tier 1-Radio Domain level: At the RD level, existence o f an SAN is necessary, as some non-IP- 
supporting devices are a part o f the RD. As an example, a Bluetooth Piconet may contain some 
non-IP devices, hence the SDP requires at least one node acting as an SAN to communicate with 
Bluetooth non-IP devices and register their services.
In a more general case, i f  all devices in an RD are nodes, i.e. supporting IP, there is no need for a 
mandatory SAN, but they can exist and operate at the same level as the SMN. One o f the SANs in 
one o f the constmcting RDs o f the cluster is assigned to be the SMN. Figure 4-3 depicts different 
cases o f RDs with respect to the existence o f the SANs.
SANE L P
SAN
BMB•«****
An RD with a single SAN An RD with multiple SANsAn RD without SAN
IM
SAN
SAN
ELP
Client entity 
Service entity 
Service Assistance Node 
Enhanced Legacy Protocol
Figure 4-3 SANs within an RD
An RD can be set up without any SAN, in which the devices must be accessible from all the 
nodes within the cluster. In this case, the cluster SAN (SMN) is able to discover and register all 
the services available within an RD. Otherwise in the case o f having non-IP devices in an RD, the 
existence o f an SAN is necessary. Fmthennore, existence o f multiple SANs in each o f the RDs is 
possible. The communication between any client and server with the SAN is possible by the
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Enhanced Legacy Protocol (ELP). The reason for this enhancement is explained in the 
architecture description.
T ier 2-Cluster/PAN level: Every cluster contains an SMN selected from the existing SANs 
within that cluster. The SMN discovers, registers and eventually manages services within the 
cluster to which they belong. The communication between any client/server and the SMN is 
provided by an enhanced legacy protocol (as stated earlier). Furthermore, the SANs of the RD 
register their services with the SMN. The communication between any pair o f SMN or SAN-SMN 
is defined by Mesh Service Discovery Protocol (MSDP). Figure 4-4 depicts the SMN presence in 
a cluster or PAN.
MSDP
Personal Node Foreign Node
;  ; Personal D evice ; ;  Foreign D evice
Figure 4-4 SMN within a cluster or PAN
From Figure 4-4, it is seen that in tier 2, all the following services are registered:
• The services already registered by the SANs, either personal (belonging to the 
PAN/cluster owner) or foreign (non-personal), using MSDP.
• The services discovered by the SMN, in its containing RD.
• The personal services in other RDs.
Tier 3-A d hoc cluster federation level: At this level, the clusters can communicate with each 
other forming in ad hoc mode; this means that the clusters benefit from the same network
configuration. The clusters, whether from a single user or different users, merge with each other
and form a bigger network. In such a merged network, all nodes are visible and accessible to each 
other. Hence, the SMNs o f different clusters can access the nodes o f other clusters and hence 
register their services or reply service requests. Communication to foreign nodes in ad hoc mode 
can be regarded as federation o f a cluster with another cluster containing only one node.
Tier 4-O verlaied cluster federation level: In Tier 4, the SMNs in each o f the clusters, 
communicate with each other to discover the services already registered in each. This is a form of 
overlay network: the SMNs network on top o f the cluster federation network.
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Tier 5-Global level: At the global level, all the services, provided by the operators and on the 
Internet, are discovered, such as web services, messaging, etc. This case is supported by a special 
gateway node, which bridges the cluster with that particular global service.
4.2.3 Architecture
Design o f the architecture o f a service discovery protocol should consider the following criteria:
Transparency: The services and resources in wireless networks must be discovered on a 
spontaneous basis.
Mobility: the mobility pattern o f the nodes implies necessity for mobility awareness o f the 
services and clients. Although this can be handled at the lower layers o f the network, but the 
service mobility is the issue that should be handled by the service management system.
Heterogeneity: participation o f different link technologies and network protocols, as well as 
SDPs, implies the need for a service platform, to support these kinds o f heterogeneity.
Context awareness: the context o f the user, network and environment, affects user service 
requirements, as the service should be adapted to the context state.
Local and remote discovery: most o f the existing protocols support discovery of the services 
within the local network. When the user is in need o f discovering remote services in other remote 
sites, the service discovery system must be able to support remote, as well as local discovery.
The architecture for the PN Service Discovery and Management Platform is proposed, 
considering the above criteria. Figure 4-5 depicts the proposed architecture. At the transport layer, 
some legacy SDPs, such as UPnP, SLP and BT-SDP can be employed to communicate with the 
already equipped devices. For the remote discovery, some other P2P protocols such as JXTA 
[176] or SIP [177] can be used.
A pplications S e r v ic e s
Service Management Layer
Mobility M anagem en t 
 *
Context DIecovery
S ervice Selec tion  & 
Adaptation 
 *
Service Diecovery
I E n h an c ed  L egacy  SD P j S D A I  j E nhanced  L egacy  SD P
T ransport
SMLI: S erv ice M anagem en t Layer Interface 
SDAI: S erv ice D iscovery A daptation Interface
Figure 4-5 PN Service Management Platform
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Setyice Management Layer (SML) (depicted in Figure 4-5) acts as the PN service platform, and 
contains all the software modules needed for implementing service (and context) discovery 
functionalities. The components o f the SML are detailed below.
Service Discovery Module (SDM): This module acts as the core o f the service discovery system. 
It is responsible for all discovery process operations, such as advertising the presence o f SMN, 
accepting registration o f the advertised services, replying the service discovery requests made by 
the clients, and interacting with other SMNs within the PAN/cluster (e.g. individual SMN o f radio 
domains) to compile all the available services in the conesponding network.
Service Mobility Management Module (SMMM): This module manages the mobility o f the 
services and clients. Although the mobility is usually handled by the network level, but at the 
service level, mobility o f the service to a proper service provider, mobility o f a client and how the 
service continuity must be provided, and even handling the mobility o f the SMN, and SMN hand­
over are the issues being handled by this module.
This module manages the service-level mobility o f the network devices in the PN. Service-level 
mobility is handled by the application or service, instead of network layer [178] [179]. If a proper 
protocol is used at the network layer, then the application or the service do not require to handle 
the mobility, since this kind o f mobility is seamless to the service and application layers. There 
are some occasions, which mobility aware service or application performs better than the case 
when mobility is handled at the network layer. As an example, i f  a service becomes unavailable 
because o f mobility, the network re-establishes the connection between the server and the client, 
and this case is not appropriate [180].
There is another kind o f service mobility, which is sometimes called "Session Mobility” [178]. As 
an example, you are sending a video movie ftom your mobile phone to yoin desktop PC. When 
you move from youi' office to e.g. yoin home, network mobility support keeps yoiu current 
session with the PC, although you like to watch the continuation o f the movie on another device, 
like youi' TV at home.
There are many mobility scenarios, such as client mobility, service mobility and SAN/SMN 
mobility. Since in personal networks, there is an association between the clients/servers with the 
SANs/SMNs, the mobility o f the clients and services within the PN can be managed by 
employing the Service Mobility Management Protocol. Mobility o f SANs/SMNs should be 
managed by the P2P SMN overlay network.
Service Selection and Adaptation M anagement Module (SSAMM): This module perfoims the 
service adaptation and selection functionalities. Service selection includes choosing the most 
proper service regarding the context. Service adaptation is adapting the service to the context in 
which it is provided.
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Service M anagem ent Layer Interface (SM LI) includes the interfaces between local services 
and applications (clients); they provide the required APIs for local services and clients to interact 
with the local SAN or SMN.
Service D iscovery A daptation Interface (SDAI) is defined for two purposes; the first is to 
provide proper connection to individual services and clients residing on non-SANs, which are 
associated with the SAN hosting this SML. The second purpose is to provide proper API to 
MSDP running between pairs o f SMNs or (SAN-SMN)’s. Figure 4-6 depicts the interfaces and 
protocols running in a PAN and the SMNs between two individual clusters.
PAN Cluster
A pplication
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MSDP
r
■ ' _SMLL_ I
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Figure 4-6 Interfaces and protocols within the PNSDP
Enhanced legacy protocol: The enhanced legacy protocol running between the clients or servers, 
and the SANs (or SMNs) are selected from a group o f existing discovery protocols, such as UPnP, 
BT-SDP, SLP, etc. The enhancements made on the existing legacy protocols are as follows;
•  Using existing protocols for local discovery: The main advantage o f using legacy
protocols in personal networks is its backward compatibility with the devices already 
equipped with the legacy protocols.
•  Involving registry to pure client/server protocols by using SM N as registrar: The
selected legacy discovery protocols are currently working on P2P basis, without 
involvement o f any kind o f 3''^  parties acting as registrar, broker, etc. Considering the
architecture, the SMN acts as a registrar or management entity. The enhancement on
legacy protocols should be made to enable them to interact with an SMN; however, the 
syntax o f the protocols is unlikely to change. The only enhancement is made on the 
structure o f the Legacy protocols.
•  SM N -m anaged service session establishm ent: The existing discovery protocols do not 
usually provide proper tools for management o f the service session. The enhancement on 
the existing legacy protocols is that the SMN can be employed as a broker o f the service 
and be used as the service manager. Service sessions are established through the SMN. 
Control and Notification messages all are re-directed to be manageable by the SMN. This 
is detailed in section 4.2.8.
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4.2.4 Message exchange within PNSDP
Now, the message exchange in ELP is described. Note that messages used by ELP are 
encapsulated in the form o f a legacy protocol message. The sequence is presenting Enhanced 
UPnP and BT-SDP.
SMN existence advertisement, service registry: All SMNs send a presence advertisement to the 
neighbouring nodes to advertise their presence to the other nodes. This is illustrated in Figm e 4-7.
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Figure 4-7 Reactive registry, SMN-initiated
The SMN sends out an SMNAdvert message, which announces its presence; this is encapsulated in 
two forms o f messages, ssdp.'discover o f UPnP and SetyiceSearchRequest o f BT-SDP.
In the first case, the ST field o f ssdp'.discover is set to ssdp'.all, for browsing all the available 
services in a device. This message is sent to all the devices within the cluster. This can be carried 
out by multicasting the request to all the nodes in the cluster. In the reply, the servers send a 200 
OK  reply to the SMN. Tins reply is also proposed to be by multicast, in this case, other SANs are 
able to listen and register the services as well. The returning fields are the Location (URL of the 
service) and the USN {Unique Seiyice Name, which identifies the service).
In the BT-SDP case, the SMN sends out a ServiceSearchRequest, with the field BrowseGroupList 
set to PublicBrowseRoot. In reply, the servers send a ServiceSearchResponse, which includes the 
atti'ibutes o f the discovered services, such as ServiceRecordHandle and SeiyiceClassIDList.
Finally, the discovered services are sent to the SML using SMNReqReg for registration.
Service existence advertisement, service registry: The services can register their own services 
without any request to registration; this can be done by using the messages sent by ELP, as shown 
in Figure 4-8. Not all the legacy protocols support proactive service announcements. For example 
in BT-SDP, the services do not announce their presence by their own initiation, and the clients 
should request them to advertise themselves.
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Figure 4-8 Proactive registry, server-initiated
In UPnP, the services are able to notify their unavailability by an ssdp.'byebye message. This 
massage causes the service to be deregistered from the registry database o f the SMN.
Searching for services: Figure 4-9 depicts the possibilities in searching a service by a client:
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Figure 4-9 Service Discovery scenarios within a cluster
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In the first scenario, a UPnP client makes a search to find an interesting service, which is sent 
directly to the SMN. Here there are two possibilities, either the client already laiows the SMN, or 
it has not received any SMN presence advertisements. In the first case, the client sends the request 
(via multicast) to all nodes, which is not desired, because o f non-involvement o f the SMN. 
Therefore, a modification on the ELP would be to support searching the SMN prior to any other 
requests, and then send their requests only to the SMN, which is the second case above.
If the service is already registered with the SMN, then it will reply to the client by sending a reply. 
Otheiwise, as in the second scenario, it will search for an existing service, registers that service 
and then replies to the client. The third scenario is a copy o f first one; the only difference is that 
the client is a Bluetooth client, making the initial search.
Mesh Service Discovery Protocol (MSDP): MSDP is running between a pair o f SMNs or SMN 
and SANs. The protocol is a P2P protocol being based on one o f the major P2P discovery 
protocols, such as JXTA [176] or INS Twine [62]. The proposal in this thesis is based on using 
mSLP [77]. The MSDP should be able to maintain the network of SMNs, to provide proper tools 
for service specification distribution over the network.
4.2.5 Supporting mobility
The network mobility in personal networks should be managed at the network level. Connectivity 
is maintained by the network layer and the node seamlessly keeps connected to the PN. Up to the 
network level, connectivity o f the nodes to the PN is guaranteed.
The next issue after a node is moving is the re-registration o f the clients and the servers with the 
new corresponding SAN and SMN at visited clusters. When each o f the clients, servers, SANs or 
SMNs move within the PN, association o f the clients and servers with the home SANs and SMNs 
will collapse, therefore a mechanism is required to re-register the services, which are not 
registered with the new SMNs, and deregisters them with the old ones.
A solution can be to intioduce signalling between the old and new SMNs, for deregistration and 
registration o f the services when they move within the PN. There are different approaches for this 
purpose. For example, IETF Context Transfer [181] can be used. However, this kind o f signalling 
adds lots o f overhead to the system, especially in ad hoc part o f the PN (cluster), where the 
resources are very limited. The SMN mobility management in MAGNET is handled by the SMN 
overlay network. By Using Intentional Name Resolution (INR) Peer-to-Peer overlay network, the 
movement o f the SMNs do not affect their names, however may affect the addresses. Wliile an 
SMN moves within the personal network, it might be for a while non-accessible and non- 
addressable by other SMNs o f the network in other clusters, so the timeout occurred here will 
initiate re-resolving o f the intentional names within the network. This intentional addresses will
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be updated by the INR system, by de-registration o f the old SMN locations and registration o f the 
new locations.
A simpler solution is as follows. After re-formation o f the network, if  some of the nodes become 
unavailable due to mobility, this will be detected by the timeouts or queries etc. In this case, the 
mobile nodes will be deregistered with the SMNs. In addition, the mobile node will advertise its 
presence in the new location, so it can be easily re-registered with the new SMN. In this case, 
mobility is handled on a self-organised basis.
Service Mobility Management Module: Now the question of the reason of existence o f the 
Service Mobility Management Module raises, since it looks redundant now, because o f the 
procedure defined above. The only functionality o f this module is to support service handover; 
when service is necessary to be handed over from one server to another server, a kind o f 
intelligence is required to find a suitable server; also, the process o f handover must be managed 
by the system. Figure 4-10 is to remind the concept o f handover.
Figure 4-10 Three types of handover in a hybrid network
To handle the service handover, the service must be capable for such a handover. As an example, 
a print service is not capable for handover, because the user does not expect to collect his/her 
papers that belonging to a printer job from different places when s/he moves. As another example, 
video service is portable, since the user can watch a movie in different places on different screens.
For supporting such a scenario, an attribute must be defined for the services as Portable. If this 
attribute is set, this means that the service can be handed over to another server. In this case, when 
a server moves from a cluster to another, SDM (Service Discovery Module) will eventually 
realise that the service is not available (for example, by the notification o f the client, which was 
using the service). When the server moves to another cluster, it reports its new location and the 
service session being recently valid to the SMMM of the new cluster. The new SMMM interacts 
with the SMMM of the old cluster, the session specification of the recent session. The old SMMM 
looks into the current registered services at the SMN registry through the SDAL for another
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proper substitute, then the SDAL will report with an appropriate service substitute, and finally the 
service can be handed over to a new server. Figure 4-11 depicts a message flow diagram o f this 
scenario.
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Figure 4-11 Service handover scenario
4.2.6 Security and privacy
Most o f the data exchanged within a given PN, as well as service management and discovery 
operations, are related to a particular user, i.e. are personal, maybe confidential and must be 
strongly protected from unexpected and undesired discovery, access and use by any foreign and 
non-trusted users or entities.
PN networking; The first step in securing the seiwice management system is providing secure 
links between the active nodes in the system, i.e. between the clients, servers and the SMNs. This 
is performed at the PN formation stage through the Certified P N  Formation Protocol (CPFP)
[172]. At this stage, all the PN nodes become imprinted with (i.e. equipped to the certificate of) 
the PN  Certificate Authority’ (PNCA) on their long-term Diffîe-Hellman (DH) [173] public keys. 
The certificates are used by the PN nodes in authentication and seciuity association with each 
other thiough the Elliptic Cuiye Menezes-Qu-Vanstone (ECMQV) [174] protocol. As a result, the 
long-term pair-wise keys will be established, which are used for link layer and inter-cluster 
encryption. Since all communication links at the PN level are secured, establisliing secuie 
relationships between the active nodes is not critical from the service discovery and management 
system viewpoint.
PAN/cIuster service management: Concerning PAN/cluster service management, the considered 
solution consists protecting the access (or the use) to services and their related information, i.e. 
the service description, repository, discovery and advertisement. This mainly manages access 
rights to the cluster/PAN services and devices, combined with the list o f authorised services. An 
Access Control List (ACL) may be implemented by the Authorisation/ Accounting (AA) server 
incorporated within the SMN.
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PN and global level service management: At the PN and the global level, an SMN peer-to-peer 
overlay network is adopted for the service discovery and management. The security in such an 
overlay network should be supported at the peer-to-peer overlay network. Seciuity management 
for service access at this level is performed using profiles that encapsulate the security policies. 
The profiles provide structuied infonnation about all PN elements (Users, Services, 
Nodes/Devices, SMN/Devices) along with related security policies. These policies state the rights 
that users have for service access according to the devices they use. By properly applying these 
policies on authenticated requests, access to services is contiolled [175].
User Subscription and Security: The user o f the service must be authenticated and authorised 
prior to use o f service. Authentication is necessary not only for network usage (billing, etc.) but 
also for use o f provided services on a specified device. As an example, a user may be permitted to 
use the network, but may not be allowed to use a specific printer that is part o f the MANET. 
Mechanism for authentication, authorisation and accounting o f the users need to be extended to 
services and devices. A typical AA server (Authorisation and Accounting) system, incoiporated in 
the service management platform can be considered as a solution to overcome this.
4.2.7 Service routing
Almost all o f the protocols are based on the assumption that a client searches and finds a service 
and uses the service itself. However, extending the PAN, the possibility arises that virtually every 
node o f the network can use the offered services, independent o f whether they are located in the 
ad hoc or fixed part o f the network. As an example, a mobile terminal may send a FAX to a 
machine within the vicinity o f a remote mobile terminal. This scenario may be considered in tliree 
ways, providing the possibility to introduce three different approaches to offer service routing in 
mixed fixed and ad hoc networks.
Local Discovery and Remote Provision: The local terminal discovers the FAX service and 
routes the service tiansactions/messaging to the remote terminal. In this case, the local mobile 
terminal discovers the service and advertises the service attribute to the backbone network. When 
another remote device or terminal in the network wants to use the network, it browses to the local 
mobile terminal and its attached devices and services, gets the address o f the service and the 
service session will be established using the local mobile terminal as gateway.
In this approach, services are discovered locally, and their specifications are advertised within the 
network. Therefore, when a client requires using a service, it will retrieve the needed information 
by using the template provided by the local terminal. In this scenario, the mobile terminal and its 
attached devices are seen as a single entity. After getting the information, if  a client needs to use a 
service, it will initiate its own session with the device, whilst the mobile terminal will only be
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used as a general router providing connectivity between the client-device pair. Service related data 
tiaffic might then be routed to the destination by using other paths, rather than the local terminal. 
The discovery time for this scenario is very small and the traffic will be routed to the network on 
demand only.
Remote Discovery and Provision: The local terminal provides transport connectivity to the 
remote terminal that discovers the FAX machine independently. In this case, the local mobile 
terminal only provides the transport layer to the remote nodes, whilst the remote nodes will 
discover the service and use it directly. However, this process must be performed for every client.
In this case, the local terminal acts as a router, not only for service execution but also for service 
discovery. The client itself will discover the service and initiate the use o f this service; the local 
terminal will handle both the signalling and data traffic. This proceduie is less efficient because 
the client must send a large amount o f signalling traffic thiough the network. In addition, due to 
the ad hoc nature o f PANs it is not opportune to use such an overhead-prone mechanism. . The 
scenario is simple to implement but generates more traffic on the network and wastes, with its 
increased signalling load, channel capacity on the wireless linlc.
Spilt Discovery and Provision: The local terminal discovers the FAX service and acts as a 
seiwice provider for other terminals; tliis means that another client-server pair will be established. 
In this case, there will be two independent service provision sessions, and the local mobile 
teiminal acts as a proxy between them.
The third scenario considers all the devices and tenninals as nodes; it means all devices must host 
the SDP application. The local terminal discovering the service and the service-offering device 
will act as a device that offers its services transparently. The local terminal acts thereby as a proxy 
to the device. This scenario is based on a split o f the whole link into two client-server pairs. Tins 
simplifies overwriting the code but uses more resources on the overall systems.
4.2,8 Service Session Management and PN networking
Service Session Management is a valuable feature that can be added to PNSDP, and by adding 
this, PNSDP (PN Service Discovery Platform) is promoted to PNSMP (PN Service Management 
Platform). Service discovery is made via PNSDP; therefore, it presents the locations o f the servers 
to the clients. The idea behind service session management is that the service description for 
access to control and notification messages can be diverted fiom the normal path between the 
client and server to the one to be established tlnough the PNSMP. Figure 4-12 presents the idea o f  
SMN acting as an intermediary, monitoring (by spying) and controlling (by interfering) node. 
Service provisioning includes different stages, including description, control and eventing 
(notification handling).
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Figure 4-12 SMN acting as an intermediary node between clients and servers 
Service Discovery
For diverting the control messages through PNSMP, SMN interacts with clients and services for 
Discovery. The registration o f the services with PNSDP can be done proactively (e.g. sending 
ssdp.alive messages) or reactively (sending M-SEARCH and being replied by 200 OK). In both 
cases, UPnP client module is involved. Enhanced UPnP modules in servers do not multicast their 
discovery advertisements, but unicast them to the SMN. From the client side. Enhanced UPnP do 
not multicast their discovery searches, but unicast to the SMN.
SMN registers the UUID and LOCATION URL o f the services. In Reply to discovery Search, 
SMN replaces its own URL with the actual URL o f the service (URL translation). This causes 
PNSMP to receive all the control messages thereafter. In the meanwhile, SMN keeps the record of  
mapping the registered services and their corresponding URLs. Figure 4-13 depicts the idea o f  
modifying the UPnP search that supports URL translation. As seen in this figure, the messages 
are all sent through the SMN. When a client searches for a service, a modified reply, in which the 
URL o f the 200 OK  is replaced by the URL of the SMN, is sent. This results in diversion o f all 
subsequent messages through the SMN.
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Figure 4-13 Modified UPnP discovery to support URL translation
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Service Description
The GET message is used by the clients to get the description o f a service:
GET Request/Response (for getting the description o f  the service after discovery)
The description XML-based file contains the links to Control, Eventing and Presentation.
In PNSMP, during registration o f the services, all the locations o f the above-mentioned files will 
be diverted from the real locations to a location assigned by the PNSMP. This enables PNSMP to 
monitor and/or control all the messages exchanged between clients and servers for the purpose o f 
service management.
Figure 4-14 depicts the description messages through the PNSMP. As seen in the figure, the URL 
translation here is carried out for reply to GET message.
SM N
-G E T -
-G E T -
-O K  2 0 0 -
-O K  2 0 0 -
Figure 4-14 Description messages diverted through SMN
Service Control
The POST message is proposed to be used to either:
• Control a server based on a demand from the client
• Control a server based on a decision made because o f the context
• Control a server based on a decision made because of mobility
The message and corresponding reply are in the form of:
POST Control Invoke/Response (for invoking an action on a server)
POST Query Invoke/Response (for obtaining the value o f  a variable)
POST messages are redirected through PNSMP, which means that all the messages can be 
monitored and if  necessary logged. An external entity, such as an external event, like mobility, 
can instruct PNSMP to force controlling a service session. This is shown in Figure 4-15.
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Figure 4-15 Control messages diverted through SMN
Service M anagem ent
SUBSCRIBE (for subscribing to an event)
UNSUBSCRIBE (for unsubscribing from an event)
NOTIFY (for notifying the subscribed party from an event)
The SUBSCRIBE message is used to subscribe to an event, supported by servers. The server will 
NOTIFY the subscriber, changes occurred on the event. UNSUBSCRIBE is used for cancellation.
Eventing messages are redirected through PNSMP, which means that all the messages can be 
monitored and if necessary logged. An external entity, feeding commands and context-based 
decisions can be subscribed to events and get aware o f the notifications that might be sent by the 
servers. This is shown in Figure 4-16.
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Figure 4-16 Eventing messages directed through SMN
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A lternative solution for diverting control m essages through the PNSM P
Previous proposal for redirecting control and notifications through the PNSMP is based on the 
assumption that clients and servers only communicate with the SMN (and its internal modules, i.e. 
UPnP modified client and server). In this case all personal clients and servers should be 
customised to contact the SMN (by unicasts) only, and not directly each other (by multi- and uni­
casts). This solution does not appear promising because variety o f clients and servers should be 
customised to be PN applicable. Other disadvantage o f such a system is security constraints; a PN 
non-compliant server or client can exist in a PN without being responsible to the PNSMP.
In order to have a better secure and sophisticated solution diversion, use o f HTTP proxy servers is 
recommended. The proxy server is an intermediary node between clients and web servers in a 
network. All the HTTP messages (including all UPnP control messages) are sent to the proxy 
server, and URL address translation can be performed there. The recommended proxy server is 
Apache and particularly its proxy module: mod_proxy [182].
The module mod-proxy can be configured in two modes: An ordinary forward proxy is an 
intermediate server sitting between the client and the server. In order to get UPnP description or 
receive notification messages from the server, the client sends a request to the proxy naming the 
server as the target and the proxy then requests the content from the server and returns it to the 
client. The client must be specially configured to use the forward proxy to access other sites. A 
reverse proxy, by contrast, appears to the client just like an ordinary web server. No special 
configuration on the client is necessary. The client makes ordinary requests for content in the 
name-space o f the reverse proxy. The reverse proxy then decides where to send those requests, 
and returns the content as if  it was itself the origin [182].
Besides redirection, content monitoring can be carried out in the proxy server for processing 
control and notification messages. In order to set and enforce policies for controlling and 
monitoring the messages, a proxy should be used in conjunction with a filter. The filter, provided 
by the module m odJilter, when enhanced, performs required command and notification 
processing o f the UPnP messages [183]. Figure 4-17 depicts a top-level view o f the solution.
o d _ p roxy  ■  m od_filte
S e r v ic e  S e s s io n  
(M a n a g ed  Control)
Figure 4-17 Service Session Management using a proxy server
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4.3 PN interactions with external service frameworks
The PN concept extends the use o f a handheld terminal or client to a larger network; the entire PN 
can be seen as a big user terminal that can be contacted by an external network. The internal 
nodes in a PN are hidden from all external nodes (peers).
An interesting aspect o f this concept is enabling access to an external service framework, from a 
node inside the PN. Examples o f such an access could be web surfing, internet banking, remote 
login, etc. A backend server external to PN is contacted by an internal node within the PN, 
through a gateway node and other foreseen entities, such as Netw>ork Address Translation (NAT) 
boxes and firewalls. There are also cases that an internal PN node should be discovered and 
contacted from an external node, to provide a shared service to the outside world, or to receive 
and take an external call. Figure 4-18 illustrates the concept o f establishment o f service sessions 
between the PN nodes and external nodes.
Interconnecting Infrastructure
Home
Cluster
Car
ClusterIP Phone 
External 
Peer IR f honeClient Internal
Backend Server 
(Web, banking, 
email, etc.)
Figure 4-18 External IP phone session and web surfing enabled within a PN
The HTTP traffic shown in blue is an example o f outbound traffic initiated from a node inside the 
PN. A possible approach would consist o f calling the external server using a URL, the name is 
resolved by the naming system of the PN, and the IP address o f the external node is used for 
making the HTTP request. NAT is carried out at the gateway node, and the external server will be 
eventually contacted. In return, the backend server replies to the HTTP request, and again at the 
gateway node (acting as a network address external to the internal translator), the reply will be 
forwarded towards the requesting node.
The VoIP traffic, as an inbound traffic shown in red, is initiated by an external node. The external 
IP-Phone, actually calls the internal peer, however, that external node sees the whole PN as an 
entity. The only visible node from outside world is the PN agent, which holds the addresses o f the 
gateway nodes within the PN. The PN agent determines the corresponding gateway node, which 
enables the destination peer to be contacted. The gateway node is contacted for taking the call.
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and then automatically forwards all inbound calls to a dedicated entity, which is called Service 
Gateway Node (SGN). The difference between the SGN and the gateway node (contacted earlier) 
is that the SGN is intelligent in terms o f finding the most appropriate node in the PN (relying on 
the context information and capabilities o f the PN devices). However, the gateway node only 
functions at the network layer, which forwards all calls to a pre-determined SGN. The SGN acts 
as a proxy for the destination node, and caches the specification (obtained from the PNSMP) o f 
the best node (at any time) potentially able to take the call. When the SGN receives the call, 
forwards it to the most appropriate internal node (already known in the cache) for taking the call. 
There the call is taken and an acknowledgement is sent to the initiating node through the gateway 
node and NAT, and finally the service session will be virtually established between the SGN and 
the external peer, whilst the actual service session end-points (internal and external peers) will 
eventually communicate with each other.
Service Gateway Node (SGN) in for IMS: For interaction with IMS calls, almost the same 
statements are valid. The PN Service Gateway Node is the entity that interacts with the outside 
world and inside the PN with other PN components. It acts as a firewall, with an embedded NAT, 
and can manage Service Name Translation. The interaction between PNSMP (as an IMS client) 
and IMS core is provided via Gm interface. This interface is shown in Figure 4-19. (The firewall 
icon is used for the SGN to stress these expected functions from this node)
SIP AS
DIAMETER
Figure 4-19 PAN and IMS Domain interfaces
In order to implement the related components for proper interaction between the IMS and PN, an 
IMS-core testbed should be setup. For this purpose, Open IMS Core [184] can be used.
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In order to interact with the IMS system, the SGN is considered as a User Equipment (UE) proxy 
(although the end node inside the PN is the actual endpoint UE). The interfaces depicted in Figure 
4-19 are described as follows.
• Gjj,: This is the normal traditional interface between the SGN and the other parts o f the 
IMS system, namely the Proxy Call Session Conti'ol Function (P-CSCF). This interface is 
based on SIP. Tlie API used for establisliment o f this interface is provided by the SIP- 
Stack. An example o f such a stack is Sofia SIP [185]. Tlie used API for receiving and 
sending SIP messages within the SGN are provided within the NUA agent. Tlie full list o f  
the APIs is provided at [186].
•  Ig: This interface is used in case an invite message arrives to the SGN. The MSMP is 
contacted for retrieving the list o f UE-capable nodes. These services (as IMS clients) are 
already registered with the PNSMP. PNSMP, with the help o f context infomiation (given 
by context discovery module), provides the URL of the end user UE device to take the 
call.
•  Ig: This interface is used to resolve the destination addiess o f  the called device, i.e. PN 
UE.
• Ig: This interface must be used for forwarding the signalling to the destined UE. This 
interface is equal to the G^.
Figme 4-20 depicts the internal architecture o f the Service Gateway Node and some of the 
important functions.
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Figure 4-20 SGN internal architecture
The NUA includes all the sending call and the response callback functions such as invite, respond, 
and aclmowledge, by function calls and their corresponding callback functions. Tliis module is 
responsible for implementing G„, and /„ interfaces, for redirecting SIP calls towards the
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destination. The SD Client provides the interfaces to the PNSMP (1^ ) and includes 
servicediscoveryRequest()  call and its coixesponding callback function, servicediscoveiyReply(). 
The Naming client is responsible for resolving the addi ess o f the UE by making a call to the PN 
naming system, by calling DiscoverNames( ). Once the destination addiess is resolved, the 
address in registered with the NAT module for a two-way translation o f the addresses by calling 
two basic call functions: PATgetGiobaiAddr ( )  and NATgetPNAddr ();
A  more detailed message sequence for a call setup using the SGN is presented in Figui*e 4-21.
S G N P N S M P N a m in gP -C S C F U E
■ ^S D R ply— I 
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 INVITE-
UA discovery , a d d re s s  resolution
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< 4 - 1 0 0  T ry ing------
1 8 0  R inging-
4 - 1 8 0  R in g in g —
-2 0 0  OK-
•200 O K -
-ACK-
-ACK-
■ S IP  C ali E s ta  s l lsh e d »
-BYE-
- B Y E -  
■200 OK-
-200  OK-
Nomlng
P-CSCF: Proxy-Call S ession  Control Function 
SGN: Service Gateway Node 
PNSMP: PN Service M anagement Platform 
UE: User Equipment
Figure 4-21 SGN and call establishment
From Figme 4-19, a major component is to be addressed within the IMS: the SIP Application 
Server (AS). A solution for the AS is MobiCents [187]. The MobiCents provides a variety o f
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components such as SIP Resource Adaptor, Media Resource Adaptor and Media Gateway RA 
(Resource Adaptor) for advanced media control. MobiCents is an Open Source VoIP platform, 
certified for JSLEE 1.1. A Service Level Execution Environment (SLEE) is a high throughput, low 
latency event processing application environment. The Java standard fo r  SLEE (JSLEE), 
designed to allow implementations o f the standard to meet the requirements o f communications 
applications, achieve scalability and availability through clustering architectures. JSLEE is an 
industry standard aimed at portable communications applications. JSLEE is the point o f  
integration for multiple network resources and protocols. Applications can use many different 
external network resources from the JSLEE environment. Figure 4-22 presents SLEE overview 
[187].
V o c # V ideo W eb
JS L E E  *J2E E  A p p lica tio n  Se
E x te rn a t R a a o u rc a a M an a g em en t In te r fa c e s
Figure 4-22 Service Level Execution Environment overview
As seen in Figure 4-22, the application server on top is supported by different servers at the 
bottom and management entities on the right. Several use cases can be assumed by employing 
different combinations o f components and interfacing them with the PN case. As an example, an 
integrated PN and JSLEE solution is presented in Figure 4-23.
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Install Service using JMX 
HTML adapter, show 
deployed service infos
_ 1 . Deploy SIP 
Proxy Service
2 Register Service
SIP Resource Adapter
PingTel IP 
Phone
ServerSMN
Figure 4-23 Integrated PN and JSLEE for end-to-end SIP sessions
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4.4 Enhanced Service Location Protocol for Personal Networks
Service discovery protocols are usually designed for a generic network, to provide a certain 
number o f functionalities, from advertising to replying queries on the location and specifications 
o f the existing services in the network. When employing a generic service discovery protocol for 
a specific network, a number o f areas where the system resources are not properly used, are 
recognised. By applying some techniques, the performance can be improved, or the costs can be 
reduced, without loosing the performance. One example is employing Service Location Protocol 
(SLP) [7] for a PAN.
In this section, a solution for a generic service discovery system for cluster-based personal 
network is provided. This general solution relies on a concept called scope; a logical set o f 
services that are giouped by an administrative mle. This concept was initially employed in SLP, 
where it is manually maintained by the network administrators. In the proposed solution, the 
scopes are mapped to the personal network structure components, such as Radio domains, PAN, 
clusters, PN  and global network, as well as to the SD components, i.e. servers, clients and 
directories. Because o f the dynamicity existing in personal networks, the scopes should be 
regularly updated with the changes occurring in PNs, and the updates should be maintained 
dynamically.
4.4.1 Scope-based Service Discovery for PNs
The multi-tier service discovery approach proposed in section 4.2.1 can be accomplished by 
setting the maximum hop-traverse number and scopes in SLP. The scopes in SLP are allocated in 
a static manner, i.e. by the assignment o f the administrators o f  the network. In a personal network, 
the scopes can be allocated to radio domains (smallest single air interface network), clusters (a 
MANET fonned at home, office, around user; -PAN-, etc.), PN  (Personal Network formed by 
unitisation o f clusters) and PN-F  (federation o f a number o f PNs) and mapped to their individual 
coiTesponding IDs. In this approach, discovery scopes widen after every failed attempt, to involve 
a broader range o f networks gradually.
The benefits o f scope-based discovery are that, firstly the clients and servers limit their range o f 
advertisements and/or queries to smaller networks. If the target service is discovered in the 
vicinity, there is no need to extend the range o f discovery, resulting in saving the resources. If the 
discovery fails in the first attempts, a superset o f scopes will be examined.
For addressing the main scenarios mentioned in the previous section, the scopes are dynamically 
updated at events such as merging and splitting o f the clusters. In the case o f merging, a united 
scope for merged clusters will be used, whilst in the case o f  splitting, the single scope will be 
changed to two different scopes.
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When two clusters merge, the scope o f the other networks can be recognised by overhearing SLP 
messages sent by other nodes. If a new scope is continually detected, it can be interpreted that two 
networks are merged. In a negotiation process, both networks can agi*ee on a common scope. If 
there are luinecessaiy directory agents in the merged network, some o f them will temporarily go 
to sleep mode. While the networks split, clients lose their connection to the directory agent o f  the 
left network. Therefore, they look for a new directory agent and that will awaken the sleep 
directory agent o f the separated cluster. The above concept is further explained in another section; 
Dynamic scope update ofD irectoiy Agents, below.
In reference to Figure 2-6, all individual networks, e.g. the BANj and the Clusteri in the PANj, 
maintain their own scopes. In addition, cluster scopes and superset o f scopes such as PN  or PN-F 
scopes are defined and maintained.
4.4.2 Enhanced mSLP
Mesh SLP cab be employed for binding directory agents to each other, and maintaining the 
overlay network. Original mSLP proposal can be improved ftom some aspects, particularly to 
fimction in the personal networks, which is explained here.
Defining MUA: mSLP proposal is based on proposing the Mesh DA and the Mesh SA, An 
enhancement would be proposing a MUA (Mesh User Agent). An improvement by defining 
MUAs is that, a Setyice Request can be sent to only one MDA, since the DAs interact with each 
other and maintain multiple copies o f the service registi ation.
Hierarchical MDA: an SAN-SMN hierarchy defined in section 4.2.2 can be applied to Mesh 
Directoiy Agents. In this hierarchy, SANs wait for SMNs to reply to service requests. This is done 
by a back-off period performed by the SANs
4.4.3 Dynamic scope update of Directory Agents
This is another enliancement proposed for the SLP to support personal networks. Directory 
Agents can update their scopes and make a hierarchy at events such as merging. In the case o f 
merging, the DAs will change their SMN-SMN relation to SMN-SAN.
Directory Agents overhear multicast messages received from other DAs and SAs, and will log the 
number o f out-of-scope messages sent by them. When the number o f out-of-scope messages 
passes a certain threshold, merging is decided and one o f the DAs will be assigned as SAN. 
Similarly, i f  the number o f back-off hesitations hits a certain threshold, a split is detected and 
SAN changes to SMN mode. The state diagram o f the enlianced DA is shown in Figure 4-25, 
which reflects Dynamic Scope Update feature.
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4.4.4 Context Transfer for updating Directory Agents
One of the improvements to mSLP can be updating the registered services in one DA by the other 
one, in case o f mobility o f a Service Agent. When a Service Agent moves from one cluster to 
another, the context transfer protocol [181] can update the new DA for registering the moved SAs 
with the visiting DA and removing it from the Home DA’s registry.
4.4.5 Learning algorithm for SLP and mSLP
Finally, improvements can be made on mSLP to support further advanced (and consequently 
complicated) features. The idea is to improve the start-up phase o f mSLP, by gradually migrating 
from Peer-to-Peer (SA-UA) to a centralised structure (DA-SA-UA).
The network starts up with mute DAs, and SAs and UAs interact with each other. During this 
phase, DAs overhear the transactions between the UAs and SAs, and if  the number o f these 
overheard messages pass a certain threshold, they begin with announcing their presence to the 
User and Service Agents, asking them to interact with it in a centralised manner. Figure 4-24 
depicts short specification o f such a system, whilst Figure 4-25, Figure 4-26 and Figure 4-27 
present the state diagram for each o f the SLP components.
DA:
UA:
SA:
States: off. inactive, active
States: off. sleep, active, pending
Request attributes: Priority, expectancy time, sco p e  (neighbour, cluster, ad hoc foreign. PN. Global), order of 
retries
Mode: Detached (default)/Bound
States: off. sleep, active, hit (request), pending (registration)
Registration attribute: Popularity, scope
Reply attribute: lifetime, sco p e
Mode: Detached (default)/ Bound (registered)
Figure 4-24 Short specifications of the components of enhanced SLP
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S and  SrvAck
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Figure 4-25 State diagram of the Enhanced Directory Agent
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Figure 4-26 State diagram of the Enhanced User Agent
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Figure 4-27 State diagram of the Enhanced Service Agent
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter, a proposal for a service discovery and use solution for personal networks was 
provided. Since the research carried out here has been inline with the MAGNET and MAGNET 
Beyond projects, there are similarities (e.g. in structure) between the proposal here and the one 
offered by MAGNET, to which the author also contributed. However, to fulfil academic research 
demands, the proposal here is fundamentally different in some areas, namely the architecture, the 
use o f legacy protocols and the definition o f multi-tier discovery.
The chapter initially addressed the requirements for service and resource discovery in personal 
networks, including functional, technical and performance. Later, the proposal for a service 
discovery and use platform for personal networks was presented, in terms o f the hierarchy, 
structure, architectme, message exchange within MSDP, support for mobility, security and 
privacy, service routing and service session management.
Afterwards, a solution for interacting with external service frameworks was proposed. This was 
done by introducing the concept o f a Service Gateway Node; its functionalities and specifications 
as well as its UE-proxy functioning were explained. Finally, in this chapter. Enhanced SLP 
(ESLP) for personal networks, based on the structure explained in the preceding sections, and 
how it had been designed were explained.
In the next chapter, a few components o f the proposed solution are evaluated using analytical, 
experimental and modelling-based approaches.
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Chapter 5 
Evaluation of the PNSDP
In this chapter, the evaluations on the P N  Seiwice Discoveiy Platform (PNSDP) proposed in the 
previous chapter are explained. First, the analytical evaluation method is detailed, in which 
suitability o f different structures for Service Discovery process is investigated. Each o f the 
structures (peer-to-peer and registiy-based) are examined; the cost o f the service discovery for a 
specific task (browsing all services in a network) is estimated by calculating the number o f  
transactions (sent and received messages) in different network scenarios (clusters and 
interconnecting infiastmcture). In addition, to estimate the payload  o f the discovery process (as 
another metric for the cost), the typical size o f messages in two main discovery protocols (SSDP 
and SLP) are applied to the previous calculations.
Later, a number o f experiments made in the Wireless Network Testbed are explained. A Bluetooth 
PAN was setup, and the discoveiy time for perfoiming the main operations o f BT-SDP, (the 
search and browse) was measured, in different network size scenarios, when different types and 
amounts o f background tr affic were applied. Also to estimate the performance o f other SDPs 
(SSDP and SLP), the typical size o f the messages were applied to the results o f PING utility.
Finally, modelling-based results obtained via computer simulations in NS-2 [35] are detailed. The 
simulation framework is defined, introducing a new mobility model for PANs, and the 
performance results (of SSDP and SLP) obtained are explained. By referring to the results, the 
energy-inefficiency o f the standard SLP in registry-based mode was identified, and three different 
tecliriiques were introduced to optimise energy consumption. The results on evaluating the 
tecliniques are also detailed at the end o f this chapter.
5.1 Analytical evaluation
The protocols mentioned in previous chapters use different approaches to discover services. None 
o f the protocols is completely tailored for the PNs; however, a combination o f the SDPs can be 
used and adapted to meet the PN requirements. The main problem is having a mixture o f  
PAN/PN, implying that a single mechanism cannot meet the requirements at PAN and PN level.
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In order to assess the performance o f SDPs, three important metrics were identified: the discovery 
time, the network traffic load and the resource usage. The number o f  total transactions during a 
discovery process can be identified as a metric; this can represent the discovery time and the 
network traffic load, in the sense that they are mainly directly dependent on the number o f 
transactions between the participants in a discovery process. However, there are several 
parameters affecting the discovery time and the network traffic load, such as network throughput 
and structure o f the data transmitted. Therefore, the size o f  message blocks is also investigated 
later in making the assessments.
In order to do the evaluation, a model for personal networks, containing clusters and an overlay 
network on top, is required. For modelling the network, the structure o f a generic network is 
classified as follows [16] (p. 15).
• Broadcast networks: use a single communication channel that is shared by all machines on 
the network. They represent the PAN part o f the PN, because usually in a PAN, the data sent 
by a node is listened by all other nodes, i.e. broadcast performs well.
•  Point-to-point networks: consist o f  many connections between individual pairs o f machines. 
They represent the interconnection between individual clusters in the PN. The performance of 
broadcasting is not good, since the broadcast advertisements by a node must be individually 
sent to all nodes within the network.
Figure 5-1 depicts the broadcast and point-to-point networks, and a model o f a PN, based on the 
network structures introduced.
(a) t t (b)
Figure 5-1 Basic structures of a generic network 
(a) Broadcast network (b) point-to-point network (c) a PN formed involving both types of network
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5.1.1 Number of transactions for browsing
Now consider a scenario for service discovery in each type o f the networks, which is browsing all 
the existing services. In order to measure the number o f  transactions in the case o f browsing, two 
service discovery approaches, already taken in the SDPs, are identified:
Peer-to-Peer discovery: This represents the discovery approach in UPnP, BT-SDP and most o f  
the other protocols that do not employ 3*^  ^ parities. In this case, each client searches for all 
available services in the network by sending a browse request, and servers reply to them. Since 
the time interval o f self-advertisement (proactive or push mode discovery) o f  the servers is long 
(every 1800 s for UPnP), the case, while the client is proactively notified o f a service change, is 
ignored. Figure 5-2 depicts the flow o f messages generated during a Peer-to-Peer discovery. In 
this figure, Nc clients, each sends a multicast ServiceSearch message, and each o f the Ns servers 
reply with a unicast ServiceReply message.
S' rvice Senrch (MCAST
S(rvice Replies (UCAST
*
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Figure 5-2 Peer-to-Peer discovery message flow
Registry-based discovery: this represents the approach taken in IETF SLP, Jini, and other 
protocols that employ service directories. In this case, servers initially search the network for a 
registrar. Once it is found, servers register their services with that. To perform browsing, the 
clients search for the registrar and browse all available services by making queries to it. Similar to 
the previous browsing approach, the advertisements made by the registrar nodes are ignored, 
because the time interval o f such advertising is very long (3 houis in SLP). Figure 5-3 illustiates 
the flow of generated messages in a registiy-based discovery scenario. As shown in the figure, 
each Server sends a multicast SearchRegistiy to find, and receive one RegisttyAck message from, 
the registry. The servers register their services with unicast RegisterSeiyice, and receive the 
unicast RegisteredAck. Almost the same interactions occui'e for the clients, except that 
QuetySetyice and QueiyReply are sent, instead o f registration messages.
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Figure 5-3 Registiy-based discovery message flow
Now the number o f transactions is calculated: the transmitted and received messages made for 
browsing o f all services in the two categories o f networks when each o f  the discovery approaches 
is applied. The following notations are used:
Nt: Total number o f transactions made for browsing
Nji Number o f servers in the network
Nn: Number o f clients in the network
In addition, it is assumed that in the case o f employing registry-based protocols, there is only one 
registi'ar node in each o f the networks.
Broadcasting network employing peer-to-peer discovery: in this case, each client sends a 
request via broadcast, and receives a response from each o f the servers; therefore, each client 
generates 1+Ns messages and totally:
(5 .1 )
Broadcasting network employing registry-based discovery: in this case, each server initially 
sends one broadcast search message to find a registiar, and the regishar responds by an
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acknowledgement message. Then each server registers its service with the registrar, which is 
acknowledged in reply. Afterwards, each client searches for the registrar, asks for the available 
services, and receives relative responses, hence totally:
N , = 4 ( N , + N , ) (5 .2 )
Point-to-Point network employing peer-to-peer discovery: in this case, each client sends a 
search request to all nodes, generating Nj +Nc + 1  requests, and receives Ng replies, therefore:
N , = N , - ( N , + N ,  + 1 + N J  
= N . ( 2 N + N  +1) ( 5.3 )
Point-to-Point network employing registry-based discovery: in this case, each server and each 
client send (Ng+Nc+l) search messages to find the registrar, and then receive one 
acknowledgement. Afterwards, they send one request (either register or browse) and receive one 
reply, thus:
N , = N 3 ■ (N , +  N , +  4) +  N , • ( ^ 3  +  N , +  4) 
= (N  + N  ) - ( N 3 + N  + 4 ) (5 .4 )
Figure 5-4 illustrates the number o f transactions in each o f the cases, in terms o f Ns and Nc. As 
seen, by considering the number of transactions, registry-based discovery generally offers a 
higher performance in broadcasting networks, whilst peer-to-peer discovery performs better in 
point-to-point ones. From this, it is concluded that in PAN level, registry-based discovery should 
be selected, but in PN level, peer-to peer discovery could be a better choice.
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Figure 5-4 Number of transactions for service browsing 
(L) Broadcasting networks (R) Point-to-Point networks
5.1.2 Generated traffic affected by the size of message blocks
As mentioned before, the number o f transactions for a particular action in service discovery can 
represent the discovery time and network overload, however, the amount o f data transferred (per 
transaction) is another metric, which better represents both above. The total traffic generated
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dming the process is calculated by multiplying the number o f transactions and the size o f data 
blocks.
From the available protocols, the UPnP is selected, as a sample o f peer-to-peer protocols, and SLP 
to represent registiy-based ones (although SLP can also operate on a peer-to-peer basis). Hie 
rational behind this is that they are comparable, because both operate on top o f the UDP-TCP/IP.
Browsing in UPnP:
As mentioned before, in the case o f employing a peer-to-peer protocol, clients send a request to 
servers, and receive a reply from them by tiansmitting a message. In UPnP SSDP [6 ], the Control 
Point (client) sends a message o f type ssdp:discover and the Device (service) replies with an OK  
message, both in the text format.
The following notations are defined:
«: Aproximately equals
Sizeoff ): Size o f a message
The following is derived by counting the number o f characters in the text message:
S izeo f (ssdp:discover) «  80 ( 5,5 )
The OK response will be transmitted 3+2d+k  times, where the d  is the number o f embedded 
devices and k the number o f services per device, assuming both equal 1, Sizeof (UUID) = 36 and 
Sizeof (URL)=80 results in:
S ize o f {H TTP -  O K )  «6x250 «1500 bytes
Defining:
(5 .6 )
Nd: The size o f data transmitted in Kbytes
and reapplying ( 5.1 ) and ( 5.3 ) results in:
N , = N ^ f Q m  + \.5N f)  (5 .7 )
[0.08(#, + TV, +1) + 1.5#J
= #,.(1.58jV,+0.08#,+0.08) (5 .8 )
Browsing in SLP: In SLP, SA multicasts a Si'vReq message {service:directory-agent) to find a 
DA, and DA replies with a DAAdvert^ then SA registers the service with SrvReg and receives the 
aclaiowledgment o f registration (SrvAck). In the discovery stage, the UA multicasts a SrvReq, and 
DA replies with a DAAdvert, then UA requests the registered services by SrvReq and receives the 
reply with SrvRply.
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The following values are calculated based on counting the number o f bytes in each o f the 
messages [6 8 ]:
Sizeof (SLP Header) = 32 ( 5 . 9)
Then:
Sizeof (DAAdvert) «  32+104=136  
Sizeof (SrvReg) ~ 32+96=128  
Sizeof (SrvAck) = 32+2=34  
Sizeof (SrvReq) «  32+20=52  
Sizeof (SrvRply) = 32+8+80A($
= 40 +80A^,
Reapplying the equations ( 5.2 ) and ( 5.4 ) results in:
=  (0.052 +  0 .136 +  0 .128+ .034)
+ Nc • (0.052 +  0.136 +  0.052 + 0.040 + O.OSOA )^ 
= 0.35Æ9 +  7Vc(0.28 +  0 . 8 ^ )
(5.10)
(5.11)
(5. 12)
N d =  N s- [0 .052(N s  +  A'c +1) +  0.136 +  0.128 +  0.034]
+ Nc  • [0.052(Æy + +1) + 0.136 +  0.052 + 0 .0 8 0 M ]
= Ns • [0 .0 5 2 (m  +  A/c +1) +  0.35] 
+ Nc ■ [0.052(Æy +  A^ c +1) +  0.28 +  0.8A^^]
Figure 5-5 depicts the network load generated during a browsing process. As seen, the text-based 
nature o f the UPnP in browsing process, heavily loads the network, even in point-to-point 
networks. Using binary data messages is preferred for messaging in a PN, especially in PANs.
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Figure 5-5 Network load generated for browsing
(L) Broadcasting networks (R) Point-to-Point networks
The analysis carried out only considers few factors and gives a top-level assessment o f the 
existing service discovery mechanisms. In the next sections, approaches that are more 
sophisticated are taken, including experimental analysis and computing simulations.
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5.2 Experimental evaluation on Bluetooth SDP
In this section, a PAN testbed was setup and measurements were carried out on the performance 
o f service discovery protocols. The experiments were performed in the Wireless Network Testbed 
(WNT) [188], which was designed and setup by the author. Specifications o f the WNT are 
explained in detail in Appendix C. Details o f the research approach and measurements can be 
found at [189]^.
In this experiment, performance o f Bluetooth Service Discovery Protocol (BT-SDP) was 
evaluated, considering different conditions for analysing set'vice discovery time. Different 
scenario conditions and parameters are listed below.
• Different distances: this parameter represents the impact o f distance on the service discovery 
time. Two scenarios were defined: short and long distance, both in an indoor environment. 
The short distance was defined as -3 0  cm, whilst the long distance was defined as -5  m while 
obstructed by indoor walls, as depicted in Figure 5-6.
• Running PAN application: this was to generate backgroimd traffic by employing the ping  
utility and its effects on the service discovery time by varying the ping size and the interval 
size.
• Applying File transfer: this was to see how the service discovery performance degrades in 
response to the file-transfer-generated background traffic.
• Using the search and browse operations: this is to see how different operations perform in 
above scenarios. The search and browse are the main operations o f the BT-SDP; the browse 
operation is used for browsing all service classes within a Bluetooth network, whilst the 
search is employed for finding a specific pattern o f a service.
Short
Distance
Figure 5-6 Experimental evaluation scenario
 ^The MSc research was performed jointly with and under supervision of the author.
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By considering different combinations o f above parameters, eight different scenarios were 
conducted for benchmarking the discovery metrics.
5.2.1 PAN Application
In order to measure the discovery time, the PAN application, which provides IP support on the 
Bluetooth platform, and the ping utility, for making background traffic were employed. This 
utility generates a stepwise tiaffic during the message transmission, by sending a packet, with a 
laiown size. The Uiterval o f sending packets can be set. To present the fraction o f the linlc capacity 
(between two devices) occupied by the ping tiaffrc, the ratio o f the ping traffic, over the data 
transmission, rate o f the linlc was defined as the Duty’ Cycle. In addition, the traffic generated by 
the ping in each ping attempt, is twice the packet size (to consider both transmit and receive). To 
consider the interfacing overhead between the network and linlc layer, for simplification, the 
bytes-to-bits conversion factor was set to 10. Ping size and duty cycle are estimated by:
PingSize  =  PacketSize  X 2 X 10 =  20PacketSize  ( 5.13 )
PingSize  _  PingSize  
( \s )y .\(M b its I s )  ~  ÏÔ*D u tyC yc le=  „  /  ' T T  (5.14)
In the experiments, in investigating the effects o f changing ping interval on the metrics, the ping 
payload and duty cycle are estimated by:
P in gP ayload  = ----- ------ X 1024 x  2 x  1 0  =  — ( 5.15 )In terval In terval
D utyC ycle  =  . =  - " T  ( 5.16)P in gP ayload  _  P in gP ayload  {\.s)x \{M b its  ! s) 10^
Now, the influence o f size and inteiyal o f ping and the influence o f distance on the discoveiy time 
are investigated. These experiments were applied to both the browse and search operations. Each 
o f the experiments was performed 3 times and the metrics was calculated by averaging the 
measuied values.
Case 1-The browse discovery time with different ping packet size, short distance: In this 
experiment, the nodes are in the same room (vicinity o f aroimd I m). The duty cycle was varied 
by changing the packet size. The ping interval was set to Is. Figure 5-7 depicts the results.
Case 2-The browse discovery time with different ping packet size, long distance: in the
second experiment, the effect o f longer distance between Bluetooth devices is investigated. As 
seen in Figure 5-7, the discovery time can change by the order o f 6 , from 3.21s in the short, to 
19.48s in the long, distance.
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Case 3-The browse discovery time with different ping interval time, short distance: the
browse time measurements with different ping interval time, was performed in a short distance 
experiment. The ping packet size was fixed at 1024 bytes. The results are shown in Figure 5-7. 
The browse discovery time suddenly rises when the interval size is less that 0.2 s.
Case 4-The browse discovery time with different ping interval time, long distance: the
previous experiment repeated with a longer distance between the devices, and the following 
results (Figure 5-7) were obtained:
Browse Time, varying distance and ping parameters
466-
i= 0.(01 0.01
P in g  D uty C ycle
Short d ista n ce . P ing S iz e  
Long d ista n ce , Ping S iz e  
Short d ista n ce , P ing Interval 
- X —  Long d ista n ce , Ping Interval
Figure 5-7 Browse Time affected by the distance and ping parameters in a BT PAN
As seen in the figure, the increase on the discovery time begins when the interval is below 0.8 s, a 
point that is larger than the short distance scenario.
Now all previous experiments are repeated with the search operation, instead o f the browse’, the 
results are shown in Figure 5-8. As seen, the increments in packet size, increases the duty cycle, 
hence search discovery time. The interesting point is that even if  the network becomes loaded, 
discovery time does not exceed 3.5 s, where it reaches to a steady state.
Search Time, varying distance and ping parameters
i= 0.(01 0.01
P in g  Duty C ycle
Short d ista n ce . Ping S iz e  
Long d ista n ce . Ping S iz e  
Short d ista n ce . Ping Interval 
Long d ista n ce . Ping Interval
Figure 5-8 Search Time affected by the distance and ping parameters in a BT PAN
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Case 5-Search discovery time with different ping packet size, short distance: as seen in 
Figure 5-8, compared to Figure 5-7, the discovery time for the search is clearly less than that for 
the browse, when the background traffic is low. At the end, when the system is highly loaded, the 
discovery time in both the browse and the search situations converge to about 3.5 seconds.
Case 6-The search discovery time with different ping packet size, long distance: in this new 
experiment, the same result is obtained, i.e. compared to the short distance, the discovery time o f 
search operation is considerably lower than that o f the browse.
Case 7-The search discovery time with different ping interval time, short distance: compared 
to the previous cases, it is seen that the discovery time for the search is lower than that o f the 
browse.
Case 8-The search discovery time with different ping interval time, long distance: finally, the 
same results, as expected, are obtained: lower search time compared to the browse time.
Finally, the ping time was measured in response to varying the distance and the ping parameters 
(Figure 5-9). This information is used for estimating the performance o f other service discovery 
protocols compared to BT-SDP (section 5.2.3)
Ping Time, varying distance and ping parameters
0>EH
0.(01 0.01
P in g  D uty C ycle
Short d ista n ce , Ping S iz e  
Long d ista n ce , Ping S iz e  
Short d ista n ce . Ping Interval 
Long d ista n ce . Ping Interval
Figure 5-9 Ping Time affected by the distance and ping parameters in a BT PAN
5.2.2 FTP Application
For assessing the performance o f the BT-SDP in the second series o f experiments, for loading a 
peer with the data traffic, another application was employed. Here a file transfer session was 
applied to one o f the peers. This is because o f a different traffic pattern generated by the file 
transfer, besides its popularity, making it a good candidate for investigation. The file-transfer 
application scenario uses two nodes equipped with Bluetooth, one o f which equipped with wired 
connection to the internet. This node acts as a gateway node for connecting the second node to the
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Internet. During the experiment, a few files were downloaded from the Internet, using Bluetooth 
connections. These files were transferred via Bluetooth Air interface to produce background 
traffic and load on the system. There are mainly four scenarios derived from multiplication o f the 
two tests with short and long distances, in the two cases examining the search and browse 
operations.
The file transfer scenarios are identified by the number o f concurrent file transfer sessions, e.g. 
scenarios 2 represents the case where 2 concurrent FTP flows were applied.
Case 1-The browse discovery time, short distance: in this scenario, file transfer is tested 
between two laptops in the same room. The results are depicted in Figure 5-10. While the search 
discovery time in traffic-less was measured around 0.030-0.035 s, downloading 1, 2 and 3 
concurrent files caused it to rise to 0.59 s, 0.98 s and 1.033 s respectively.
5
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Figure 5-10 Discovery Time affected by background file transfer in a BT PAN
Case 2-The browse discovery time, long distance: the same experiment repeated with long 
distance between the nodes. As seen in Figure 5-10, the discovery time increases by the order o f 
about 3 times, compared to the value obtained in the previous experiment.
Case 3-The search discovery time, short distance: the browse operation experiment was 
repeated with search operation. As seen in Figure 5-10, the discovery time in this case is lower 
compared to the browse case. This verifies the results previously obtained with the ping 
application.
Case 4- Search discovery time, long distance: finally, the previous experiment repeated with a 
long distance between the nodes obtaining lower discovery time comparing the browse operation, 
but higher compared to the short distance experiment.
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5.2.3 Assessment of Service Discovery Protocols in Bluetooth PAN
To conclude this experiment with an assessment between the available service discovery 
protocols, discovery time for other SDPs over a Bluetooth link was estimated. The approach was 
to map a typical search packet size in SLP and SSDP with a ping packet, using the ping time as a 
guideline for estimating the discovery time in other protocols. This was performed based on the 
assumptions made in section 5.1.2 and the results obtained in section 5.2.1.
The results o f the estimation are shown in Figure 5-11. As seen in the figure, the Bluetooth SDP 
performs at the best level, compared to the SLP and SSDP respectively. This is because o f the 
lower layer in which BT-SDP operates. The SLP, the next in the ranking, benefits from smaller 
message sizes than SSDP, hence exposes a lower discovery time. Moreover, the discovery time in 
long distances is almost twice o f the case o f short distance.
Service Discovery Latency
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Figure 5-11 Legacy SDPs latency in a BT PAN
5.3 Modelling-based evaluation
The proposed solutions were modelled in a computer simulation environment, by defining a 
framework for representing personal networks, mobility and service discovery scenarios, and 
measuring proper performance metrics. The proposed model was built on NS-2 v2.31 [35]. The 
service discovery protocols, SLP and UPnP Simple Service Discovery Protocol (SSDP), were 
implemented in this environment. The scenarios for modelling the network were generated by 
different utilities. In the subsequent sections, different components building up the simulation 
environment, generating scenarios and setting up the simulations are detailed. Later, the results of 
this research are explained.
The simulation framework in the approach here consists of the following components, which were 
mostly generated by the different tools implemented, to support frequent and quick scenario setup.
1 2 2
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•  Main: for initializing global variables, opening output files, defining topology, 
configui'ing and creating nodes (in wireless mode), and starting the simulations.
• Traffic model: for generating the background tiaffic (in some scenarios) to evaluate the 
performance o f the service discovery protocol under different background traffic. This 
includes creating a new transport agent, attaching it to the nodes, creating a traffic 
application and attaching it to the coiTesponding agent.
• Mobility model: for setting the initial positions and generating mobility patterns o f the 
nodes, also providing the hop distance between the node pairs for assisting routing 
protocols to perform efficiently.
• Service model: for performing different service discovery functionalities, mainly 
contains different commands, completely dependent on the protocol being evaluated.
The results o f  the simulations are calculated by averaging the obtained values, with running each 
of the experiments for 3 times. The total dmation o f simulations in each o f the runs was chosen 
long enough to produce about 15 instances of the test life cycle. The test life cycle is the period, in 
which a node is enabled to perfbim the discovery operations, and then becomes disabled.
In defining the model, the following notations are used for expressing logical operations:
V : for all Ox‘ standard deviation o f random variable x
3  : exists a : logical A N D
[ : results in X m ody: x modulo y
G : is a member o f set [x]: integer part o f x
ti(x): step function, u(x)  = u  : imion
f^(x): inverse o f the function f(x) j D  1 : size o f the vector
Mx'. mean o f random variable x a.b: the member b o f the set a
variance o f random variable x .*. : therefore
5.3.1 A New mobility model for PNs
To generate the topology file, a number of parameters must be defined. The nodes in the model 
are categorised as personal and general (non-personal). The following notations are used to define 
the number o f nodes in each category as well as the clusters.
N: the number o f total nodes in the network
P: the number o f personal nodes per cluster in the 
network
C: the number o f clusters
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By using the input parameters above, the nodes are signed as personal and general as follows. 
If Ilk is the node o f total N nodes, and c is an arbitrary number then:
V/c, c,0 < c P < k < { c  +  1)P < CP  I Tij. G PersonalNodeS) rij. e  Cluster^ 
V/c, CP < k < N \ n . e  G eneralN odes
The Mobility scenario file includes the movement specification o f all personal and general nodes 
within a geogi'aphical area. For modelling a PAN, a proper probability distribution for the position 
of nodes is required. As mentioned in section 2.2, proximity tendency o f the nodes to the centr e o f  
the PAN (user person), and low mobility (within the PAN), characterise the PAN mobility model. 
For estimating the mobility behaviour, two main parameters o f the nodes should be defined, the 
distance and the relative speed from the user, both a random variable having an expectancy to be 
zero or the smallest possible positive. Here some o f the candidates for assigning a probability 
distribution to the mobility parameters are investigated.
The first candidate follows the random waypoint mobility model, a generic model for MANETs. 
In this model, X  and Y as random variables, are characterised by uniform distiibution [190]. The 
continuous unifoim distiibution is a family o f probability distributions such that for each member 
o f the family, all intervals o f the same length on the distribution's support are equally probable. 
The support is defined by two parameters: a and h (minimum and maximum values). If x  is an 
arbitrary variable. Probability^ Density Function (PDF) is defined as:
P D F ^{x) =  f - [ u ( x - b ) - u ( x - a ) ]  (5 .1 7 )b — a  2  1 2
Uniform PDF for coordinates of nodes in a PAN as a random variable [190]
As mentioned earlier, the mobility in a generic MANET, in which the nodes move freely and 
independent from each other, is modelled by using uniform distr ibution. Assuming Z) = b =  —a :
PDFx  (x) =  \u{x - D ) -  u( x  +  D)]  =  0 , a ' /  =  ( 5.18 )
Simplified PDF for coordinates of nodes in a PAN as a random variable
For sampling from this model, it is needed to sample fiom a standard unifomi distribution by 
applying inverse tiansfoim sampling method. To apply inverse tiansfbrm sampling method. 
Inverse Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) should be used. The sample previously taken 
fi'om the uniform distiibution, is applied to the CDF of the corresponding probability distiibution.
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CD F ^{x) = [w(x — D ) — u{x  +  D )] => C D F  'x (x ) =  (2x  — 1)D =  (2 x  — \)^^3(7  ^ ( 5.19 ) 
Inverse CDF for coordinates of nodes in a PAN as a random variable
To visualise properties o f this model, the PDF (in terms o f variance) and a sample PAN in which 
nodes are randomly sampled from this distribution, are shown in Figure 5-12.
Uniform PDF with different variances
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Figure 5-12 Uniform distribution and a sample PAN 
with (7 =100
The second candidate is based on using normal, or Gaussian distribution [191] for % and Y 
random variables. In this model, each member o f the family may be defined by two parameters, 
the location and the scale, presented by the mean ("average", p) and variance (standard deviation 
squared) (/,  respectively (with p=0 ):
P D F  A x )  = 1 /  /w = 0 , c r /= c r -(JyllTt
Gaussian PDF for coordinates of nodes in a PAN as a random variable [191]
( 5.20 )
To apply inverse transform sampling method. Inverse CDF should be used. In definition o f the 
CDF of the Gaussian distribution, a new function called the error function is to be defined. The 
Gaussian Inverse CDF and the error function are defined as follows.
CDF^ W  =  l [ l  +  e r f ( - ^ ) ]  => CDF~'x (x) =  a ^ e r f - '  (2 .Ï - 1)
2  (JV2
2  ^when: e r f  {x) =  - y =  \e~' d t (error function)
Inverse of cumulative distribution function of Gaussian PDF |191]
( 5.21 )
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To visualise the properties o f this model, the PDF and a sample PAN, in which nodes are 
randomly sampled from this distribution, are shown in Figure 5-13. The parameter differentiating 
the curves is the variance o f the distribution functions.
The visual presentation of a PAN in Figure 5-13 offers a better representation than the one with 
uniform distribution presented in Figure 5-12, however, the model is still in need of further 
elaborations.
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Figure 5-13 Gaussian distribution and a sample PAN 
with CT' =100
The investigations continued in the polar coordinate system, in which (r, 0 )  are used instead 
of(%, j;), assuming that a PAN is formed in a single plane (2-dimensional space). This is because 
the PAN is formed around the user, who is usually present at the physical centre o f the network. It 
can be proved that, if  A" and Y are random variables with Gaussian PDF expressed in ( 5.20 ), then 
R and 0 c a n  be expressed with Rayleigh PDF [192]:
6  = arctan —
X
f F  2 4 - Æ  2= ( t J — , a ,  =  o -
PD F ^(0) = — {u(0)  -  u ( 0  -  2n )]  i n
Rayleigh PDF for distance of nodes in a PAN as a random variable [1921
( 5.22 )
The PDF of the distance random variable is shown in Figure 5-14. The parameter differentiating 
the curves is the variance o f the distribution functions. As seen in this figure, the probability o f
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node presence around the user (r=0 ) is very low, therefore this model does not properly represent 
a PAN, since in a PAN, most o f the nodes are very close to the user.
Rayleigh PDF with different means
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Figure 5-14 Rayleigh distribution PDF
To correct this problem. It is assumed that the radius o f a PAN, r, is a random variable, with PDF 
defined as exponential distribution, which describes the times between events in a Poisson 
process, i.e. a process in which events occur continuously and independently at a constant average 
rate [193] ( y^is the mean):
PDFn{r) = ^ e  ^ u {r ) , = j3^ ( 5.23 )
PDF of distance of nodes in a PAN as a random variable [193]
To apply inverse transform sampling method, inverse o f cumulative distribution function should 
be used:
CDFjf (r )  =  \ — e ^ = >  CDF~'R{r) = - t S ln(l -  r) 
Inverse CDF of distance of nodes in a PAN as a random variable
( 5.24 )
To visualise properties o f this model, the PDF and a sample PAN in which nodes are randomly 
sampled from this distribution, are shown in Figure 5-15. It can be seen that the sample PAN in 
Figure 5-15 stresses on the proximity o f the nodes to the centre o f the PAN, therefore it is a better 
estimation to model the mobility pattern within a PAN, and is called Exponentially Distributed 
PAN (EDPAN). In this model, the distance between the user and the device, r, is sampled from the 
exponential probability distribution, while ^ is  still sampled from a uniform probability 
distribution.
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Exponential PDF with different means
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Figure 5-15 Exponential distribution and a sample PAN 
with (T" =100
Different mobility scenarios can be generated, by categorising all the nodes o f the network into 
personal and general (non-personal) nodes. All personal nodes are divided into clusters, which 
represent the nodes moving together, and follow the mobility model described above (EDPAN 
mobility model).
To define the new mobility model, the mobility parameters o f the nodes should be defined, 
including the position, destination, speed, and play/pause pattern, using the following notations:
R: mean expectancy o f the cluster radius 
Xk'. longitude o f node k, k e  {Z  \ 0 <  k < N }  
yiti latitude o f node k, k e  {Z  \ 0 <  k < N }  
rk’. radial o f node k, k e  { Z \ 0 < k < N }
Ok', azimuth o f node k, k e  { Z \ 0  < k  < N]
P k '. pause time o f node k, k e  { Z \ Q  < k  < N]
Vki speed o f node k, k e  { Z \ 0 <  k < N}
X m a x -  maximum longitude 
Y m a x '- maximum latitude 
The configuration of the network nodes in different cases is detailed below:
Pure ad hoc: in this case, all nodes are set to general, with position, speed and destinations 
defined by uniform distribution. With considering play/pause pattern, the model is as random 
waypoint.
Semi-PAN: in this case, the PAN is a single network, and nodes follow the EDPAN mobility
model. This case also supports non-personal (general) nodes, which do not follow the
EDPAN, and represent the external nodes communicating with the PAN nodes.
Pmax- maximum pause time 
Vmax: maximum pause time
: movement vector o f node k
Ukj\ a sample o f random variable U, in which 
PDF(j(u) describes a uniform probability 
distribution, k , j e  Z
ekj'. a sample of random variable E, in which 
PDpEfe) describes an exponential probability 
distribution, k , j e Z
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• Pure PAN; in this case, all nodes are personal and follow EDPAN mobility model.
• Inter-PAN: in this case, more than a PAN exists in the network. The nodes are categorised as 
personal and general, and personal nodes are divided into clusters.
Position: The node is initially placed on the platform. The initial positions o f the nodes are 
calculated as follows (/c is an arbitrary integer).
General Node: in a hybrid scenario, all general nodes are indexed after the personal nodes, i.e. 
node.
~  ^ k ,0  MAX > y k  ~  ’^M/IX ’ ^ I ^ ^ ( 5.25 )
Personal Node in a single PAN (C  =  \ ) :  when there is only a single PAN, it is assumed that the 
cluster is stationary and other personal nodes are moving. Therefore, the position o f personal
X  Ynodes are defined related to the centre o f the simulation area, which is (— .
~  ^ '^ k ,o  ’ ^k ~  » ( 5.26 )
+  Vj..COS6 ,, , +  Vj..s in 6^ , V /ce {Z ] 0 ^ /c < P} (5.27)
Personal Node in a midti PAN case ( C ^ \  ):  in case there is more than one cluster, all nodes as 
multiples o f P  are the cluster heads, and move based on the random waypoint model. Other nodes 
follow the head o f their belonging cluster and therefore their position is related to that o f their 
cluster head , 7^  ) .
i \  — > ^ k  ~  2^ *^ A^-.05 ( 5.28 )
^ k  Y k  V /ce { Z |0 < /c < C P A /n i io d P  =  0} (5.29)Xj. +f]}..cosP^ =  Y^  +r^..sinP^, V /ce {Z 10 < A:< CP A /c m o d P ^ 0 } ,c  =  [^ ]
(5.30)
Play/Pause: the nodes follow a play/pause mobility pattern. Tliey pause for a random time, then 
select a destination and speed, and move towards the destination until reaching it. Then they stop 
again for another pause time. If the node is not a cluster head, it follows the pause time o f its head.
General Node, Personal Node either in a single PAN (C  =  I )  or when the node is the cluster 
head: The node pauses for a random time between zero and maximum pause time, and then starts 
moving.
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Pk -  , V/c e  {Z I 0 < /c < CP  A /cmod P  =  0} u  {Z | /c < C P < N }  ( 5,31 )
Personal Node when the node is not a cluster head: In hybrid case when the nodes in a cluster 
follow their cluster head, pause time matches with that o f their cluster head.
V /ce {Z |0 < / c <  CP A /c m o d P 9^0 } , c  =  [-^] (5 .32)
Play time o f a node is simply the distance travelled to destination divided by speed. The speed and 
destination o f the nodes follow the following rules.
Destination: after each pause, the node moves towards the next destination, and the destination 
for personal and non-personal nodes are calculated as the equations above used for position.
Speed: after each pause, the nodes move towards the next destination, with a speed calculated in 
different cases as follows.
General Node: the speed o f nodes in ad hoc mode is a random number sampled from the uniform 
distribution.
k^ =  , VA: E : { Z \ k < C P < N )  ( 5.33 )
Personal Node in a single PAN (C  — \ ) :  in the PAN or hybrid case with only one cluster, the 
speed follows the exponential distribution for personal nodes, since they move slower relative to 
the centre o f the PAN.
Vt ^  , V /ce { Z |0 < / c < P }  (5 .34)
Personal Node in a multi PAN case (C  ^ \ ) :  m. case there is more than one cluster, cluster heads 
move based on the random waypoint model. Other nodes follow the head of their belonging 
cluster and therefore their time to reach to the destination equals to that o f their cluster head.
V e , V /ce { Z |0 < /c < C P A /c m o d P  = 0} (5 .35)
^’k ~  I ^  I ' ^ c  ’ VA: E  {Z I 0 <  A: <  C P  A  k m od P  9^ 0}, c  =  [ — ] ,  £ ) j|. =  ^ d e s t in a t io n  ~  ^ p o s it io n
( 5.36 )
Figure 5-16 depicts the above different mobility cases for a hybrid PN. In (a) a general node, 
follows the random waypoint model. In (b) the movement o f a personal node is shown, based on 
EDPAN relative to the stationary coordinates. In (c) mobility o f a personal node, moving as (b), 
around a cluster head moving as (a) is illustrated.
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Figure 5-16 Mobility of a node in a hybrid PN model
(a) a general node using random waypoint model, (b) a personal node using EDPAN in a single 
cluster case, (c) a moving cluster with a head following the pattern in (a) and a personal node in (b)
The mobility scenarios are generated by a utility provided by NS-2 called setdest. This utility was 
modified to support generating the position, destination and speed o f personal and non-personal 
nodes in different situations. Appendix C details how setdest was modified to generate personal 
network scenarios. Compared to another similar utility, for generating RPGM [34] model, the 
model here benefits from flexibility (for having both general and personal nodes), simplicity (with 
only one set o f parameters instead o f generating several individual files as input), integrity (in 
only one application and run) and smaller output file in size.
5.3.2 Service model
Service framework should define different parameters and generate the command for generating 
events related to services and their discovery protocols, including generating node activity 
scenario to define the status changes and interactions between the nodes within the simulations, 
e.g. initialising the SLP parameters and defining different events for evaluating the performance 
o f the protocols. For generating the framework, the following input parameters are defined.
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C: total number of clients
R: total number o f registrars (e.g. service directories)
M: total number o f services in the pool o f services
S: average number o f services per Service Directory node
A: average alive time for nodes
D: average dead time for the nodes
L: average lifetime o f service s in node k
X: average number o f enquiries per pause time
E: expectancy time o f reply for a client to get replied
w([a,b]): a random number taken from uniform distribution within the interval [a,b]
Pool of services: Hie protocols are evaluated by measuring the performance o f service discovery. 
To perform this, the simulations must be aware o f the presence o f  the services and whether or not, 
they are properly discovered by the protocol. The success o f a discovery is dependent on the 
validity o f the search and performance o f the protocol. To assure validity o f the search, all 
services are selected fr om a predefined pool o f services, and the queries will be made based on the 
assumption that at least a valid reply is expected.
The members o f the pool are generated by assigning a random service t)>pe^  URL, lifetime^ number 
o f  attributes and for each o f them, a tag, number o f  values and their IDs. The following statements 
define the pool o f services {a, b, s and v are arbifrary variables).
Va, b \a .b  = b <=^b & a 
Vs,0  < 5  < M  I Bsevice^ e  ServicePool 
service^ g ServicePool 1 t y p e id  = s + type ^ .length -  w([10,30]) 
sendee^ g ServicePool j url^.length = r^([20,50])
service^ G ServicePool j Blifetime^ lifetime^ = w([0.9T,l.lX]) 
y  sendee^ g  Seî^icePool\3no _ o f  attributes^ no _ o f  _attributes ^ = w ([l,ll])
V5 ,a , 0  ^ a < n o _ o f  _attributes^ | Battribute^^ g  AttributeList^
yattribute^^ e  AttributeList^ j 3^ag^  ^ tag„^.id = a  + 1,t a g l e n g t h  = w([10,30])
yattribute^^ e  AttributeList^ \ B n o _ o f _values^^ n o _ o f  _values^^ =w([l,5])
V j,a , v,0 ^ V < n o _ o f  _values^^ | 3va/we„^^ vlaue^,^^.id = v + \,value^,^^.length = w([20,30])
(5 .37)
Initializing agents: all nodes in the model are categorised as clients, servers and registrars (in the 
case o f SLP, they correspond to UA, SA and DA). Agents are assigned to the nodes, based on 
allocating DA to the first node (if applicable) and then other randomly selected nodes up to the 
maximum number o f DAs. Then the other UA nodes are randomly selected from other unassigned 
nodes. Finally, all other nodes are assigned as SA, and to each SA a number or random services,
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selected from the pool, are assigned. The following definitions formally describe the procedure (r, 
k, c and s are arbitrary variables).
nodcQ .type =  DA i f  R >0 and C=1 ( 5.38 )
V r,l < r < ;? 13/c =  w([l, A^]).'.node „t)pe =  DA  C= 7  ( 5 . 3 9  )
V c,0 < c  < CI node^p.type =  DA i f  R >0 and C>1 ( 5.40 )
V c,0 < c < CI 3/c =  m([1, # ] )  A node^.type DA node^.t)pe =  UA i f  C>0 { 5.41 )
V/c,0 < k < N \  nodej^.type DA  a  nodej^.type ^  UA node,..type =  SA ( 5.42 )
V/c,nodej..type =  SA | B n o _ o f  _ s e r v i c e s .*. n o _ o f  _ services^ -  m[0.95',1 .16"] ( 5.43 )
V j, 7c,0 < s < n o  o f  _  services  | Bservice^j^ .*. sendee^ j, g  S erviceP ool ( 5.44 )
In addition to above assignments, there are some more specific assignments for scopes and 
attributes o f the nodes, which are related to particular scenarios, and will be detailed alongside the 
scenario details.
Generating node activity profile; The nodes are regularly enabled and disabled, and during the 
enabled time, clients make a number o f search queries. The behaviour o f each node during the 
simulations can be described as below {k, t and i are arbitrary variables).
Maxintervals = MasSimidatiojtTimel{Q.9{A + Z))]
V/c, t ,0 '^ k <  Maxintervals A k  = 2 t\ Salive_time/. .*. alive_time^ — u{\jd.9A,\.\A\)
\fk, t,D < k <  Maxlntei'vals a  /c = 2? + 1 1 Bdead _  time^ dead  _  timej. ~ u([0.9A,l.lA ])
V/c, alive _  time^ | BNumberOfEnquirieSj. .*. NumberOfEnquiries^ = w([0.9%,l.  ^ time^
M^ÂX
Vi, /c, 0  < i < NumberOfEnquiries^ | Benquiiy _  time  ^ :. enquhy _  tinie  ^ =  w([0, alive _  time^ ]) 
Vz, /c,0 ^ i < NumberOfEnquirieSj. | Benquiiy^ 
random Jndex^ ^u {[0 ,M ],search ing_type, =type,,„^^„, ,„^,,,enquiiy,.t^pe = type^ „„^ „^,
(5.45)
5.3.3 Performance metrics
In order to evaluate the perfoimance o f a discovery protocol properly, it is required to define 
appropriate metiics. As a measure, the following parameters are used as perfoimance metrics:
Reactive Discovery Time: this is the time used for discovering a service reactively, which 
consists the time from malting the query, until the reply time, i f  the discovery is successful. The 
reactive discovery time is dependent on the delay caused by the network (linlc rate, routing delay,
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etc.), packet loss, and casting type (multi-/mii- cast). In SLP, the reactive discovery is based on a 
convergence algorithm; a query is sent several times, and the time between two consecutive 
attempts is doubled until the discovery times out. To measme the performance o f the discovery, 
two values are used, the mean and the standard deviation; former shows how quick the discovery 
is perfoimed and latter presents which attempt is successful. When the discovery is timed out, the 
entile network is examined for counting discovery failures. All the successful replies are marked 
as SUCCESS and all the undiscovered entities in the network as FAILURE.
Reactive Success rate: this is the ratio o f  successful discovery to total attempts. The meanings o f  
SUCCESS and FAILURE are defined above.
Proactive Registry Latency: this paiameter is used for presenting the time in which the entities 
in registrars aie different fr om the actual values. This includes the location o f the registrars in 
clients and servers, and the specification o f the services in registrars. This value is dependent on 
service annoimcements and refieshments, and cache exphy mechanisms.
Proactive Registry success rate: tins is the success rate o f consistency between the source o f  
change and the registiy. Whenever a registrar or service starts up or shuts down, the event is 
logged. The registered entities aie examined whenever there is a change in the registry, due to the 
announcements made by the source, or cache exphy. The corresponding change in registiy is 
considered as SUCCESS, and the time elapsed to achieve it is defined as Registiy Latency (see 
above). At the end o f registiy lifetime (usually while the registiar shuts down), the contents o f the 
registry and the actual entities are compared and any inconsistency is logged as FAILURE. The 
success rate is the ratio o f the successful to the total logged entities.
Cost: Besides investigatmg the gain earned in a discovery process, the cost o f the performance 
should also be considered. The cost includes the number o f the sent and. received messages (either 
multicast or unicast), the battery life (by measuring the consumed energy), and the payload  
representing the used radio capacity.
5.4 Evaluation of SSDP in ad hoc networks
This section is about the evaluations made on the UPnP Simple Service Discovery Protocol in a 
MANET and different background traffic situations. Here the success rate o f the search operation 
and Discoveiy Time were measuied. The parameters and sample values in this simulation study 
are shown in Table 5-1. These parameters correspond to a scenario, in which 10 nodes were 
randomly moving in an area (900m x 900m), with a maximum speed o f 20 m/s. Each node might 
contain up to two embedded device, each maintaining up to two services. A client, as a probe, was 
malcing search requests to the servers, and the success rate and discoveiy time were measured.
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Table 5-1 SSDP simulation parameters (ad hoc network)
Number of total N odes 10 MX 1 s
Maximum node sp eed 20 Channel W irelessChannel
Maximum pause time 600 Propagation TwoRayGround
Maximum X 900 Phy W irelessPhy
Maximum Y 900 Mac 8 0 2 _ 1 1
Duration of simulation 900 Queue DropTail/PriOueue
Minimum number of em bedded dev ices per node 2 Link LL
Maximum number of services per device 2 Antenna OmniAntenna
No of total clients 1 IRQ Length 50
CACHE-CONTROL 1800 s Routing Protocol DSDV
Advertisement period 800 s
During the simulations, a number o f Search messages were randomly sent. The background traffic 
used here was CBR, and the impact o f 0 to 5 concurrent CBR sessions was investigated. Figure 
5-17 depicts the success rate and discovery time values in different scenarios.
R a a c t lv a  S u c c a s s  R a te
m
B a ck g ro u n d  Traffic R a ta  (kb /^
Discovery Time
2  12 I
5 ° ® i  0.6
B a ck g ro u n d  T raffic  R a ta  (kb/a)
Figure 5-17 SSDP discovery performance affected by variable level of background traffic
As seen, the success rate degrades with higher background traffic rate, and increasing the number 
o f concurrent traffic flows. In addition, the discovery time increases with the number o f flows, but 
it does not considerably change with background traffic rate. There is an explanation for this.
At the same number o f concurrent traffic flows, the only delay for search replies can be because 
o f the time that the media is occupied, and packets are sent immediately after the traffic packets, 
so the delay in sending the packets and therefore discovery time is negligible. However, when the 
number o f flows increases, the contention for accessing media rises and causes delays in sending 
the packets, considerably influencing the discovery time.
5.5 Evaluation of the SLP in a single PAN
This section concerns evaluation o f the Service Location Protocol in a single PAN scenario. In 
this scenario, the nodes are either personal, based on EDPAN mobility model, or general, which
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follow the random waypoint mobility model. The paiameters and sample values for the pilot 
scenario are shown in Table 5-2.
Table 5-2 SLP simulation parameters (single-PAN)
Number of total N odes 20 Channel W irelessChannel
Number of personal N odes 1-10-19 Propagation TwoRayGround
PAN radius in meters 50 Phy W irelessPhy
Maximum node speed 20 Mac 802_11
Maximum pause time 600 Queue DropTaii/PriQueue
Maximum X 900 Link LL
Maximum Y 900 Antenna OmniAntenna
Duration of simulation 18000 IFQ Length 50
Minimum number of services per node 1 S eed 0
Maximum number of services per node 5 Routing Protocol DSDV
Minimum enable time of the nodes 540 initial Energy 100
Maximum enable time of the nodes 660 WL_ 1
Minimum disable time of the nodes 540 packetSize_ 512
Maximum disable time of the nodes 660 SleepTime 0
Total variety of the services 10 CONFiG_RETRY_ 2
Minimum lifetime of the services 540 CONFiG_RETRY_MAX_ 15
Maximum lifetime of the services 660 CONFiG_MC_MAX_ 15
Minimum no of queries per p ause time 10 CONFiG_DA_BEAT_ 10800
Maximum no of queries per pause time 20 CONFiG_DA_FIND_ 900
The expecting time for successfu l discovery 15 CONFiG_START_WAIT_ 3
No of total clients 5 CONFiG_REG_ACTIVE_ 2
No of registrars 0-2 CONFiG_REG_PASSiVE_ 2
The following notations are used for identifying simulation parameters and metiics:
Messages: TCMsg
T (Type) = [R ,S ], R=Received, S=Sent 
C (Cast, optional) = [U,M], U=Unicast, M=Multicast 
Msg = [SrvRqst, SrvRply, SrvReg, SrvAck, DA A dveit,...] 
SD (as a metiic): Standard Deviation 
S (as a parameter): Sleep time 
MT: Multi-tier
5,5.1 SLP performance
In the first set o f  experiments, the effect o f having none, one or two registrars in different 
situations were investigated, which are ad hoc (few personal nodes), semi PAN (50% personal 
nodes) and PAN (mostly personal nodes). In this experiment, the success rate for reactive service
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discovery (SrvRply) and also the reactive discovery time mean and standard deviation were 
investigated. Figure 5-18 depicts the success rate and the discovery time values in different 
scenarios.
R eactive d iscovery  s u c c e s s  rate R eac tiv e  d isco v ery  tim e m e a n  an d  s tan d ard  deviation
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Figure 5-18 SLP discovery performance in different single-PAN patterns
The first observation made during the experiment is that the success rate in PAN case is higher 
than the semi-PAN and ad hoc cases respectively. This is because o f the tendency o f proximity o f 
the nodes in a PAN compared to the ad hoc case. There is no magnificent improvement in the 
success rate, especially in the PAN case, by employing one or more registrars. Even it slightly 
decreases when there is one registrar, and increases when there are two registrars in the network. 
The former is because o f the inconsistency between the registrars and the actual services, whilst 
this improves in the latter case; using two registrars caused overall consistency to be higher than 
the case o f one registrar. The decrease in the success rate is negligible (4% in the semi PAN and 
2% in the PAN case) at the benefit o f saving the network resources (to be discussed later).
The discovery time mean and standard deviation both fall when switching from the ad hoc case to 
the PAN case. In addition, they fall in all scenarios when the number o f registrars increases. There 
is an explanation for this fall. In ad hoc mode, adding a registrar to the system causes all multicast 
messages to services to change to unicast, therefore the routing o f queries and replies are more 
directed, resulting in a lower discovery time. In addition, the standard deviation o f the discovery 
time also decreases, which means more services are discovered with the first attempt.
From the other side, employing the registrars in the system influences the costs o f the discovery. 
Here this effect is represented by the number o f  sent and received messages, and the consumed 
energy. Figure 5-19 depicts the number of sent and received messages. For clarity, the bar chart is 
used for showing the results.
In all scenarios (ad hoc, semi PAN and PAN), by employing registrars in the system, the number 
o f sent multicast messages decreases, whilst the number o f sent unicast messages rises. This 
results in a minimal level o f sent service replies in the case o f having one registrar. Using one 
registrar significantly reduces the number o f received multicast messages (at the cost o f slight 
drop in the success rate, see above).
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No of sent messages
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Figure 5-19 SLP number of messages in different single-PAN patterns
Now the effect o f having registrar on the consumed energy is investigated. Adding a registrar to 
the system is energy-consuming; this is because some energy must be consumed for maintaining 
the structure o f the network, e.g. for discovering the registrars and registering the services with 
them. Figure 5-20 depicts the energy consumption in different situations. The energy consumption 
in this example is mainly affected by the convergence algorithm used in SLP; thus a technique for 
reducing the power consumption is proposed in section 5.5.3.
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Figure 5-20 SLP energy consumption in different single-PAN patterns
5.5.2 Enhanced SLP (ESLPi): Sleep mode for SA
In this section, another aspect o f PAN characteristics is investigated. It is assumed that servers can 
go to sleep mode to save energy, and during the sleep intervals, servers cannot reply to SrvRqst 
messages, therefore some o f the requests fail. The rate o f failure should fall by employing 
registrars, which can reply on behalf o f the servers. For simplicity, it is assumed that the nodes re- 
awake after a certain time. The sleep time is used as an input parameter in the evaluations.
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Taking the same approach, the success rate, the discovery time mean and standard deviation were 
investigated. The simulation parameters were remained unchanged as shown in Table 5-2.
There is an important change in the SLP parameters, which was applied in this test. The main 
motivation for applying sleep mode to the servers is to save the energy, whilst convergence 
algorithm by its own strongly affects energy efficiency. When applying the algorithm, the 
requests are sent several times until a specific time is spent. In the meantime, the sleeping servers 
are likely to wake up and eventually reply to the requests. This causes the effectiveness o f using a 
proxy (to reply on behalf o f the sleeping nodes) not to be properly evaluated. To avoid the effect 
o f multiple requests used in SLP convergence algorithm, the number o f sent packets per request 
was limited to 1. This alteration is shown in Table 5-3.
Table 5-3 Alterations to SLP parameters for evaluating ESLP,
CONFIG_RETRY_MAX_ 1
CONFIG_MC_MAX_ 1
SleepTim e 0-2
Figure 5-21 depicts the success rate and discovery time values in different scenarios, in which the 
reactive discovery o f SrvRply messages were measured. In this experiment, 0, I or 2 registrars 
were used in the system, and in each case, 0, I and 2 seconds to sleep time were applied on the 
services. The idle time for the services was set to the default value (10 s).
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Figure 5-21 ESLPj discovery performance (applying sleep mode to the servers)
As seen, the success rate improves by adding registrars, but it slows down when adding the 
second registrar. Since the convergence algorithm is not used (the requests are sent only once), the 
clients are more likely to be replied in existence o f more robust registrars in the system, which do 
not sleep or become disabled.
Furthermore, while sleep mode is applied to the servers, the success rate drops. This is obvious, as 
the sleeping nodes cannot reply to queries. The interesting conclusion is that the gap in the 
success rate between the no-sleep mode and sleep mode, when using a registrar, is smaller (0 .8 %
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compared to 1.4%), This is because some of the failed requests are successful while there is a 
registrar to reply; hence the success rate is less affected by sleepiness o f the servers.
The discovery mean time decreases while using registrars because o f unicasts instead of  
multicasts, as explained in the previous section. The interesting point is that in the sleep mode, 
with employing registrars, the discovery time improves better, which means that the use o f  
registrar is not only energy (see below), but also time efficient. Evaluation o f the standard 
deviation o f discovery time here is not useful, because all queries are sent only once and there is 
no chance o f receiving replies at the second or other consecutive attempts (convergence algorithm 
is disabled).
The last set o f results corresponds to the energy consumption with enabling the sleep mode in 
servers. Figure 5-22 depicts the energy consumed in sleeping and sleep-less modes. This figure 
shows that applying sleep mode to the servers can save up to 3% in the total consumed energy, 
assuming a flat energy cost for all nodes in a PAN. Usually, the poor nodes suffer more from 
limited battery life; therefore, the actual benefit in saving the energy is higher than this value.
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Figure 5-22 ESLP, energy consumption (applying sleep mode to the servers)
5.5.3 Enhanced SLP (ESLP]): Multi-tier discovery technique for
convergence algorithm
As seen in the previous section, the convergence algorithm is energy-consuming. Since the results 
shown above suggest that most o f the services are discovered in the first or second attempts, the 
performance o f the protocol can be improved by gradually incrementing the extent o f the 
discovery, e.g. firstly discovering the services within the first hop proximity, and then increasing 
the number o f hops accordingly. This can be performed by simply increasing Time-To-Live (TTL) 
o f the packets after each attempt. The TTL, is the maximum hop-distance that a packet can travel. 
The packet will be dropped afterwards.
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Taking the same approach, the success rate, and the discovery time mean and standard deviation 
were investigated. The simulation parameters were remained unchanged as shown in Table 5-2. 
Figure 5-23 depicts the results o f applying Multi-tier convergence algorithm. As seen, the success 
rate does not degrade by using multi-tier approach, and only the discovery mean time slightly 
increases. The affect on the service discovery standard deviation is more sensible, since the 
services may become discovered at higher number o f attempts.
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Figure 5-23 ESLP] discovery performance (multi-tier technique for convergence algorithm)
The technique provides a magnificent saving in energy. Figure 5-24 presents the values o f the 
consumed energy in the system (~5%).
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Figure 5-24 ESLP] energy consumption (multi-tier technique for convergence algorithm)
5.6 Evaluation of the SLP in multi-PAN
In this section, the performance o f the SLP in an ad hoc multi-PAN scenario is evaluated. The 
nodes are distributed among clusters (in a single PN), or PANs (a multi PN scenario) and they 
follow the new mobility model described in section 5.3.1. The Service framework generation 
described in section 5.3.2 (for producing SLP messages) was applied with slight alterations: 
another parameter is defined as the cluster number, and parameters C (the total number o f clients) 
and R (the total number o f registrars) were applied to each o f the clusters. Since P  (Personal
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nodes) coiTCSponds to the number o f nodes in a cluster, C.P indicates the total number o f personal 
nodes, so all the remaining nodes in the scenario are treated as general nodes. Increasing the 
variable number of clusters is a key factor for changing the structure o f the network, from fu lly ad  
hoc towards fully clustered.
5.6.1 Performance of centralised-within-cluster SLP
In this section, a general comparison between centr alised approach applied to the clusters and a 
completely decentr alised approach, is provided. This helps to identify the pros and cons o f each o f 
the approaches, decide on the structure o f the better performing protocol and suggest the 
optimisations to be made for enhancing it.
The first set of experiments coiTesponds to an ear ly investigation o f the SLP by measuring the 
success and the time perfonmance and the cost metrics; the same approach talcen in section 5 .5 .1 . 
Here the effect o f having different numbers o f clusters (1-4) is investigated. Performance metrics 
were the success rate, the discoveiy mean and the standard deviation time o f reactive discovery 
by examining Si'vRply in reply to SrvRqst messages. The parameters and sample values o f the 
pilot scenario are shown in Table 5-4.
Table 5-4 SLP simulation parameters (multi-PAN ad hoc)
Number of total N odes 20 Channel W irelessChannel
Number of personal N odes 5 Propagation TwoRayGround
PAN radius in meters 50 Phy W irelessPhy
Maximum node speed 20 Mac 80 2 _ 1 1
Maximum pause time 600 Queue DropTail/PriQueue
Maximum X 900 Link LL
Maximum Y 900 Antenna OmniAntenna
Duration of simuiation 18000 IFQ Length 50
Minimum number of services per node 1 S eed 0
Maximum number of services per node 5 Routing Protocol DSDV
Minimum enable time of the nodes 5400 initial Energy 100
Maximum enable time of the nodes 6600 WL_ 1
Minimum disable time of the nodes 5400 packetSlze_ 512
Maximum disabie time of the nodes 6600 SleepTime 0
Total variety of the services 10 CQNFIG_RETRY_ 2
Minimum lifetime of the services 540 CONFIG_RETRY_MAX_ 15
Maximum lifetime of the services 660 CONFIG_MC_MAX_ 15
Minimum no of queries per pause time 10 GONFIG_DA_BEAT„ 10800
Maximum no of queries per pause time 20 CONFIG_DA_FIND_ 900
The expecting time for successfu l discovery 15 CONFiG_START_WAIT_ 3
No of total clients 1 C0NF1G_REG_AGTIVE_ 2
No of registrars 1 G0NF1G_REG_PASSIVE_ 2
No of clusters 1-4
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Figure 5-25 depicts the success rate and discovery time values in different scenarios.
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Figure 5-25 SLP discovery performance in ad hoc multi-PAN (DA-ful/DA-less)
The results show that in an ad hoc multi-PAN case, performance o f both the success rate and the 
discovery time improves when the number o f clusters is greater than 1 , and a registrar is 
employed in each o f the clusters. The success rate in the case involving DA is close to 1, but the 
rate in the case without DA remains almost constant and does not change with increasing the 
number o f clusters. The results also show that with incrementing the number of clusters, the 
discovery mean time increases in the DA-less case, but decreases in the DA-ful one. The same 
results are also valid for the standard deviation, which means the chance o f discovery in the first 
attempt increases with using a registrar in clusters. There is an explanation for the improvements: 
using unicasts instead o f multicast, which means packets directly flow towards the destination, 
rather than multicasts and getting flooded inside the network, results in shorter time and higher 
success for discovery.
Better performance is achieved at a higher cost. The number o f sent and received messages was 
measured, as well as the consumed energy to investigate the cost o f each case. Figure 5-26 depicts 
the number o f sent and received messages.
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Figure 5-26 SLP number of messages in ad hoc multi-PAN (DA-ful/DA-less)
When no-DA approach is applied, the number o f unicast requests is zero; all requests are 
multicast and their numbers remains constant, because the requests cannot be sent by unicast. The 
number o f SrvRply slightly drops, because o f the heterogeneous distance distribution o f the nodes 
when the network is clustered. As can be seen, using a DA decreases the number o f multicast
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requests to almost zero, whilst increasing the number of unicast ones, meaning more requests are 
sent as unicast. The interesting result is the rise in the number o f SnPply, which is because o f the 
unicast requests directed towards the destination and the chance for becoming replied is higher, 
resulting in better success rate as seen earlier. The main result o f looking at receiving messages is 
a sharp drop in receiving multicast messages when using DAs, and indeed rise in receiving 
unicast messages, as expected and explained earlier.
The last measurement is on the energy consumed per cluster; the results are shown in Figure 5-27. 
The consumed energy remains almost constant in the case using no DA in the network but it rises 
with using the DAs in each o f the clusters. The rise in the energy consumption is for the 
maintenance o f the network and registration / deregistration o f the nodes to the DA. In the full- 
clustered mode, in which the most registrars exist, the rise in the energy consumption is about 
25% (~50J rise from 190J), in the benefit o f having almost 100% success rate instead o f 40% (see 
Figure 5-25-right). Optimising the consumed energy is one o f the motivators for enhancing multi­
tier discovery, and is explained in the next section.
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Figure 5-27 SLP energy consumption in ad hoc multi-PAN (DA-ful/DA-less)
5.6.2 Enhanced SLP (ESLP3): Scope-based clustering technique for
convergence algorithm
In this section, the multi-tier discovery algorithm described in section 5.5.3 was extended to the 
multi PAN scenario. In a multi PAN network, multi tier discovery is accomplished by clustering 
the network; each PAN acts as a separate scope, services within each PAN are registered with 
their own registrar /Directory Agent (scoping tier) and finally service discovery is applied to the 
scope-based network. Defining the scopes o f the nodes in each PAN should be based on the 
following rules: (the terms PAN and cluster are exchangeably used in this scenario)
• All nodes in a PAN should be accessible within the scope o f that PAN.
\/node^ G CLUSTER^ k e  SCOPE^
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•  Personal Service Agents should only have their specific scope; this prohibits them from 
registering with Directory Agents outside their container PAN.
• Directory Agent should only have their specific scope.
y s a j ,d a ,  G N O D E S ,S A _ ID  #  DA ID S A _ I D g SCO PE j ,D A _ I D g SCOPE^
•  User agents are scope free; they can communicate with all other nodes for the service 
discovery.
\/ua„  G N O D E S ,:. SCOPE^ = <f>
•  Public services are scope free, for permitting all other nodes to discover them.
^sa„ g PER SO N AL_  N O D E S,:. SCOPE^ = (t>
For better explaining the above rules, Figure 5-28 depicts three PANs, each containing a 
Directory and a few Service and User Agents. Each PAN has its own ID (1...3). The SA and DA 
nodes belonging to each o f the PANs maintain their scope sets, which contain the IDs o f the 
corresponding PAN. All SAs and DAs also have their functionality ID (DA ID=IOO and 
SA_ID=200 here) as the members o f their scopes. The UAs are free o f scopes, to be accessible 
from any node and to be able to access any other node. The same applies to all external SAs, 
which are accessible by the personal nodes.
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{1,100}
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Figure 5-28 Example of scoped network
The result o f such a partitioning is that, SAs will only register to their nearby DA, reducing the 
number of registration messages. UAs can address all other DAs and SAs in the network, and so
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for all external SAs. Taking the same approach, the success rate and the discovery mean and 
standard deviation time were investigated. The simulation parameters were remained unchanged 
as shown in Table 5-4.
Figure 5-29 presents the results o f using scope-based and/or multi-tier algorithm. As seen, the 
success rate increases by applying scoped search, which is because the nodes in the same scope 
are discovered more efficiently. Using both multi-tier and scoped techniques does not change the 
rate considerably as seen before.
The discovery time is reduced with applying the scoping technique. This is because the searches 
are more focused into either scopes or unicast external services, which is more efficient than 
multicasts and flooding in the network.
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Figure 5-29 E SL P 3 discovery performance (scope-based clustering)
As aimed, the technique provides a magnificent saving in the energy. Figure 5-30 presents the 
values o f the consumed energy in the system. As seen, the energy is saved using scoped 
technique, and even applying both multi-tier and scoped techniques slightly improve energy- 
efficiency.
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Figure 5-30 ESLP3 energy consumption by (scope-based clustering)
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5.7 Summary
In this chapter, a set o f evaluations o f the earlier proposal was provided. It began with an 
analytical analysis o f the suitability o f peer-to-peer or registry-based discovery at the cluster/PAN 
and PN level. This was carried out by calculating the number o f transactions for sem ce browsing 
in each o f the broadcasting and P2P networks, concluding better performance for the registry- 
based solution in broadcast networks, and for the P2P solution in P2P networks. Later on, the 
block size o f the packets generated by UPnP SSDP and SLP was applied to the number o f packets 
calculated above to estimate the volume of the generated traffic for both SSDP and SLP, and to 
see how the choice o f a data format can significantly affect the amount o f generated traffic, hi 
both cases, SLP generates less traffic than UPnP SSDP.
Experimental analysis was performed based on the PAN envirornnent set up in the Wireless 
Network Testbed (WNT). The performance o f the BT-SDP was evaluated for search and browse 
operations against a variable distance between the nodes, different volumes o f linlc traffic, and 
using a backgr ound file transfer application in the background. An evaluation o f the performance 
o f UPnP SDP and SLP over a Bluetooth IP network was also carried out. This concluded that a 
lower-layer SDP protocol performs noticeably better than a heavyweight IP-based protocol, and 
among those IP-based protocols, those with smaller data block sizes achieve a lower latency in 
discovery. This is obviously at the cost o f introducing limitations to the service discovery 
operation when using a lightweight protocol.
Finally, in tliis chapter, a modelling-based analysis for the proposal was presented. The topology, 
mobility and protocol framework were explained, performance metrics were defined and the 
protocol was evaluated with both single- and multi-PAN mobility models. Moreover, the 
enhancements o f SLP for addr essing multi-tier discovery were also evaluated.
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Conclusions and future work
This thesis documents my investigations into “Service Discovery and Use in Personal Networks”; 
the title includes two main concepts: “Service Discovery and Use” (as an application), in 
“Personal Networks” (a particular network, involving PANs and personal clusters). In order to 
propose the solutions, a study on the state o f  the art and an investigation into the characteristics 
and specifications o f both the application and the network were necessary.
In the study, it was seen how the behaviour' o f PANs is different fiom typical MANETs: the 
mobility witliin a PAN is relatively slower than that in a generic MANET. Moreover, in personal 
networks, a hierarchy was recognised, in contrast to the flat structure o f MANETs,
Nodes in a PAN have different levels o f capabilities. This also makes a PAN different jfrom a 
generic MANET. Furthermore, most o f the MAC and physical layer technologies (for PANs) are 
based on a centralised structur*e, hr contrast to the MANETS based on broadcasting or mesh 
str-ucture.
Multicasting in MANETs also faces many problems: inefficiency, security constraints, scalability 
and so on. Service discovery protocols in decentralised mode are highly dependent on multicast 
communications for advertisements and queries. Tire use o f centralised discovery at the PAN 
level results in better performance.
Dur ing this research, some o f the characteristics o f personal networks were identified to aid in the 
setting up o f a proper framework in terms o f in terms o f topology, size, heterogeneity (different 
aspects), multicast and broadcast support, architectur e, mobility and traffic models. After defining 
the network framework, top-level specifications o f the most well-loiown service discovery 
protocols were mentioned. Service discovery protocols were categorised based on their structur e, 
architecture, capabilities, context awareness, security, heterogeneity and the way the protocol 
describes the services. Then some o f  the existing discovery protocols were investigated, including 
the generic protocols and those proposed for MANETs, integrated with ad hoc routing protocols, 
based on clustering the network and proposed for home and PNs, etc. As shown by the top-level 
assessments, none o f the discovery protocols was found to be the most suitable for PNs.
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Later, some of the functional, teclinical and performance requirements o f service discovery 
protocols were identified. Based on the investigations and identification o f the requirements, a 
Service Discovery and Management Platform for Personal Networks, called PNSMP was 
proposed. The PNSMP was evaluated in terms o f several different aspects o f its performance. The 
research conclusions are summarised in the next section.
6.1 Conclusions
Conclusions o f tliis research can be listed as follows.
Service discovery structure: PNSPM is based on a centralised stnictiue at the cluster level and a 
point-to-point one at the PN level. The structure was evaluated using an analytical approach: The 
evaluated metric here was the number o f transactions, which was calculated based on analysis o f 
the message flows. In broadcasting networks (representing the clusters and the PAN), the number 
o f transactions using point-to-point discovery was higher than with registiy-based discovery. The 
opposite results were observed in point-to-point networks. Based on the results I proposed a 
registry-based centralised structure at the cluster level, and a point-to-point decentralised structure 
at the PN level.
Discovery message structure: Further evaluation was cairied out, building on the calculations 
made in the previous stage, by applying the typical size o f both text- and binary-formatted 
messages for a sample service. The size o f the messages in UPnP and SLP was calculated and 
applied to the number o f transactions to calculate the amount o f traffic generated during a browse 
operation. The analysis showed a lower level o f generated traffic using the binary format 
compar ed to when using the text-based data format. Based on these results, the use o f the compact 
binary data format for discovery messages was proposed.
Legacy SD protocols: PNSMP supports legacy SDPs for interactions with servers and clierrts, 
with which ar e already equipped. For measuring the performance o f legacy protocols, a Bluetooth 
testbed was set up. The browse and search operations in the BT-SDP, in different situations under 
with ping  or FTP background traffic were examined: The distance (between the client and the 
servers), the ping  duty cycle (with both varying ping size and interval), and the number o f  
concurrent file transfer sessions were used as parameters for the measurements.
In the first set o f experiments, the ping  duty cycle was modified, whilst in the second set, the 
volume o f the background FTP traffic was varied by intr oducing 1 to 3 concurrent file transfer 
sessions. The following results were generally projected:
•  In equal situations, the discovery time for search is slightly lower than for browse
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•  Discovery and Browsing latency in long distance situations aie more sensitive and react 
earlier to increasing background traffic volume, compared with short distance conditions
Based on the results above, the use o f  the search operation instead o f the browse one was 
recommended for the design o f PNSMP.
Using the results o f the ping-vaiying studies, the performance o f the SSDP, the SLP and the BT- 
SDP in a Bluetooth PAN was estimated, concluding that the best discovery time was achieved by 
the BT-SDP, and it degraded further in the SLP and the SSDP respectively.
Single-PAN mobility model: for modelling a PAN and the movement o f the nodes, the 
coordinates and the velocity vector o f the nodes at any time had to be specified. They were 
considered as random variables sampled from a probability distribution. Thiee candidates were 
considered: Uniform and Gaussian for longitude and latitude in a Cartesian system and 
Exponential for the radius in a polar- system. By visually comparing the nodes with an image o f a 
PAN, the latter was selected as a better model for the mobility pattern in a single PAN and was 
named Exponentially Distributed PAN (EDPAN).
Multi-PAN mobility model: cluster head nodes in a PAN/cluster follow a random waypoint 
mobility model. The other members o f the cluster maintain their- distance to the head as described 
by EDPAN model. The destination o f a node is determined by applying the distance o f the node 
from the cluster head. The velocity is calculated from the destination and momentai-y position o f  
the node and the time in which the cluster head reaches to their destination. The model proved to 
produce smaller mobility file sizes than the other mobility models such as RPGM [34].
SSDP in ad hoc scenario: SSDP was evaluated in an ad hoc scenario by means o f computing 
simulations. The impact o f the volume o f backgr ound traffic on the success rate and discovery 
time o f SSDP was evaluated. The success rate degrades with an increasing volume o f traffic and a 
growmg number of concruTent flows. The discovery time also increases with a growing number o f  
traffic flows, wlrile the increase in load does not considerably affect it.
SLP in single network scenarios: in a single network scenario, different percentages o f personal 
nodes were selected: nearly 0% (for pure ad hoc), 50% (for semi PAN) and nearly 100% (for 
PAN) modelling. Tliis was to investigate the performance o f the SLP with zero, 1 or 2 registrars 
(DAs) in the network. The results showed that the success rate in a PAN is higher than that in an 
ad hoc scenario; however adding a registrar causes a slight dip. Additionally, the discovery time, 
which is lower in the PAN scenario compared to the ad hoc one, also decreases when adding 
registrar s. The cost o f registration (measur ed by the number o f multicast messages) drops when 
regisfrar's are employed, although maintenance o f the registrars is energy-consuming. It was 
concluded that the use o f one registrar per PAN/cluster is beneficial; however, the energy cost o f  
the discovery process should be reduced.
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Enhanced sleep-enabled SLP in single PAN scenario: one o f the benefits o f  having service 
registry is that the registrar can act as a proxy in temis of replying to discovery queries. The 
results showed a slight dip in the success rate but an improvement in the discovery mean time, as 
well as, obviously, a reduction in the consumed energy. The energy is saved by those nodes that 
usually suffer from a lack o f power resources (battery charge).
Enhanced Multi-tier SLP in single PAN scenario: this is an improvement over the convergence 
algorithm in SLP. Every multicast message in SLP is sent to the entne network several times. In 
multi-tier discovery, the number o f hops that multicast messages may travel in order to reach the 
destination progressively increases with each attempt. The results showed no major change in the 
success rate or discovery time, but the energy was saved owing to the lower number o f  
transactions.
SLP in a multi-PAN scenario: plain SLP was applied to the multi-PAN scenario. When using 
DAs in clusters, the success rate is significantly improved. This is because query messages 
directly flow towards the destination, and are not flooded tlnoughout the network. Higher 
performance is achieved at a higher cost in terms o f the energy and the number o f unicast 
transactions. This cost can be reduced by applying the scope-based clustering algorithm.
Enhanced scope-based clustering algorithm for SLP: this was proposed to limit the number o f  
tiansactions in each o f the clusters. Clients and servers only interact with the registrars that are in 
theii* container cluster. Scopes in SLP was used to implement tliis. The results showed that the 
perfoimance in terms o f the success rate, discovery time and the consumed energy is improved by 
this technique.
6.2 Future work proposal
This research can be expanded in several different directions. Different scenarios can be assumed 
and defined for further investigations and evaluations. The following evaluations are proposed for 
the continuation o f the research:
Evaluation of the PNSMP in a multi-PAN scenario, interacting in gateway mode: in this 
case, the multi-PAN scenario is examined in a case where the clusters are interconnected via the 
overlay network. All the simulations can be repeated to evaluate the success rate, latency and cost.
Evaluation of proactive metrics; Proactive Registry Latency and Proactive Registry success 
rate, defined earlier, are the metrics that can be examined under the enhanced SLP and mSLP.
Evaluation of the PNSMP using selected MAC technologies: the performance o f the enlianced 
SLP and mSLP can be evaluated when using different MAC teclinologies, such as 802.15.3-4 as 
centralised protocols that were designed for personal area networks.
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Evaluation of the PNSMP using selected routing protocols: the performance o f the enhanced 
SLP and mSLP can be evaluated by mapping cluster-based and hierarchical routing protocols to 
the service discovery structure. It is expected that higher performance would be achieved i f  the 
structures o f different layers o f the protocol stack mapped to each other.
Evaluation of dynamic scope update: in a multi-PAN scenario, the dynamic scope update 
procedure proposed earlier can be evaluated in order to prove its cost effectiveness without a 
reduction in performance.
Context transfer between registrars: the proposal for the context transfer process mentioned 
earlier can be evaluated for transfening DA directories when a server moves from one cluster to 
another. It is expected that lower latency would be achieved for the registration and deregistration 
o f the services with the registrars.
Evaluation of learning algorithm: the proposal can be evaluated for gradually migrating from 
reactive and cost effective to proactive and time effective state in SLP and mSLP.
Context Awareness: the context awareness component within PNSMP can be evaluated to 
determine how well context aware service discovery and service session management features can 
be supported. The former entails context awareness prior to service use, where the most 
appropriate services are selected, and the latter relates to the awareness during service use, for 
adapting the service session to the context status.
Security; a very important issue, which is the secrrrity proposal for PNSMP, shorrld be addressed 
separately, mainly in terms of authentication, authorisation, accounting, attack protection, etc.
6.3 Overall outcome
The thesis is concluded here with the proposal o f a Sei'vice Management Platform fo r  Personal 
Networks, based on a centralised structru e at the intra-cluster, and a point-to-point, structur e at the 
inter-cluster levels. The structure o f the messages is preferred to be binaiy. The performance o f  
the PNSMP is measured by the success rate, the latency and the cost Different techniques were 
used to increase the success rate, and to reduce the latency and cost both in proactive  and reactive 
modes. In the course o f this research, the sleep mode for services, multi-tier discoveiy  and scope- 
based discovery} were evaluated, showing some successes in enhancing the performance o f the 
crurently available service discovery solutions.
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Appendix A 
SSDP model in NS-2
In this appendix, the UML model o f the implemented SSDP in NS-2 is provided.
A.l SSDP Agent
The SSDPAgent is the core o f the SSDP node. It includes all message handling and state 
management o f Device and Control Points in SSDP. It is derived from the UDPAgent in NS-2, 
since the messages are sent in UDP. Figure A-1 depicts the structure o f SSDPAgent.
UdpAgtm
TV
SSOPAgmnî
+ Lock : char 
+ status : char 
+ controlpointonly : char 
+ WL_ : int
+ RootDeviceUUID : char 
+ RootDeviceTvpc : char 
+ DefaultCacheControl_ : int 
+ DefaultAdvertPeriod_ : int 
+ NotifySpreadTime. : int 
+ MX_ : int
+ NumberOfAdverts. : int 
+ AdvertPertodicTimetObj : AdvertPeriodicTimer 
+ EmbeddedDeviceslndex : int 
+ OfferedServicesIndex : int 
+ Registered Deviceslndex : int 
+ RegisteredServiceslndex : int 
+ EmbeddedDevicesPtr : device_setvice_entry'
+ OfferedServicesPtr : device_setvice_entry*
+ RegisteredDevicesPtr : device_service_entry‘
+ RegisieredServicesPtr : devicejetvice_eniry'
+ SSDPAgemO 
+ -  SSDPAgemO 
+ LogfType : int, Remarks : char*)
+ commandtargc ; im, argv : const char* const*) : im 
+ recv( : Packet*, ; Handler*)
+ sendNotifylNotifylD : MessageType)
+ WaitAndSendNotify(WaitTime : float. Notify ID : MessageType, Headed D : HeaderType, EmryPtr : device_service_entry*, AskingTimerPtr : WaitForReplyTimer*) 
+ sendPartialNotifytNotifylD : MessageType. Header!D : HeaderType, EmryPtr : device_service_entry*, AskingTimerPtr : WaitForReplyTimer*)
+ sendSearchfSearchID : SearchType, SearchTarget ; char*)
+ sendSearchReply(hdrssdp : hdr_ssdp‘)
+ ShowFunctionedEmitytCachcID ; CacheType)
+ AddFunctionedEntityfCachelD : CacheType, Type : char*, DeviceUUID: char*. ExpiryTime : int) : int 
+ DelFunctionedEntity(CachelD : CacheType, Type : char*, DeviceUUID : char*) : int
+ SearchFunctionedEntitylCacheiD : CacheType, Type : char*, DeviceUUID : char*, Fromlndex : int) : im________________________________________________
Figure A-1 SSDP Agent
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A.2 SSDP messages
SSDP messages were implemented in SSDPHeader. Figure A-2 depicts SSDP messages 
implemented in NS-2.
hdr_s»dp
+ iMessagelD: MessageType
+ CACHE_CONTROL : int 
+ Header! D : HeaderType 
+ TypelD: SearchType 
+ device_UlllD : char 
+ DeviceOrServiceType : char 
+ MX : int
+ AskingTimerPtr : WartFofReplyTlmer* 
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♦ offsetO : inl&
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+Headerm
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ROOT_ONLY
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SERVICE_TYPE
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........
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SEARCHJVLL 
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SEARCH_DEVICE_UUID 
SEARCHJDEVICE_TYPE 
SEARCH_SERVICE_TYPE
Figure A-2 SSDP Messages
A 3 Protocol timing management
Timing of the protocol is managed by timers, which are derived from TimerHandler. Figure A-3 
presents the timers in SSDP.
AdvertPerlodlcTimcr
# a_ : SSDPAgent*
+ AdvettPeriodicTimeda : SSDPAgent") 
» expireCe : Event*)__________________
+ CacheTypelD. : CacheType 
+ EntryPtr_ : device_service_entry‘ 
*  a_ : SSDPAgent*
EKpltyTlmar
+ ExpiryTimeifa : SSDPAgent", CacheTypelD : CacheType, EntryPtr : device_service_entty‘) 
# expire(e : Event")___________________________________________________________________
WftiltFoifUplyTlmer
+ Fulfilled : char 
+ Expired : char 
+ DestAddr_ : int32_t 
+ SendingTime_ : float 
+ Sendinguid_ : int 
+ uidPtr_ : uidiink"
+ SentButNotReceived : char 
# a_ : SSDPAgent*
—
i
0..1
+ExpiryTimerPtr
TimerHandler
+ WaitForReplyTlmerfa : SSDPAgent", DestAddr : int32_t) 
# explrefe : Event*)________________________________
/  + AskingTimerPtr.
davlca_aarvlce_tninr
+ Type : char 
+ DeviceUUID : char 
+ ExpiryTime : int 
+ ExpiryTimerPtr : ExpiryTimcr*
+ WaitAndSendTimerPtr : WaitAndSendTimer*
► NextTimer.
0..1| J A +y?aitAndSendTimerPtr ^ 3 * ^ 0..1
WaitAndSendTimer
+ NotifyID_ : MessageType
+ Header! D_ : HeaderType
+ EntryPtr. : device.service_entry"
+ AskingTimerPtr. : WaitForReplyTimer" 
+ NextTimer. : WaitAndSendTimer*
# a .  : SSDPAgent"
+ WaitAndSendTlmeKa : SSDPAgent". Notify!D : MessageType. HeaderlD : HeaderType, EntryPtr : device.service.entry") 
# expirefe : Event")
Figure A-3 SSDP Timers
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SLP model in NS-2
In this appendix, the UML model o f the implemented SLP in NS-2 is provided.
B.l SLP messages
SLP messages are built up o f two main sections, the Header and Body. The body is derived from 
AppData. Figure B-1 depicts SLP messages implemented in NS-2.
S n R iA d p b d r jip S n d l i ly k d f
- sia«_ : in * EunctionlD FunctiniTypc
+ PRList ; prjis i * SrcURL ; in t32j * EnoiCode : uint
♦ SwiceTyp» : string ♦ DestURL : intJLt * URLEniyUii : ud e m y jk i
*  ScopiUsi : stringjist + Length : in * U p ta S iiiO
*  UptW iSbiO \ + Flags char ♦ SnRplyBodytEfitnCodeVal : laitt, URLEmvListPtr : u r te n iy js t l
+ SivRqstBodyiPRljstPtr p i j is f ,  SennceTyptPtr : string', ScopeListPti : stnng jist'l * XID : in *  SnRptyBodyfBodyPtr SivRplyBody')
♦ SivRqsiBodylBodyPtr : SivRgstBody') » offset . p + sùeO in
+ siieO in + olfselQ inl& + copyO AppDai'
+ ci*yO AppDni'
■ s in .  : in
♦ URLEnry : urieniy
+ SenriceType: string
♦ ScopeLst : stringjist
* AnrtJst : a ttrjis t
♦ U p dacSlK O
♦ SrvRtg8od»(URLEnlryPir uiteiBy*. SetwceTypePtr : sning', ScoptListPtr : stnng jiji*, AnrtjsP tr : a it r js t ')
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♦ toeO : int
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Figure B-1 SLP Messages
B.2 SLP Agent
The SLP agent is the core o f the SLP node. It includes all message handling and state 
management o f the Directory, Service and User Agents in SLP. It is derived from the UDPAgent 
in NS-2, since the messages are sent in UDP. Figure B-2 depicts the structure o f SLPAgent.
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Figure B-2 SLP Agent
B.3 Protocol timing management
Timing o f the protocol is managed by timers, which are derived from TimerHandler. Figure B-3 
presents the timers in SLP.
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+ LoqO
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# expire(e : Event*)__________________________________
Figure B-3 SLP Timers
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B.4 Link lists for dynamic data allocation of objects
For better managing the memory, most o f the entities are defined as a link list and are derived 
from two main classes, entity and entilty list. Figure B-4 depicts the entity class and its 
corresponding list.
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Figure B-4 Entities and their corresponding list
B.5 Services, attributes, URL entries and other miscellaneous entities
The services, attributes, URL entities and some other supporting classes are derived from entity. 
Figure B-5 shows how these classes are constructed.
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Figure B-5 Classes derived from entity
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B . 6  Entity lists
The entity list classes are derived from entity J is t.  Figure B-6 depicts those classes.
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Figure B-6 Classes derived from entity J ist
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Appendix C 
Developed tools
C.l Wireless Network Testbed
The network platform (i.e. the WNT) consists o f several networking communication devices 
including wireless and wire-line parts capable to handle IP traffic. There are initial requirements 
to set up such a network; clients (including terminals and devices) should support the TCP/IP 
protocol stack and, in order to enable connectivity between terminals and network, proper 
interfaces communicating with wireless access points, are included. The network consists of 
switching and routing components to handle the traffic. Moreover, in addition to hardware 
components. Operating System software are running on clients, servers and networking devices to 
prepare and implement various protocol stack layers. On top of the OS, entities providing service 
provision and discovery tasks were implemented. For generating the required service-related 
software, development tools such as SDKs on top of the TCP/IP protocol stack were used. The 
overall network implementation platform consists o f the following components: Wireless access 
network, IP backbone, servers and clients. Figure C-1 depicts the structure o f wireless network 
testbed [188].
Network LAN C ore  LAN A ccess  W ireless
M anagem ent W orkgroup Pool A ccess
C entre A c ce ss  Po in ts
W ireless
Clients
Gigabit
Ethernet
Core
PC and SUN  
W orkstations
IP Network IP A ccess
Figure C-1 Wireless Network Testbed
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In this section, the features and specifications o f a wireless network capable to support the 
described scenarios for making a PN platform are outlined:
•  General computing hardware and softwai'e, capable to inn the implemented applications 
and the required protocol stack suit.
•  Support for TCP/IP, chosen as base transport protocol on the network.
• Support for wireless connectivity.
•  Similarity (in stmcture) to real mobile networks, that keeps compatibility to fiituie 
generations in mind.
There are different standards for wireless networking available, including systems based on IEEE 
802.11 (Wi-Fi Compliant), High Performance European Radio Local Area Network 
(HIPERLAN) and Bluetooth. For the time being, systems based on HIPERLAN are not widely 
manufactiued and are available only as experimental platforms. Systems based on Bluetooth do 
not offer any real networldng support for connectivity to the inffastmcture. Therefore, for this 
work, WLAN based on IEEE802.il was chosen as the base for wireless connectivity to the core 
network. However, due to the cuirent gi owth in numbers o f Bluetooth facilitated devices and their 
prospective application in futuie mobile networks, the possibilities o f concun ent use o f Bluetooth 
with WLAN and mobile networks [29] [194] were investigated. The architecture includes several 
parts serving specific functions and adding required features to the network.
C.1.1 Wireless clients
A “client” is that kind of node that uses the networking infrastructure to communicate with other 
clients; although in general clients use services, they also may offer services to other nodes, i.e. 
they may act as a land o f server. Two types o f clients were considered in this work: terminals and 
devices. Whereby terminals are those nodes that are directly connected to the backbone network 
and that can be carried by users, and devices are those equipments that can be detected by the 
terminal to offer some specialised types o f services to the network and its users.
Laptops and PDAs were used as the mobile terminals in the testbed here; they aie equipped with 
wheless network cards based on Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11b) technology, winch supports data rates up 
to 11 Mbps.
Other clients are devices capable to establish ad hoc links to the mobile teiininal. For this kind o f 
clients, PCs and PDAs to emulate real devices were used; Wi-Fi or Bluetooth technologies were 
used to provide wireless connectivity to the terminal. Additionally, there was a possibility to use 
real devices such as printers, if  capabilities could be enhanced to provide wireless connectivity to 
the tenminals.
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Each o f these technologies and approaches has some problems to be tackled: Wi-Fi does not 
support simultaneous connectivity to backbone network and other clients. This means that Wi-Fi 
cannot be used in ad hoc and infrastructure mode concmiently [188]. On the other hand, 
Bluetooth does not support the IP suite. In order to undertake tins work, some o f these problems 
needed to be resolved, e.g. by improving the ways to establish coimections between devices and 
terminals and core network.
Wireless clients act as the mobile teinhnals in the network. For this purpose, laptop computers 
and PDAs equipped with wireless network client cards emulate the terminals. The terminals 
contain the required OS and the software packages needed for development o f applications and 
software entities.
The clients can participate in the wireless network in infr astructrue and ad hoc modes. In the first 
case, clients communicate via access points and connect to the network, wliilst in the second case, 
clients can communicate with each other, independent o f the access points and establish local 
MANETs. One o f the main problems is the possibility o f concurrent connectivity between the 
MANET and the backbone network; the wireless clients currently do not provide this 
functionality. However, as part o f the work, seiwices within the network should be accesible fr om 
within the MANET. A solution for tins task was sought during the work.
C.l.2 Wireless Access Points
Wireless Access Points act as the hase-stations in the access part o f the testbed platform; they 
provide the cormectivity between mobile terminals and the wired backbone [188]. They contain a 
port to provide connectivity to the backbone network, i.e. an Ethernet port, and a Wi-Fi interface, 
to offer a wneless connectivity to any Wi-Fi compliant equipment such as WLAN client cards, 
other access points or wireless bridges.
Wneless access pomts are the interfaces between the wired and wireless parts o f the network. 
They provide wireless indoor/outdoor-covered connectivity to the wireless clients and are based 
on the IEEE802.1 lb (Wi-Fi) standard. They are used as hubs in LANs and as base stations within 
mobile networks. Many features like support o f roaming, transmision power and data rate 
adjustability, make them a useful replacement for the base stations o f mobile access networks.
C.l.3 Backbone IP network
The IP backbone network is based on a set o f  components such as switches and routers. They act 
as the transport media for IP traffic. In addition, they offer several services in the network such as 
mobile IP Home Agents (HA) and Foreign Agents (FA), QoS-policy-based services. Layer 3 
switching in Gigabit speeds, etc. [188].
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The IP network is a part o f the infrastructure emulating the Internet. This part o f the testbed 
includes three routers participating in a triangular shaped IP network. These routers are 
interconnected via synchronous linlcs, and the connection speeds are adjustable ranging fr om 64 
Kbps to 2048 Kbps. At the access side, the LAN connectivity is provided by 10/100 Mbps Fast 
Ethernet linlcs.
From the Internetworlmg Operating System (lOS) point of view, these routers support the major 
routing protocols: IP services, IPv6, Mobile IP, mobile networks, WAP (Wireless Application 
Protocol) Gateway, MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label Switching), Multicast, NetFlow, QoS, and 
security.
C.1.4 Access (LAN)
To provide access to the Local Area Network, Fast Ethernet switching technology was used, 
instead o f using hubs; advantage o f tlris is the dedicated network capacity to each port. Fast 
Ethernet switches are equipped with high-speed interfaces to provide connectivity to core.
This part o f network connects clients to access the network and consists o f thr ee LAN workgr oup 
access switches. They provide connectivity to the WLAN access points, wired clients and 
workstations. It uses 10/100 Mbps Ethernet/Fast Ethernet switches supporting 1000Mbps Gigabit 
Ethernet and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) uplinlcs to access to the LAN core.
By dividing the 24 ports o f each o f the switches into three vhtual switches (each containing eight 
ports), the testbed included nine switches instead o f three. 3 o f them were connected to the 
Gigabit Ethernet core switch and acted as a pool for core access, 3 o f the virtual switches to the 
IP backbone, acting as access places for the IP network and the 3 final virtual switches were 
connected to the ATM core switch to provide access to this part o f network. Later on, the ATM 
switch was removed from the network for non-usability reasons.
C.1.5 Core (LAN)
To create connectivity to the core, two options are available (i.e. using ATM technology or 
Gigabit Ethernet). For the implementation part o f tlris project, the Gigabit Ethernet option was 
applied. Using this option, gigabit connectivity and entranced protocols such as layer 3 switching 
(enabling separate broadcast traffic in each domain), could be applied.
LAN core included two switches acting as backbone for the local area network. One o f these 
switches employs Gigabit Ethernet Technology (1000Mbps) and connects the mam server and 
testbed with the outside world. Adding with a module, the switch then offered Layer 3 switching 
features (N.B. Layer 3 switching refers to a class o f high-performance routers optimised for
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campus LAN ox Intranet’s iiifrastriictuie). The second pait o f the core network was based on ATM 
technology; it provided 155MB connections to the workgroup switches and to the server, 
however, this pare was removed from the network.
C.1.6 WAN
The WAN level connectivity, used a hybrid configuration o f routers, interconnected to form an 
Intranet. With tlris configuration, experiences with routing protocols, QoS issues and IP traffic 
(like in a real network), could be gained. The number o f routers had been set to thr ee for enabling 
different paths for the traffic. In addition, the speed o f linlcs between routers could be adjusted to 
eirrulate the real Interiret and the limited network capacity available hr some o f the partitions o f  
the hrtenret. Usually, the distarrce between the routers may cause this linrited capacity, but hr the 
testbed network, this can be configured to emulate these effects.
C.l.7 Servers and clients
There are differerrt levels o f hardwar e arrd software components included in the system to execute 
the required management, service provisioir, client application and protocol stack software. As a 
main server, a SUN E l0000 provided processing and storage power for running the needed server 
software. However, this server was later replaced by several medium sizes servers to improve the 
performance and usability.
Clients witliin the network included both wireless and wired temunals. The wired clients were 
desktop computers such as PCs and SUN workstations to be able to use implementations for 
different execution platforms, i.e. Windows and UNIX (Solaris and Lmux). The wheless clients 
were Windows-based laptops and PDAs contahiing wireless client interfaces. They act as mobile 
terminals and service offering devices for service discovery tasks.
PCs and a SUN workstation were hicluded as servers and provided additional processing power. 
They deliver some o f the intermediate services; the mobility management, and software 
development envhonments.
C.l.8 Operating Systems and software tools
The operating system for the client systems depends on both har dwar e platform o f the client and 
also on the type o f the ongoing research. Solaris is the OS supporting the SUN server and 
workstation, whilst Linux and MS Wmdows was selected for the PCs and mobile laptops. MS 
Windows provides a range o f programming interfaces capable for development o f end user 
software and applications, however Wmdows is restricted to using special software and 
development Idts and it does not mainly provide access to open sources (e.g. to modify and
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develop protocols. Linux does not provide such a detailed platform for developing end user 
applications, but there are many open sources available on the Internet to implement protocol 
stacks, servers and other related applications.
C.2 The Bluetooth PAN
One of the research topics in wireless network testbed was the formation o f PANs and 
interconnection o f such networks by using the infrastructure networks, such as Internet, 3G, etc. 
The PAN in wireless network testbed was setup by using ad hoc connectivity protocols, such as 
Bluetooth (802.15.1) and WLAN (802.11b in ad hoc mode). Bluetooth itself offers networking 
functionalities in two ways, using Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) and Bluetooth Network 
Encapsulation Protocol (BNEP). In PPP mode, the connection is provided by emulating a serial 
asynchronous port and is based on the traditional dial up networking profile, whilst in BNEP 
mode, networking is based on synchronous links and offers networking functionalities. In fact, in 
the second case, terminal acts as Bluetooth access point. For providing interconnectivity with the 
infrastructure, a dual port mobile router was used, which could be realised by using a router- 
enabled node, which routes the packets between the PAN and the infrastructure network.
This has been illustrated in Figure C-2.
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Figure C-2 A PAN connected to the infrastructure
The research issues in this scenario were as follows:
• Naming and addressing: how the nodes within the PAN should be named and 
addressed.
•  Routing: how the routes (between the PAN and infrastructure) must be established.
• Service discovery: how the services must be locally discovered and advertised remotely.
The first step was to model the network. As an example, Bluetooth was used as the PAN 
technology, and Wireless LAN was used to provide connectivity to the backbone. In this case, the 
Bluetooth Personal Area Network profile is used, the mobile terminal acts as a Bluetooth access 
point and provides connectivity between the backbone network and the PAN. The MANET was a
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single-domain network; all the nodes must be in the same subnet and can get the IP addiess 
dynamically.
Scenario: a mobile teiminal equipped with WLAN, acted as a Network Access Point (NAP), and 
a device acted as a Personal Area Net^’ork User (PANU). In tins case, WLAN access point and 
mobile teiminal were in the same network, and to guarantee the devices use the same network 
prefix, they had to use dynamic addresses, like DHCP.
It was managed to configure the Windows 2000 as a router, so there were ad hoc and 
infrastructure connectivity at the same time. The router functionality was enabled via “Router and 
Remote Access Service” in Microsoft WindoM>s. The individual cards work as network cards and 
are assigned IP addi'esses individually. The following modification was made for enabling IP 
routing in MS Windows registry:
HICEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SYSTEM/CiirrentControlSet/Services/Tcpip/Parametei’s/IPEnableRoutei=l
Because the RIP in client is not compatible with the routers, static paths were defined in the 
network and on the client: on the router by ip route and on the client by route add. Additionally, 
the same testbed was setup, but bases on Linux OS and using BlueZ protocol stack to perform the 
experimental evaluations o f this research.
C.3 The implementation of PN mobility model
In this section, modifications on the original setdest (a NS-2 utility for generating mobility files) 
are highlighted. The font size o f other paits is intentionally reduced. Additionally, because o f the 
text format o f the source codes, the figures are likely to brealc across pages.
Figui e C-3 depicts the modifications made on the definition o f the nodes.
c la s s  N ode { 
public;
p rivate :
:  = T -
// Flags for deftning persona! nodes and duster heads 
private ;
bool IsP eiB onalN ode; 
bool IsC lusferH ead ;
N o d e * C lu ste rH ea d ;
public;
i :
-  -
Figure C-3 Node definition in the new setdest
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Figure C-4 depicts the modifications made on the constructor o f the nodes.
N ode::N ode ()
{
// initialisation of the nodes is performed here 
IsP e rso n a lN o d e  = FA LSE:
If ( (V ERSIO N  == 3) && ( P e rso n a lN o d e s  > 0  ) && ( N oO fC lusters= = 1 ) )
{
//if there is a only a single PAN, then assign first nodes as personal
I sP e rso n a lN o d e  = TR U E;
P e rs o n a lN o d e s - ;
}
e ls e  If ( (V ERSIO N  == 3) && ( P e rso n a lN o d e s  > 0  ) && ( N o O fC lusters =* 1 ) )
{
/ / if ttiere more than a cluster, then assign the first nodes as pe/sonai, the first node of each cluster 
//as duster head and set the address of the duster head tn ait duster nodes 
u in t C lu ste rN o  = in d ex  /  P e rso n a lN o d e s ;
If ( C lu ste rN o  < N oO fC lusters  )
{
IsP e iso n a lN o d e  = TR U E;
u in t N odeO ffeet = in d e x  -  C luste rN o  * P e rso n a lN o d e s ; 
if (N o d eO ffse t == 0)
{
IsC lu s te rH e ad  = TRU E;
L as tH e ad  = this;
C lu s te rH ea d  = NULL;
}
e ls e
(
IsC lu s te rH e ad  = FALSE; 
C lu s te rH ea d  = L astH ead ;
'  Determine if the first trip is a pause or a move with the steady-state pdf
/* original version */
If (V ERSIO N  1 II V ER SIO N  == 3 )  {
If ( IsP e rso n a lN o d e  && (N oO fC lusters >1) && (llsC lu s le rH ea d ) ) 
{
//set the arrivai time to tire destination as the duster tread
tim e_ an iv al = C lu ste rH ea d  > tlm e_arrival;
)
e ls e
{
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Figure C-4 Node constructor in the new setdest 
Figui e C-5 depicts the modifications made on the initial position of the nodes.
void
N odB ::R andom P osition ()
{
//the next position of the nodes is caicuiated here 
If (IsP e rso n a lN o d e )
{
if (N oO fC luste rs  ==  1){
//a  singiepan scenario
d o
{
d o u b le  r  = RADIU S * exponen lia lQ ; 
d o u b le  T e ta  = uniform () * 2  * PI;
position .X  = MAXX /  2 . +  r  * c o s  (Teta); 
p o sitio n ,Y = MAXY /  2 . +  r  * s in  (Teta); 
p o sitio n .Z  = 0 .0 ;
}
w hile ( I (poslüon .X  > 0  && posltlon .X  < MAXX && position .Y  > 0  && position .Y  <MAXY )) ; 
}
e i s e f
If (IsC lu ste rH ead )
{
/ / duster head foiion’s  random waypoint
}
e ls e
{
/ / duster nodes foiiow the duster head iike a singie pan
posltlon .X  = unlfonnO  * MAXX; 
position .Y  = unlfotm O  * MAXY; 
p o sltio n .Z  = 0 .0 ;
d o
{
do u b le  r =  RADIUS * ex p o n en tia l(); 
do u b le  T e ta  = uniform Q  * 2  * PI;
posltlon .X  = C lu s te rH ea d  > position .X  +  r  * c o s  (T eta); 
position .Y  =  C lu s te rH ea d  -> position .Y  +  r * s i n  (T eta); 
po sltio n .Z  = 0.0;
}
w hile  ( I (position.X  > 0  && position .X  < MAXX && position .Y  > 0
}
e ls e
{
}
Figure C-5 Initial position of the nodes in the new setdest 
Figui e C-6 depicts the modifications made on the destination o f the nodes.
void
N o d e ::R an d o m D e stin a tlo n ()
{
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//the next position of the nodes is caicuiated here 
If (IsP e rso n a lN o d e )
{
//a  singie pan scenario
If (N oO fC luste rs ==  1){
d o
{
d o u b le  r =  RADIU S * exponentia l{); 
d o u b le  T e ta  = unlform () * 2  * PI;
destlnaQ on .X  =  MAXX /  2 . + r  * c o s  (T eta); 
d es tin a tio n .Y  = M A X Y /2 . + r * s i n  (Teta); 
d e s tln a tio n .Z  = 0 .0 ;
}
w hile ( I (d e slin a tio n .X  > 0 && d estin a tio n .X  < MAXX && d estin a tio n .Y  > 0 && d es tin a tio n .Y  < MAXY )) ; 
)
e l s e {
If (IsC lu s te rH ead )
{
/ / duster head foiiow  ^random waypoint
}
e ls e
{
/ /  duster nodes foiiow the duster head iike a singie pan
d es tin a tio n .X  = un lfonn() * MAXX; 
d es tin a tio n .Y  = unlform () * MAXY; 
d es tln a tio n .Z  = 0 .0 ;
d o
{
d o u b le  r =  RADIUS * e x p o n e n t’al(); 
d o u b le  T e ta  = unlform () * 2  * PI;
d es tin a tio n .X  = C lu s te rH ea d  -> d estin a tio n .X  +  r  * c o s  (T eta); 
d estin a tio n .Y  = C lu s te rH e a d -> destin a tio n .Y  + r * s i n  (T ela); 
d e s tln a tio n .Z  = 0.0;
}
w hile ( I (d estin a tio n .X  > 0  && d estin a tio n .X  < MAXX && d es tin a tio n .Y  >
0 && desÜ natlon .Y  < MAXY ));
Figure C-6 Destination of the nodes in the new setdest 
Figui e C-1 depicts the modifications made on the speed o f the nodes.
void
N o d a :;R a n d o m S p e a d ()
{
/*  onginai version */
//The new version
if (V ERSIO N  == 1 II V E R SIO N  == 3 ) (
//for personai nodes
If ( I sP e rso n a lN o d e )
{
//fora singie PAN scenario
If (N oO fC luste rs= = 1)
s p e e d  =  e x p o n e n tia l0  * (M A X S P E E D /2 .);
e l s e
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//fora wuitipan scenario 
//far cluster iiead
//for duster nodes
If (IsC lu ste rH ead )
s p e e d  = unifom iO  * M A XSPEED;
e ls e
{
//the speed is dependent to tfie duster head's speed
v e c to r  D isl =  d e s tin a tio n  - position:
s p e e d  = D ist.leng th0 1 (C lu ste rH e ad  -> tim e_ am v al -  TIME);
}
//foreign nodes
}
e ls e
s p e e d  = uniform O  * M AXSPEED ; 
a s s e r t ( s p e e d  1= 0 .0);
/ '  modified version 7  
e l s e  If (V ERSIO N  == 2 ) {
Figure C-1 Speed of the nodes in the new setdest 
Figure C-8 depicts the modifications made on the updating o f the nodes.
void
N ode ::U pda teO
{
if(TIME == tim e_arrival) {
lf(sp e e d  ==  0 .0  [[ P A U S E  == 0 .0 ) (
}
• {
//for defining arrivai time dependent on the duster head
If ( I sP e rso n a lN o d e  && (N oO fC luste rs >1) && (llsC lu ste rH ea d ) ) 
{
d es tin a tio n  = position ; 
s p e e d  = 0 .0 ;
tim e _ am v al = C lu s te rH ea d  ->  tlm e_arrival;
e ls e
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Figure C-8 Updating the nodes in the new setdest
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